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ADMINISTRATION OF THE JOB CORPS PRO-
GRAM BY THE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING
ADMINISTRATION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
LABOR

A WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1981

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
MANPOWER AND HOUSING SUBCOMMITTEE

OF THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS,

Washington. DC
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:40 a.m., in room

2247, Rayburn House Office. Building, Hon. Barney Frank tchair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Berney Frank, John M. Spraj, Jr., and
John R. McKernan, Jr.

Also present: Stuart Weisberg, staff director{ Zvarello, staff
investigator; June Saxton, clerk; and Nan Elwood, minority profes-
sional staff, Committee on Government Operations.

OPF:NING STATEMENT OF ('HAIRMAN FRANK
- Mr. Flam:The Subcommittee on Manpower a.0 Housing'of the

Committee on Goyernment Operations will come to order.
I apologize for being late. The immigration conference is drag-

ging on and oot# and that has impinged a little bit on my schedule.
That should no be your1 problem, so I apologize for this delay. I
was hit with one AIM importune on the way in here, which took mea couple of extra minutes.

This is a hearing which was called at the suggestion ilf our col-
league, Mr. Spratt of South Carolina about the Job Corps.

I just want to say a couple of things at the outset. First, this i:
essentially the kind of a hearing that I will confess I think I have
been guilty as Chair of not having enough of It is fundamentally a
hearing abbut a success. There is a natural tendency on oversight r(....committees to function prjmarily with regard to areas.where there
are shortfall's. One of our jobs is to see where things are not going
Wgil and try and make corrections.

Inadvertently, I think, we may, collectively, in that regsrd, con-
bute unduly to the notion that government always makes mis-

j takes and doesn't have successes because the inevitable tendency is
to tape the successes for granted and to focus on the problems with
the hope either of correcting them or, in candor, from time to time
embarrassing those who are guilty of them. And, those motives do
blend, as we know.
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In this situation, while the subcommittee does have some ques-
tions about the prograri and there are someoareas where we think
there can be some imp .)vements and where we have some concerns.
we are fundamentally talking about what seems to me a success
story. A government funded progrtm with government administra-
tion and private sector cocriieratian working with a very difficult

_problem trying to Inake employment opportunities. real, for a seg-
ment of the population that would otherwise have problems reaching
them.

I just want to make explicit that that is part of what we are
doing here. today. We are, I -think, going to be suggesting some
areas where we think there can be some improvements and where
we have some concerns. but it is within the context of a program
that we think has been very successful, that has confounded skep-
tics. and that many of us have a commitment to seeing go forward.
And. I 1-xdieve that the success of this pi-ogram shows that some of
those who denigrate the ability of this society to respond collective-
ly through government to important social and economic problems
overstate by a considerable amount the negativism of that case.

Mr. McKernan, the gentleman from Maine?
Mr. Mt-KERNAN. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
I just want to join /sith you in saying that I am pleased that we

:ire having these ove fight hearings because I, for one, do believe
the Job Cows his been a s.uccess. It has been, really. the best
chance fiir many of our disad'antaged youths.

Coming from the State of Maine, I know tl?e success that we
have had over the last 1 years that I can rememberactually
maybe it is closer 't&-the full 20 years that the Job Corps has been
in existence. But it is a program that all of us support. We have
seen some changes in the Job Corps Program over the last few
years, and I think what this hearing is all about is really to con-
gratulate the 4th Corps, on 20 good years of service and say how
can we improv it in the future. As the chairman said, after all.
that is one of the functions of an oversight committeeto try to
find ways to improve em all programs. Some need morefimprove-
ment than others, but even a program that has been as successful,
as the Job Corps, I think, is one few which we can continue to look
for betier ways to serve those In needin the late 19S0's and 1990's.

Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FRANK. Thank you.
With that, we will proceed with our first panel of witnelses.
We have Mr. Al Androlewicz, division vice president for Job

Corps Programs, RCA Service Co.; Mr. John Gaiae.s. president, Te-
ledyne Economic Development (70.: and Herb Watkins, the Singer
Company Career Systems.

4 Mr. Androlewicz, you are first on my list, so why don't we just
'tart with you?
STATEMENT OF AtOYSIUS A. ANDHOLKWiri, DIVISION VICE

PRESIDENT..ETWCATION AND III'MAN SERVICES. RCA sERywE

Mr. ANinonywiez. Yes, sir.
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Mr. Chairmiai and members of the committee, I am Al An-
drolevvicz, division vice president, education and human services of
RCA Service Co., a major jiviiion of RCA Corp.

RCA has beer, operating Job Corps centers for 19 years and is
one of the largest Job Corps contractors in the private sector. We
are responsible for 10 Job Corps centers, located in 6 of the Depart-
ment of Labor's 10 regions and serving a total of approximately

carp:, members. -

My own association with Job Corps dates from 1967 and includes
field experience as a vocational training coordinator and a center
director. Currently I have overall responsibility for our Job Corps
business as well as a variety of other education and training pro-
grams.

We at RCA are proud our font; association with Job Corps and
the record of cost-effective performance that we have compiled
during that association. We are committed to maintaining and if
possible exceeding that record in the future, and we welcome this
opportunity to participate, on the day that Job Corps celebrates its
20th anniversary, in the committee's examination of the program's'
needs and resources, its achievements and potential.

My purpose in testifying ,is twofold. First, I want. to summarize
RCA's Job Corps experience in recent years, concentrating on those
areas in which the committee has expressed particular inttres,t.
Second, I wish to present, in the light of that experience, a few rec-
ommendations regarding the future support zind direction of the
program.

Our centers perform a comprehensive range of functions for dis-
advantaged youths who are between the ages of 16 and 21 when
they enter the program. We provide corps members with basic edu-
cation, vocational training, placement assistance, dormitory and
food services, health care, and counseling to meet their individual
needs, and we are required to perform these services in a residen-
tial -etting that is safe, clean, well maintained, and carefully su-
pervised.pervised.

The typical new enrollee at one of our centers is an 11.4-year-old
high school dropout who cannot read or write well enough to com-
plete a iob application, cannot add or subtract well enough to bal-
ance a checkbook, comes from a poor family, belongs to a minority
group, and either has not had a job for many weeks or else has
never had one.

The odds against a young person becoming a contributing
member of society in the face of such disadvantages are over-
whelming. But for p disadvantaged youth who complites the pro-
gram at one of our centersand over 85 percent of those who
enroll do complete the programthose overwhelming odds are re-
versed. Over 70 percent leave the center for a place in the work-

, force, a branch of the Armed Forces, a technical school, or other
learning institution. &Lae go on to earn a college degree. Many
earn a high school equivalency diploma through the program. And
all of those who graduate put themselves in a much better position
to lead socially and economically productive lives.

In the past 6 years the rates at which our centers retain, gradu-
ate, and place their corps members have remained relatively
stabil,. There are. however, four areas of the prygram in which we
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are concerned about adverse trends that have developed in recent
years.

The first is the manner in which the regional offices review and
support our centers. Each center that we operate is reviewed annu-
ally; the review teams use comprehensive review guides and con-
duct followup reviews. However, over the 'past few years the staff
of the regional offices have been depleted by a series of reductions
in force. As a result, fewer members of the review teams have the
Job C6rps experience necessary to conduct an effective review, es-
sistance in correcting deficiencies is often not available, and in
some instances staff members from one center are taken away
from their training duties to assist with a review at another center.

Similarly; center staff members are now required to perform ad-
ministrative duties that used to be- performed by the regional of-
fices, such as arranging initial assignments and transportatio4for
new corps members, maintaining the records aT carps members
who have left the program, and serving as the Disclosure Office for
the release of information on corps member

Even more detrimental to the effectiveness of the p: ogram is the
drastic decrease in the level and quality of technical assistance
available from the regional offices. In the past, problems in educa-
tion, training,Jesidential living, and counseling that werelbeypnd
the expertise of tenter staff could be referred to the regional offices
for scheduling technical assistance from consultants. Now the only
specialized technical assistance available is from regiopal staff who
frequently have neither the time nor the specific skills required for
the varied needs that arise.

The second adverse trend is the severe reduction in capital im-
provemeqt and rehabilitat'on moneys for updating vocational

al training course is design to teach skills that are above all mar-
training equipment and Ir. igining physical plants. Our vocation-

ketable, but in today's rapidly changing economy this goal can be
met only if our classrooms are equipped for the 1980's, not for the
1970's or 1960's. ,,

The redaction ifn rehabilitation mone s presents a problem be-
cause most of our centers are in facilities at are old and in need
of continuous maintenance. Our staff awl_ rps members contrib-
ute to daily and preventive maintenance in a variety of ways, but
their efforts are not sufficient to keep the physical plants at accept-
able levels of safety and sanitation. .

The third adverse trend is occurring at the national level, where
initiatives for the improvement of the overall Job Corps Program
have become increasingly limited. Not only are there fewer initia-
tives, but those that are taken are being dergyed by the lack of
technical assistance. And here again, center staff members are
sometimes asked to take time away from their primary training
duties to assist in functions that are properly the responsibility of
regional or national staff.

Finally, we are concerned about a decline in the recruitment of
Job Corps applicants, a function that is not primarily a responsibil-
ity of the centers but that is a vitally important part of the pro-
gram. Up until a few years ago, this service was obtained through
a stable petwork of agencies that had acquired many years of expe-
rience in meeting the unique demands of Job Corps recruiting. But

8
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in the past year major changes in recruitment contractors have
been made that have disrupted this network. As a result, many of
our centers are operating significantly below capacity.

In reviewing these adverse trends. I do not want to give the com-
mittee the impression that all recent developments in the program

. have been negative. On the contrary, the national office has insti-
tuted a strong fiscal reportating system that enabAs the program to
be conducted in a more businesslike way. The development of new
systems covering performance standards and risk assessments to
minimize the frequency and impact of serious incidents has like-
wise nnpr ved the program.

But we n RCA are convinced that the adverse' trends I have just.
pointed 0 t pose a significant threat to the continued success of the
Job Corp. Program. I would therefore like to recommend that Con-
gress and the administration act to reverset'these trends by taking
the f011owing four steps!

First. appiy no more reductions in Wee to either the national or
regional offies..

Recond, restore the staffing of both the national and regional
flues to levels that allow them., to perfOrm all their monitoring.
technical assistance, and administrative functions effectively and
without depending on center operating staff.

Third, take the necessary steps to maintain stability in thNe-
cruittnent network.

Fourth, provide the program with sufficient moneys for capital
improvement and rehabilitation to enable the centers to be proper-
ly equipped and maintained.

For 20 years .Job Corps has been uniquely successful as a part-
nership of business, organized labor, and the Federal Gewernment
We know that it is a program that works, and we know the reason
that it works is that all duet' partners have made a sustained com-
mitment to provide' the personnel and the resource's necessary to
make it work. If this commitment falters, then there is little
reason to believe that, on the occasion of the program's 25th anni-
versary, its levels of achit.ement will he as worthy of celebration
as they are today on its 20th anniversary.

Thank you.
Mr. FRANK. Thank you very much, Mr. Androlewicz. I apologize

for the mispronunciation at the beginning, but I appreciate' the
stattiment.

Without objection, we will insert into the record the material ac-
companying your written remarks.

Mr. Androlewicz' prepared .statement follows!!

A
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Statement of

Aloysius A. Androlewicz

Division Vice President, Education and Human Services

RCA Service Company

A Division of RCA Corporation

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am Al Androlewicz,
Division Vice President, Education and Human SerOices of RCA
Service Company, a major division of RCA Corporation.

RCA has been operating Job Corps centers for 19 years and is
one of the largest Job Corps contractors in the private
sector. We are responsible for 10 Job Corps centers, locatel
in six of the Department of Labor's 10 regions and serving a
total of approximat4ly 4400 corpsmembers. My own association
with Job Corps dates from 1967 and includes field experience as
a vocational training coordinator and a Center Director.
Currently I have overall responsibility for our Job Corps
business as well as a variety of other education and training
programs.

We at RCA are proud of our long Association with Job Corps and
the record of cost-effective performance that we have compiled
during that association. We are committed to maintaining and
if possible exceeding that record in the future, and we welcome
this opportunity to participate, on the day that Job Corps
celebrates its 20th anniversary, in the committee's examination
of the program's needs and resources, its acheivement and
potential.

My purpose in testifying is twofold. First, I want to
summarize RCA's Job Corps experience in recent years,
concentrating on those areas in which the committee has
expressed particular interest. f;econd, I wish to present, in

the light of that experience, a few recommendations regarding
the future support and direction of the program.

Our centers perform a comprehensive range of functions for
disadvantaged youths who are between the ages of 16 and 21 when
they enter the program. We provide corpsmembers with basic
education, vocational training, placement assistance, dormitory
and food services, health care, and counseling to meet their
individual needs, and we are regtired to perform these services
in a residential setting that is safe, clean, well maintained,
and carefully supervised.

The typical new enrollee at one cf
old high school dropout who cannot
complete a job application, cannot
to balance a checkbook, comes frets
minority group, and either has not
else has never had one.

our centers is an 18-year-
read or write well enough to
add or subtract fell enough
a poor family, belongs to a
had a job for many weeks or
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The odds against a young person becoming a contributing member
of socrety inwithe Pr' of such disadvantages are. overwhelming.
But for a disadvantaged youth who completes the prograh at one
of our centers -- and over 85% of those who enroll do complete
the program those overwhelming odds are reversed. Ovex 70%
leave tne center fora place in the work force, a branch of the
armed forces, a technical school, or other learning institution.
Somego on to efrn a college degree. Many earn a high school
equivalency diploma through the program. And all of those who
graduate put themselves in a much better position to lead
-,ocially and economically productive lives.

In the past 6 years the rates at which our centens retaiA,
gra.luate, and place their corpsmemhers have remained relatA,ely
stahle. There are, however, four areas of the program in which
we are concerned about adverse trends that have devr-leped in
re04:nt yearn.

Ticifirst is the manner in which the regional offices review
and .:upport our renters. Each center that we operate is
reviewed annually; th#- review teams use comprehensive review
guiles and conduct follow-up reviews. yiowever, over the past

ye,ar7, the staffs of the regional offices have been depleted
by a series of reductions in force. As a result,' fewer members
of the review teams have the Job Corps experience necessary to
conduct an effective review, assistance in correcting
deficenciesOs often not available, and in some instances staff"
members from one center are taken away from their training
duties to'ai:sist with a review at another cehter. Similarly,
center statf members are now required to perform administrative
duties that used to be performed by the regional offices, such
as arranging initial assignments and transportation for new
corpsmemtmrs, maintaining the ecords of corpsmemhers who have
left the program, and serving the Disclosure Office for the
release of informationdan corpsmembers. Even mire detrimental
to the effectiveness or the program is the drastic decrease in
the level and quality of technical assistance available from
this regional offices. In the past, problems in education,
training, residential living, and counseling that were beyond
the expertise of center staff could he referred to the regional
offices for scheduling technicaj assistance from consultants.
Now the only specialized technical assistance available is from
regional staff who frequently have neither the time nor the
specific skills required for the varied needs that arise.
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The second adverne trend is the severe reduction in capital
improvement and rehabilitation monies for updating vocational
training equipment and maintaining physical plants. Our
voeational training courses are designed to teach skills that
aro shove all marketable, but in today's 'rapidly changing
economy this goal can be met only if our classrooms are
equipped for the '80's, not for the '70's or '60's. The
reduction in rehabilitation monies presents a4problem because

,most of our centers are in facilities that are old and in need
of continuous maintenance. Our staff and corpsmembers
.:ontribute to daily and preventive maintenance in a variety of

but their efforts are not sufficient to keep the physical
Wantn at ac$2eptable levels of safety and sanitation.

The third adverse trend is occurring at the national level,
where initiatives for the improvement of the overall Job Corps
pr.:11.1m have become incrOvingly limited. Not only are there
fewer initiatives, but those that are taken are being delayed
by the lack of technical assistance. And here Again, center
,;taff memhers are sometimes asked to take time away'from their
primary training duties to assist in functions that are
properly the responsibility of regional or national staff.

Finally, we are concerned about a decline in the recruitment of
Toh Corps applicants, a function that is not primarily a
reponsibility of the centers but that is a vitally important
part of the program. Up until a year ago, this service was
ot,tained through a stable network of agencies that had acquired
many years of experience in meeting the unique demands of Job
Corps recruiting. Rut in the past year major changes in
recruitment contractors have been made that have disrupted this
network. As a result, many of our centers are operating
significantly below capacity.

In reviewing these adverse trends, I do not want to give the
committee the impression that all recent developments in the
program have been negative. On the contrary, the Natiopal
office has instituted a strong fiscal reporting system that
enables the program to be conducted in a more businesslike
way. The development of new systems covering performance
standards and risk assessments to minimize the frequency and
impact of serious incidents has likewise improved the program.

2
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But we in RCA are conv,inced that the adverse trends I havo lust

pointed out pose a significant threat to the continued slIccess
of the Job Corps program. I would therefore like to recommend
that Congress and the Administration act to revere these
trends by taking the following four steps:

o First, applying no more reductions in force to either
the National or Regional Offices.

o Second, restoring the staffing of noth th Nati(inal and
Regional Offices to levels that allow th,:m to pel.:olm
all their monitoring, technioal
administrative funetions of and ..withc(pt

depending on c.Inter operating staff.

o Third, take the necessary steps to maInt.lin ! Iity

in the recruitment network.

o Fourth, providing the program with 9uffi:ient moniw7
for capita improvement and rehabilitati,n to enable
the centers to befroperly equipped and maintained.

Foi 20 years Job Corps has been a uniquely successful
partnership of business, organized labor, and the tederal
government. We know that it is.a program that works, and we
know the reaspn ::`tat it works is that all three partners have
made a sustained commitment to provide the personnel and the
resources necersory to make it work. If this commitment
falters, toe. ''ere is little reasdc to believe that, on the "

occasion of program's 25th annioersarv, its lovels of
achievement beias worthy of celebration as they ale today
on its 20th.

Thank you.

(
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Additional Information

on the Operation of

Job Corps Centers by RCA Service Company

Supplementing the

Statement of A. A. Androlewicz to the

,House Subcommittee on Manpower and Training

RCA has managed and operated residential training centers for
the U.S.. Department of Labor's Job Corps program since 1966.
This effort entails the presentation of vocational training
programs to jobless youths and the operation and maintenance of
all associated training and living facilities. Over the years.
RCA has increased support to Job Corps to the extent that it
now operates 10 centers nationwide, with an aggregate of over
4400 students in training and total RCA staffing of 1300. The
centers operated by RCA are:

o Blue Ridge Job Corps Center, Marion, Virginia.

o Keystone Job Corps Center,.DrumsPennsylvania.

o Potomac Job Corps Center, Washington, D.C.

o woodland Job Corps Center, Laurel, Maryland.

o Woodstock Job Corpe Center, Woodstock, Maryland.

o Westover Job Corps Center, Chicopee, Massachusetts.

o Inland Empire Job Corps Center, San Bernardino,
California.

o Tongue Point Job Corps Center, Astoria, Oregon.

Tulsa Job Corps Center, Tulsa, Oklahoma.

o Oneonta Job Corps Center, Oneonta, New York.

Voc6tional training is offered at RCA-operated Job Corps centers
in a broad range of vocations, clustered in such occupational
areas as building construction,' clerical and business, medical
services, electronics, automotive repair, and food services.

1 Training is offered both on center and off Center, variously by
RCA staff, subcontractor staff, and representatives of various
trade unions and the National Association of Home Builders.
Figureil lists the courses currently offered at the individual
centers (the Oneonta center is still in the start-up stage and
its courses are not included in the figure).
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Curricula and Currirular Materials

The instructional program at Job Corps centers is self-paced,
open-entry, and open-exit. Training courses are
competency-based and criterion-referenced. Curriculum
development is ongoing. A systems approach is used, and
vocational curricula follow nationally approved Occupational
Training Guides (OTG). When new vocations are introduced by a
center, the center is charged with developing an occupational
training guide based on surveys and interviews of job
incumbents, licensing requirements, industry advisory panel
inputs, jodNbservations, and other relevant data. Several
OTC's have been developed by RCA, e.g., exterminator,
environmental spe;iaiist, telephone installer, and telephone
line repairer. Even in the areas for which the training that
will

e
be offered has been prescribed, each center is responsible

for customizing the training to local needs and reviewing each
curriculum annually to ensure its continuing relevance. RCA

ttcurriculinn specialists work with representatives from employer
groups and the industry advisory council to update and revise
the content of vocational instruct4on.

RCA staff members regularly develop and use audiovisual
materials including photographs, filmstrips, films, videotapes,
posters, and other media. Audiovisual materials are used in
all aspects of corpsmember training, beginning with
orientation, during which corpsmembers view films and
videotapes that introduce them to life at the center and
familiarize them with the various vocations for which the
particular center offers training. Throughout their training
corpsmembers are shown slides, films, tapes, drawings, and
photographs that teach them how to interview for a job,
maintain health standards, cooperate with others, perform
specific tasks associated with their chosen vocations, and
overcome behaviqi

eb
problems. At some of the centers videotapes

are made while rpsmembers practice their interviewing
skills. Corpsmembers later view the tapes to discover their
strengths snd weaknesses, the insight that they gain through
viewing these tapes helps them to develop plans to improve
their skills.

Supporting the vocational training at'"ob Corps centerr are a
number of other educational program elements designed to assist
the young and relatively inexperienced trainees better prepare
themselves for self-supporting, productive employment in the
American job market. These include remedial and upgrading
instructic,n in basic educational skills (primarily reading and
mathematics)r, introduction to the World of Work; on-the-job
work experience; driver education; and health education.

10
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Bilingual and cultural enrichment programs are designed to
assist trainees from Spanish-speaking and other minority
populations to be able to function more effectively in the
mainstream of society.

Assessment

RCA provides three phases of assessment at Job Corps centers
initial entry assessment, in-process assessment, and final
assessment. Initial assessment coneists of two components.

The first component is a series of written tests that are
designasi to determine the best place to start in an open-entry.
open-exit, self-paced, individualized training program. The walk

second component consists of job sampling in various vocational
options, coupled with counseling designed to help the
individual make a viable, and practical career selection.

P

In-process assessment uses curriculum-embedded testing
augmented by Progress and Performance Evaluation Panels
(P/PEP). These panels consist of selected instructors,
resident advisors, and counselors who are most knowledgeable
of the student. At least once every 6 weeks, this panel meets
with the student to provide feedback, discuss progress, and
plan wit the Student specific short-term objectives tlat are
relevant to his or her career goals.

The final assessment of most corpsmembers consists of woFk
experience in an actual job environment for uF to 30 days.
Participating employers complete evaluation questionnaires
frequently during this period and the results are used to
counsel the student and fine tune the last phases of training.
Some final assessments involve taking licensing examinations or
other specific tests or completing GED requirements.

411

Staff Training

RCA trains supervisory personnel at'all of the Job Corps
centers that it operates as part of a comprehensive staff
development program. Using the resources of local colleges,
universities, and social service agencies, plus on-center
training libraries of books, films, tapes, filmstrips, and
other media, RCA training specialists conduct workshops in:

o Management by objectives.

o Planning, organizing, coordinating, and controlling
functions.

94
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o Delegating responsibility.

o tigenageent styles.

o Leadership.

o Communication.

cs. Motivation.

o Counseling.

o Personnel policies and procedures.

o Budgeting (if appliLble).

In addition, all vocational training and basic education
instructors receive special auxiliary training in classroom
management through the Systematic Training fog Effective
Teaching program. Topics coveeel in this in-service program
includes

o Motivating through encouragement.
o Listening and communicating.
o Problem solving.
o Didcipline as a learning process.
o Group dynamics.

/ o Group leadership.

All training is assessed continually 41140taining specialists
based on feedback from participants and courses are modified or

expanded as necessary.

4 0
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Record of Performance.

The Performance Standards for RCA-operated Job Corps centers
during the period July 1983 to June 1984 Pre as follows:

Standard Acceptable Range RCA Performance

90-Day Retention Rate 65 - 70 68.2%
180-Day Retention Rate 75 - 83% 76.811
180-Day Placelent Rate 75 - 85% 84.61

The Performance Measurements for RCA-operated centers during
the period October 1983 to June 1984 are as follows:

Performance National National RCA
Meam. ement standard Averaoe Average

Completion Rate 65.04 73.7 68.7%
Capacity Utilization 100.04 99.3% 97.4%
Placement -95.0% 81,2% 87.8%

RCA's average Capacity Utilization for July and August1984 is
92.61, down 4,8% from the previous 9 months.

Mr. FRANK. Next, we will have Mr. Gaines.

STATEMENT OF JOHN GAINESPRESIDENT. TELEDVIvE
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CO.

Mr. GApins. I endorse everythirg that Mr. Androlewicz has just
said. My words were supposed to be shorter.

I liked his four points. 1 don't want to be repetitious here, brut I
sort of feel that when Herb Watkins gets his chance to spea;. that
you are going to hear the same story over and over and over again
with regard to the success of Job Corps.

However, I believe that we all feel very strongly about this pro-
. gram and, therefore, perhaps a little, repetition of what goes onhere is in order.

The Teledyne Corp. has been operating Job Corps centers for the
past 20 years and is currently operating 10 centers located in the
States of New Mexico, Arizona, Oklahoma, Florida, Massachu-
setts--CongresamanVirginia; and Pennsylvania.

The Job Corps Program is a part of the new Jobs Training Part-
nership Act. When President Reagan was signing this new act Into
law,. he made this comment about Job Corps, and I quote: "Job
Corps is an example of individuals becoming taxpayers not tax bur-

.dens' I want to repeat those ,key words: "taxpayers not tax bur-
dens."

Gentlemen, that is what Job Corps is all about.
The approximately 80,000 young people, ages 16 thro g 21 who

receive training in the 103 Job Corps centers located
the United States, come from poverty-level families. The majority
are high school dropouts with no place to go but down. They come
to Job Corps with average reading and math skills at the fifth'
grade level. They are unemployable.

They move into the Job Corps training centers where they stay
f o r an average of 9 months. T he y live, e a t , and t r a i n at t h e s e cen-
ters 7 d a y s a week. 1` want horat that. They live there; they eat

I3EST OOPY



there; they train there; and they are there 7 days a week, 365 days
a year.

They are taught what I like to call the three R's. It might sound
a little corney but it's reading, riting, and -rithmetic. "uny of these
young people study for and receive their GED which is the hi4
school diploma equivalency. They are taught basic educational
skills.

Then we really get down to the basics. They are taught how to
fill out an employe:Tient form, how to prepare for an employment
interview, how to dress for an employment interview.

In short, Job Corps takes unemployable droputs and prepares
thein for the world of work and prepares them to become employ-
alSg, taxpaying citizens.

ligsin, the key words are: "employed taxpaying citizens." That is
what the taxRayers of this Nation are paying forthe direct and
indirect dollar return to the U.S. taxpayer far exceeds the cost of
.the program.

I was asked to keep my remarks brief, and I have done so.
My written testimony has been submitted to the committee and

is considerably more wordy. However, in thinking it over, I would
like to just read a few excerpts from my written testimony.

Mr. FRANK. You may proceed. Let me say that if there is no ob-
jection from the other members, we will insert the entirety of your
statement into the record.

Mr. GAINES. Oh, yes, I understand that.
Mr. FRANK: Yes; but if I don't say that, we don't do it, Mr.

Gaines. [Laughter.]
Mr. GAINES. My God, say it.
Mr. FRANK. Without objection, it will be inserted into the record.
[Mr. Gaines' prepared statement follows:1
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Trhtimony of
John W. Gaines

Ptesident
Teledyne Fconomie Development Company

Introduction

Teledyne has been operating Job Corps Centers fur the past twenty (20) years.
We currently operate Centers in Phoenix, Arizona; Tucson, Arizona; Albuqueeque,
New Mexico; Roswell, New Mexico; Guthrie, Oklahoma; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania;
Grafton, Massachusetts; Gainesville, Florida; Jacksonville, Florida and Munroe,
Virginia..

Since 1964 the Teledyne Centers have been given consistently high performance
ratings by the Department of Labor. I have been ache° to comment retarding
au apparent changes in the way Department of tabor has monitmed thy program
410,se 19/8. I believe this morietering e consistently improved. DOL performs

a comprehensive review and insOection of each Center once a year. In addition,

during the year, DOL will send various individuals to each Center to provide
technical review and assistance as required. This inspection is perfort.ed

to assure DOL that the Federal Regulations, concerning the operation of Job.
Corps Centers, are being followed. Each contractor is also ordered by DOL
to maintain regularly scheduled annual reviews of its Centers by its corporate

staff. In addition, each contractor is charged with un-going corporate

overview and management ,seistance to each Center. However, I do believe
that the recent round of government RIF's has placed a heavy burden on ETA
due to the loss of qualified and experienced Jab Corps personnel. This program

has been in existence for 20 years. During that time DOL had built up a

cadre of staff well experienced in Job Corps matters. There is no question"
that the RIF's have hurt this staffing pattern. ETA has attempted to minimize

this problem Wet I believe it is a deep and continuing concern to all involved
in this program.

All of the following comments concern TRAINING. Training is what this program

is all about. The Job Corps enrolls disadvantaged young people (ages 16-21)
who are usually high school dropouts -- with no place to go but down -- and
trains them. Trains them to be PRODUCTIVE EMPLOYABLE CITIZENS. It is not

an easy task. it is a task this country cannot afford to ignore. It is

a task that is now being done by JOB CORPS. The direct and indirect dollar
return to the United States Taxpayer far exceeds the cost of this program.

Job Claris Budget and ePersonnel

Job Corps is the most successful so,ral laboratory in the country to research
and implement methods of breaking the poverty cycle. The great strides made
by the program over the past twenty (20) years have proven this repeatedly.
If a. corpemember is to succeed in a job, he or she, must possess skills in
five interrelated areas* Vocational, educational, physical, living-and social.

This is what Job Corps provides. As Mathematics Policy Research of Princeton,
New Jersey has found, "the average investment per corpsmenber is paid back'
in approeleately three years". With the proven success rate of the more
than 1,000,000 youngsters who have profited by Job Corps, it can be truly
said that congressional appropriations have been and continue to be well
spent. In terms of real, dollars, the budget for Job Corps has de.reased
over the years but Job Corps has steadily improved its program. I hardly need

say that the employment situation for the youth of this country needs special
attention. Besic skills and attitudes necessary for employment are of utmost
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t,
importance. Job Corps is e. epccessful vehicle for providing ticadvantaged

youth with these skills. It is an outstanding demonstration of the joining

of industry, labor, government and youth into a successful program. Budget

considerations continues to plague us all. I am sure that when your committee

reviews the Job Corps budget for FY'85 and future years, this worthwhile

program will receive the consideration it deserves.

11%

an41Ptillx TrOPAPII,

The emelt:mil learning environment at Job Corps Centers manifests the

philtmephy of individuelieed traiing, complimented by the development of

skills and confidence in each.corpsmember. The Center's vocational training

is designed with a focus on each individual's current position in the working

world, his/her employment expectations, and the establiehmit of realistnic

goals and development of skills to attain 1hem.

Curriculum insures that individual abilities are el(ertised in the acquistIon

of specific , skills required for employment. Opportunity is continually

available to practice these skills in order to stimulate motivation.

Motivation is further increased through progressive accompliehro0a of tasks.

All training experiences are directly supported by vocationally Pirlated reading

and math.

Job Corps is well aware that conventional methods of training have not worked

in the Job Corps target population. Therefore, instructional techniques

and methods are designed to cope witte corpsmembers who have a history of

difficulty in training or negative attitudes toward it.
teise

The Job Corps Program tesehes young people how to week. Job Corps has *leen

a national leader in developing competency based vocational programs within

the system. This vocational improvement effort with all its thrust must

be maintained. I urge the subcommittee to take special care to see that

these efforts of the Department of Labor continue to receive the necessary

attention for success. I

Basic Education

The Job Corps education program emphasizes basics. Reading and math skills

are stressed. The acquisition of a CED, for those withos& a high school

diploma, is paramount for job placement in many occupations. Training in

other social and living skills takes place to address behaviors which have

caused the youth problems at home and at work.

We have developed within Job Corps a very strong and successful basic education

program geared towards individuals moving at their own pace to reach common

goals. The CED program developed for Job Corps is utilzied by many non-Job

Corps organizations. Teledyne is particularly proud of a Learning Disabilities

program developed by the Gainesville Center in conjunction with theliniversity

of Florida. This program is the most extensive one of its kind dealing with

adolescent ;earning problems. It will soon !reutilized nationally. These

programs illustrate the Basic Education areas. strengths.

I
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Job Corps has designed a vrogtam that blends superior _instruction with
sensitivity to the needs of the disadvantaged young person. Learning is
made Interesting, individualized to the corpseember's abilities and

interests. and geared to the deamnds of the job market.

Job Corps defines= lealndlig as an interaction with one's environment that
prompts a change in behavior. The challenge for the Job Corps staff is
to dilect,.ct4psmember's interactions with their envirriment so as to help

COthem.dcal nut with the working world.

Job Corps tape eotpsmember's innate capacity to master tasks they have
not attempted. rirst, it stimulates heir desire to lyre and persevere
in the task; and, second, it allows the the time their abilities require
to master it.

Ac,or,ingly, Job Cotp5 is guided by the following precepts in designing
the Job Corps Center's educational ttainir program to be of greateit benefit
to the coipsmmberss

o Indfvidulitird instruction promotes effective learning.

o Must colpstnrobers can master the leap-ling task if
pieNnted effectively and if they are allowed as much
time to practepe and absorb it as their individual ability
requires.

to In ender to betmactured, a learning experience must
meaningful to the learner. Instructors should continu Ily
demonstrate how thi subject matter will be useful to
eorpsmembers.

o Learning is measurable and should be measured.

o Effective learning requires the learner's active
partieipltion.

o The goal of lea:ning is to enable the learner to apply
knowledge, skills, or attitudes to his/her own life.

4'

The education staff of the Job Corps gives all corpsmembers individual

attention to insure that they have the opportunity to leave the program

e
with a CED, to master the skills needed to locate and progress is a job
that offers upward mobility, and to attain the self-confidence and knowledge
eqcassary to live independently while working with others in our society.

`Je et corpsmember's needs, the education staff works closely with
individual corpsmembeis in three main areass

Academic education (math, reading, and CED)--to help
corpsmembers acquire all the knowledge and skills
they are capable of attaining.

ANS
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Vocational support to prepare corpsmembers with the
skills necessary to'find and keep the job that offers

upward mobility. The academic education staff works
with the vocational staff in developing vocational

4 vocabulary gheets and writing corpsmember activity
guides to effable corpsmembers to understand the
vocational 4terials used in the 'various shops.

social development to encourage personal growth,
social skills, and independence.

These three areas work in conjunction with all components of the Center

to assure that corpsmembers receive a well developed and thorough training

experience. 4

Resident tat Ltrtigt.

The aspect 3f Job Corps which truly distinguishes it frum the majorityll
of 'Aber training programs is itAkesidential element. Cer.ter Life includes

many components -- counseling. orientation, recreation, health services.

enrollee pupport, and, of course, residential living. All of these areas

assist the youth to live independently after leaving the program.

During the past three (3) years, Job Corps has made a concerted effort

tp improve this area. A Training Academy for Residential Advisors has

been established at the Clearfield, Utah Center. Emphasis has been placed

on group dynamics and intergibup relations. The residential living program

is designed to provide corpsmembers with tile maximum opportunity to develop

patterns of liv that help them succeed in their educational and vocational

training and bu d a rewarding personal life. Positive behavioral change

can be produce ly in an environment of trust, confidence, and successful

experiences. residential program provides a base of stability, must

motivate the corpsmember to change unacceptable' behavior, and continues

long enough for the corpsmember to feel comfortable and secure in new

patterns of living and behavior.

To create such an envirownent, Job Corps has designed the residential living
program to meet the following nbjectivess

Provide each corpsmember with safe, secure and healthful
physical surroundings.

Enable each corpsmember to better cope with the demands
of living as a responsible member of society and to
relate to peers and authorities.

Provide professional counseling tdceet individual
needs.

Promote interest in productive leisure experiences.

Reinforce positive behavioral change by giving praisl,
privileges, and veater responsibility.

it
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Desired corpsmeober behaviior is maintained by ep%ifying minimal number
of rules consistent with Job Crops requirements. acquainting staff and
corpsmembers with the need for them, and training the staff 'In enforcing
them appropriately. . A

Physicak_Plants

The physical plants of Job Corps are as diverse as there are Job Corps
Centers. Cominuous yet* needs to be done on these sites to keep [brio.
at proper health and 'safety levels for colpsmembers in their training.
I urge continued attention to the Job Corps facilities which now exist.

ftk_s_iffent Needs

As well as Job Corps does in its vocational training efforts, it has been
hampered by the lack of funds to utilize current tiaining equipment.
Corpsmembers, when placed on Work Fxpericnce, are often confronted with
machinery they have never seen. We view the ability of Job Corps to keep
current wgt4 the needs of the vocational tirades now being offered at Center's
as one of the most important ;equirements of the future Job '7orps vocational
program.

In closing, I would like to comment to this committee, that Job Corps may
be compared to another program supprted by Congress. I compare the Job
Corps program with the CI Bill which was passed shortly after World War
II. The CI Bill legielwyion has proven to be one of the wisest legislative
bills pa:.ced and Nupported by Congress in this century. I believe Job
Corps, although on a smaller scale, can be included in this category.

Thank you for this opportunity to share with you, my insights concerning
Job Corps.

Mr. GAINES. I didn't come all the way from California not to get
it in the record. [Laughter.)

Mr. FRANK. Go ahead.
Mr. GAINES. What I am going to address here is this. I went

through my written testimony and as I read it over in my own
mind, I said to myself, "What key things struck my mind- that
would be meaningful or I felt would be meaningful to you folks up
here." So, as I read through this wordy thing, I picked up a few key
phrases, and I am just going to read them through so there is not
necessarily a context of a followed script. Nevertheless, I .think the
things that I am going to mention from my written testimony bear
mentioning here before you gentlemen.

DOL performs a comprehensive review and inspection of each
center once a year. In addition, during the year, DOL will send var-
ious individuals to each center to provide technical review and as-
sistance as required. .This inspection is performed to assure DOL
that the Federal regulations concerning the operation of Job Corps
centers are being followed.

In addition, each contractor is also ordered by DOL to maintain
regularly scheduled annual reviews of the centers by its corporate
staff. In addition to all of this, each contractor is charged with on-
going corporate overview and ment assistance to each
center. And the reason I am pointing this statement out is because
you gentlemen asked for a comment on that particular subject in
the correspondence I received from you all.

Going forward here I don't want this to sound self-serving but I
certainly believe it and I am sure my colleagues here believe it and
I imagine all the folks behind me in this room certainly believe
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itJob Corps is the mcet successful social labcratory in the coun-
t try to research and implement methods of breaking the poverty

cycle.
I. want to stop and let that set in for a minute because that is

certainly the backbone and the guts of this program.
in terms of real dollars the budget for Job Corps has de-
over the years, irs, but Job Corps, in my Opinion, has steadily

proved its program.
Those were excerpts from psie t, and there were a lot of other

words on page 1, but we are ng to move right on to 2.
Mr. FRANK. Mr. Gaines, why don't you just read what you want

to read. I don't think we need the commentary about what is in
and what is out. Just read them.

Mr. Gsprzs. All right sJob Corps is an outstanding demonstration of the joining of in-
dustry, labor, government, and youth into a successful program.
The centers vocational t is designed with a focus on each in-
dividual's current position in the working world, his or her employ-
ment expectations, and the establishment of realistic goals and de-
velopment of skills to attain them.

Job Corps is well aware that conventional methods of training
have not worked in the Job Corps target population. Therefore, in
structional techniques and methods are designed to cope with corps
members who have a history of difficulty in training or negative
attitudes toward it.

The Job Corps education progranl emphasizes basics. The acquisi-
tion of a GED for those without a high school diploma is para-
mount for job placement.

We have developed within Job Corps a very strong and succeksful
basic education program geared toward individuals moving at their
own pface to reach common goals.

Job Corps defines learning as an interaction vAth one's environ-
ment that prompts a change in behavior.

Job Corps tape corps members' innate capacity to master skills
they have not attempted.

One aspect of Job Corps which truly distinguishes it from the
majority of other training programs is its residential element.
Center life includes many components: counseling, orientatkm,
recreation, health services, enrollee wpm.* and, of course, resi-
dential living. All of these areas assist youth to live independ-
ently after leaving the

The physical plants oPriorbaTo.rps are as diverse as there are the
nur rs of Job Corps centers. Continuous work needs to be done
on -.Lege sites to keep them at proper health and safety levels for
corps members in their training.

In conclusion, I compare the Job with the fk bill
which was passed shortly after Wodr%aPrirlintrin GI bill
tion has to be one of the wisest legislative bills and
au by Congress in this century. I believe Job Corps, al:
though on a much smaller scale, can be included in this category.

Thank you.
Mr. FRANK. Thank you very much, Mr. Gaines.
We will have some questions where we can elaborate on some of

these.

40-068 a - 84 3
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Finally, Mr. Watkins.

STATEMENT OF HERBERT W. WATKINS. VICE PRESIDENT AND
GENERAL MANAGER, CAREER SYSTEMS, SINGER CO.

Mr. WATKINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FRANK. Let me just say, Mr. Watkins, that without objection,

your statement will be inserted into the record in its entirety, and
you are free to present all or part of it, as you wish.

[Mr. Watkins prepared statement follows:]
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TESTIMONY ST N. V. pATILINS,

VICE PNESIOENT ANO GENERAL MANAGER

THE SINGER COMPANY, CAREER SYSTEMS

SEPORE THE SUBCOMMITTEL ON

MANPOWER ANO HOUSING OF THE

govERNMIT OPEWIONS COMMITTEE

September 26, 1984

O

I am Herbert W. Watkins, Vice President and General Manager of the Career

Systems operation of The Singer Company. Singer current4-maneges 12 Job

4 Corps Centers under contract to the U.S. Department of Labor, through its

Employment and Training Administration. Career Systems, as a separate

training eOmpany within The Singer Company, also implemented vocational

assessment end trainieg programs funded through various other titles of the

CETA legislation. In addition, we have operated programs in public schools,

In vocational facilities, in correctional institutions and for the military.

We are currently conducting similar programs and marketing related products to

the newly formed JTPA setvice delivery areas as well as operating dislocated

worker programs for industry.

The Job Corpsserogram romm4nsisur base of greatest experience, as well as the

largest peilentage of our annual sales. I personally became involved with Job

C4rOs when it was still under the auspices of the Office of Economic

Opportunity. in its Zif-year history, I have -seen widespread and bipartisan

Congressional support engendered by the program's effectiveness with the

disetivantaged young me and women who have enrolled in Job Corps.

I an not coperned now as to the program's continuation as much as I ea with

its ongoing program effectiveness ind its responsiveness to the,needs of the

target population served.
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Job Corps, at it's current level of 40,544 service years, faces a fiscal

shortfall at the 1984 program funding level of $577.5 million. The

supplemental appropriation of $21.7 million to the Job.Corps Fiscal Year 1984

budget will help to address the backlog of facility repairs and equipment

replacements, but the problem of an excessively tight operational budget

remains. The Administration budget of $600 million for the Fiscal Year 1985

appropriation will maintain the current operational level only if stringent

cost cutting measures are instituted.

am concerned_about the level of technical support and program innovation in

0 the face of the reduced budgets,and severe personnel reductions that have

occured. in the five years between 1978 and 1983, the program was expanded to

serve more of the target population, while the number of Regional and National

Job Corps staff was steadily decreased. Zile number of enrollees in this five

year period increased 82.8 peicent and the number of centers expanded by 77.9
percent, from 59 to 105 centers. Yet the authorized positions in Job Corps

Regional Offices decreased, by 42.8 percent from 271 positions to 155. Today,

with a capacity level of 40,544 slots and 107 centers, Job Corps has

authorized ceilings of 151 staff at the Regional level and 46 staff at the
National level. From 1980 to 1984, the staff was cut approximately one

third. In my opinion, the Regional staff, at least, should be restored by 20

percen\cw a minimum of 25-30 positions.

The reduction in position ceilings has affected the quality of the program by
two factors: a roduced number of staff - with a workload at an expanded level

- and the exchange of experienced staff with inexperienced staff. !lost, if

not all, of the Regional Office; have lost a majority of their experienced Job

Carps staff through "bowing" by senior transfers from other ETA functions --

generally MIA and Employment Service.
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The contractor's job has been made more difficult in light of the lack of

Regional Office knowledge and continuity for evaluating proposals, selecting

contractors, conducting cer'er reviews and acting on requests for approval.

Obviously, such a situation lessens both the amount and the quality of

management and support performed by the government. Contractors have been

forced to assume a number of functions previously considered to be more

properly responsibilities of the Regional Offices. Two examples are

supplementary recruitment of cereenembers and the initial review and

determination of the medical and behavioral suitability of new enrollees.

These two areas particularly concern me because of liability issues for which

the contractor does not receive protection under the Tort Claims Act, as does

the Government. Contractors can and have been sued for illegal actions of

corpseembers, and the lawsuits to establish necessary precedents are extremel4

costly to the zorporatiant, These and other shifts of accountability to the

contractors increase the financial exposure and attendant risks at the same

time that Job Corps operating budgets and managements fees for performing a

continuing, enlarging scope of work have not increased accordingly.

The shift of functions frms the Regional Offices to the contractors and their

centers places a greater degree of an administrative burden on center staff,

thereby diverting management from program considerations. Combining

diminished technical support for program improvement with Increased

idministrative'duties at the center level, as well as generally tighter

budgets for center operations* is a design that can only impact,on the duality

of the education and training program delivery. Mar is it appropriate to

decrease Regional Office monitoring by restricting project manager visits or

Regional Office reviews of centers because of reduced personnel or travel

fends while increasing the contractors' "liabilities for disallowed costs or

significant incident control.

mak
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In late 1982, several million dollars of funding was transferred from Job

Corps to the Office of the Inspector General in the Department of Labor, for

the purpose of auditing Job Corps contracts. Throughout the many audits and

re-audits in FY '83 and '84, few improprieties were found that resulted In

disallowance of costs. Approximately 1.1 billion dollars of costs. over a 6-1

year period, were audited with only three million dollars of suggested

disallowed costs, before final Justification and appeal by the contractors.

This finding represents .3 of a percent and clearl/ suggests that Job Corps

operators are fiscally responsible.

Th die determined that Job Corps has a sound fiscal management system.

What we need now Is mere support for program enhancement and
technical

kupport

from experienced goverfiment staff. "After the fact' documentatioo has lesser

value In terms of real need that "before the fut. program assistance. I

would suggest to the Sub.camittee that the Job Gorses program Is performing a

vital serv4Ce for disadvantaged youth and thet the program should be supported

by the federal dollars and personnel to do the Job.

Mr. WATKINS. Thank you.
I am vice president and general manager of the Singer Career

Systems operation of the Singer Co. Singer currently manages 12
Job Corps centers under contract with the U.S. Department of
Labor through its employment and training administration.

We operate centers in seven different Federal regions. In addi-
tion to that, we also operated other training programs for CETA,
correctional institutions, military, and, particularly at this point. in
time, conduct JTPA programs and the dislocated worker programs
for industry.

The Job Carps Program, however, remains our base of greatest
experience, as well as the largest percentage of our annual sales. I
personally becawae involved with Job Corps when it was iitiV under
the auspices of the Office of Economic Opportunity. hi its year
history I have seen widespread and bipartisan congressional sup-
port engendered by the piogram's effectiveness with the disadvan-
taped young men and women who have enrolled in Job Corps.

I need pot speak, I think, any further to the success of the p-o-
gram. You have certainly expressed your acknowledgementof that.

I am not concerned in my testimony as to the program's nu-
ation or its effectiveness as Tuch es I am with its ongoing p
effectiveness and its responsiveness to the peeds of the target popu-
lation served.

Job Corps at its current level of 40,544 service years faces a tight
fiscal problem in the 1984 funding level* of $577.5 million. The sup-
plementary appropriation of $21.7 million to the Job Corps fiscal
year 1984 budget will help to address the backlog of facility repairs
and equipment replacements but the problem of an ezolgesively
tight operational budget* remains. The administration bfidiet of
$600 million for the fiscal year 1,985 appropriation would maintain
the current operational level only if stringent cost-cutting meas-
ures were instituted.

I
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I am concerned about the level of technical support and program
innovation in the face of reduceh budgets and severe personnel re+
ductions that have occurred. In the 5 years between 1978 and 1983
the program was expanded to serve more of the target population,
while the number of regional and national Job Corps staff was
steadily decreased. The number of enrollees in this 5-year period
increased 83 pircent, find the number of centers expanded by 78
percent from 59 Job Corps centers to 105 Job Corps centers in that
period. Yet, the authorized positions in Job Corps regional offices
decreased by 43 percent from 271 positions to 15.5. Today with the
capacity level of 40,544 slots and 107 centers, Job Corps has author-
ized ceilings of 151 staff at the regional level and 46 staff'at the
national level. In the period from 1980 to 1984, the staff was cut
approximately one-third. In my opinion, the regional staff, at least,
should be restored by 20 percent or a minimum of 25 to 30 posi-
tions. The cuts were just too deep.

The reduction in position ceilings has affected the quality of the
program by two factors-. a reduced number of staffwith a work-.
load at an expanded leveland the "exchange of experienced staff
with inexperienced staff. Most, if not all, the regional offices have
lost a of their experienced Job Corps staff through bump-
ing by seni transfers from other ETA functions, generally CETA
and Employ ent Service..

The contractor's job has been made more difficult in the light of
this loss of knowledge and continuity for evaluating proposals, se-
lecting contractors, conducting center reviews, and acting on re-
quests for approval. Obviously, such a situation lepsens both the
amount and the quality of management and support performed by
the Government. Contractors have Been forced to assume a number
of functions previously considered td be more properly responsibil-
ities of the regional offices. Two examples are supplementary re-
cruitment,of.corps members and the initial review and determina-
tion of medical and behavioral suitability of new enrollees. hese
two areas particularly concern me because of the liability issuesI
should point out that this is a favorite subject of minefor which
the contractor does not receive protection under the Tort Claims'
Act, as does the Government. Contractors can and have been sued
for illegal actions of corj members, and the lawsuits, established
for necessary precedensts are extremely costly to the corporatiops.
These and other shifts of accountability to the contractors increase
tho financial exPosure and attendant risks at the same time that
Job Corps operating budgets and management fees for performing
a continuing, enlarging scope of work have not increased according-
ly.

The shift of functions from the regional offices to the° contractors
and their centers places a greater degree of an adnitnistrative
burden on 'center staff, thereby diverting management from pro-
gram considerations. Combining diminished technical for
program improvement with increased administrative duties Alt the
center level, as well as generally tighter budgets for center oper-
ations, is a design that can ortly have an impact on the quality of
the education and training program delivery.

Nor is it appropriate to decrease regional office monitoring by re-
stricting project manager visits or regional office reviews of centers
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because of reduced personnel or travel funds while increasing the
contractors' liabilities for disallowed costs or significant incident
control.

In late 1982, several million dollars of funding were, transferred
by Job Corps to the Office of the Inspector General in the Depart-
ment of Labor for the purpose of auditing Job Corps contracts,
Throughout the many audits and reaudits in fiscal year 1983 and
1984, few improprieties were found that resulted in disallowance of
costs. Approxiinately $1.1 billion of costs, over a 6 to 7 year period,
were audited with only $3 millionand I believe my figures are
correctof suggested disallowed costs, that is, before final justifica-
tion and appeal by the contractors. This finding represents 0.3 of a
percent and clearly suggests that Job Corps operators are fiscally
responsible.

The audits determined that Job Corps has a sound fiscal system,..
management system. What we need now is more support for pro-
gram enhancement and technical support from experienced Gov-
ernment staff. Why not take that kind of money and use it for
what we now need?

"After the fast" documentation has lesser value in terms of real
..need than "before the fact" p m assistance. I would suggest to

the subcommittee that the Job Corps Program is performing a vital
service for disadvantaged youth and that the program should be
supported by the Federal dollars and personnel to do the job.

Let me add in closing that a lot has been done in a professional
management sense by the National Job Corps Director to standard-
ize and uniformly control 'the administration of this program. I Bp-
plaud that.

We just need more horses to pull the load effectively to maintain
this program and further enhance it.

Thank you.
Mr. FRANK. Thank you very much, Mr. Watkins. 1 want to thank

all three of you for very good testimony because it had the kind of
specificity that is helpful to us in considering where we are in the
p rogram.

Sometimes we have fairly complex questions and difficulties with
separate modes of administering, et cetera. It seems to me that we
do have a situation here where quantity is really the question
rather than quality; that is, there does seem to be general agree-
ment with a side issue about contracting out civilian conservation
area which is really a subsidiary issue but the question is how
much.

Everybody seems to agree that this program is being done wdll,
although I do want to ask one question. I gather there was an eval-
uation done by Mathematica a fe0 years ago which came v with
high marks for this program and other su .uent evaluations
were very high, and I am told there is now a 11,000 proposal for
a further evaluation.

Given what you say,and given the tightness of money. I am won-
dering whether youthink this program is in need of another sort of
top-to-bottom evaluation as to whether or not it is working well
only a couple of years after the Mathematica one was completed.

Mr. Ammun.swiez. Mr. Chairman, I personally would like to see
the $600,000 placed in the rehab and maintenance area to make
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the centers livable for our corps members and to make sure we can
upgrade the vocational equipment when needed and when neces-
sary.

Mr. WATKINS. Mr. Chairman, I am afraid we have been through
a period where we seem to continually have to prove the Job Corps
Program despite its overwhelming support. We have been through
periods of claims of fraud and abuse and other things.

I can only say that we are indeed proving over and over some-
thing that has been well established. If it is necessary to further
prove this program in order to get the kind of budget that we need,
then indeed the Mrthematica study would be well worthwhile.

The old study, the previous study did a lot to convince people of
what this program is all about, so I am hedging my answer a bit. I
would like to see this money go in the program. but if you need
this kind of thing to sell Job Corps, then I am for it.

Mr. FRANN. I appreciate that.
My own sense, I must say, is that is some people at OMB who

are going to keep hiring contractors until they find somebody to
say that the program doesn't work well. I think the medieval con-
cept was invincible ignorance, which is very resistant to new infor-
mation.

The reason I say this is that there does seem to be a striking con-
sensus here. We are talking about money and, as I understand it,
not huge amounts.

First, with regard to the physical equipment. I gather there are
really two separate points. One is that we have got a structural
problem. We have got some buildings that are in physical disrepair
and we are talking about normal maintenance.

Let me ask this question. I think it is good to get all the poten-
tial problems out on the table. Given the population that we are
dealing with, some people would have had fears that they were
people who would have been excessivgly rough on the buildings.
The physical maintenance that you are talking abouthas there
been in the Job Corps Program any unusual degree of damage or
destruction, or are we just talking about the normal wear and tear
that you get on buildings?

Mr. WATKINS. Mr. Chairman, we have a center, Glenmont Job
Corps Center, in the Albany area. That center was a former semi-
nary. It has one of the most beautiful chapels I have seen in my
life. It has stained glass windows that are just hard to ii*scribe.

When that center was first established at that site, there was a
great deal of concern that these chapel windows would be broken,
they' are worth a tremendous amount of money. There was talk
about covering the windows. We never did. There isn't a broken
pane there.

Mr. GAINES. I would like to say a couple of words here.
I think thatfirst, there are 103 centers throughout the country.

Some of those centers were built in the 1920's, and they were build-
ings that were commandeered and/or bought by DOL. Some of
them were rebuilt. Some of them were even new buildings.

I-,think there is a tremendous difference betwe.en. centers over
these 103 in regard to when they were built and their .state of
being at that juncture. A typical example is that we have a center
in Pittsburgh right at this moment. I believe the building was built
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in about 1910 and it is quietly singing into the ground. However,
we are planning to move that center to another older building. In-sofar as what the kids do to the building. I would say it is just your
normal kids being there, but it depends on where the facility is and
what year it was built. There is a complexity of buildings out there
tnat range anywhere from the 1910's until the current days. That's
your problem.

Mr. ANDROLEWICZ. Mr. Chairman. I would like to add, that someof the centers give clear evidence that corps members have actual-
ly enhanced the property. Our Potomac Center right here in Wash-
ington, DC, fo: example, looks a lot better today than it did when it
was the old youth center or when it was totally unused:

So, the work that corps members do on the center actually, I
think, enhances the property.

Mr. FRANK t sounds like we are in a sort of penny-wise and
pound-fool i situation because if you don't do the basic mainte-nance, yo will sooner than otherwise find the building is unusua-ble and faced with a much more capital replacement cost. -

Let me ask Mr. Androlewicz a question. What is unusual here is
that you are coming before us as the contractor saying, in part,
"We have a problem because they are not checking up on us
enough." I think that is a very healthy thing. We ought to mhke
that clear.

But one of the things I gather there is agreement on is that the
reductions in force have reduced the ability of the regional offices.
as well as the national office, to service this program from the ad-
ministrative side.

Now, this meets the model -that a lot of people have in mind,
which is that the Federal Government will set the standards for
the programs, will let the contracts, will hold people to the stand-
ards; but the actual administration day-to -day will be done through
private contracting With the private sector. This is a model that a
number of people who have been critical of bureaucracy have.
Without endorsing that model, it is one valid one.

Obviously that assumes, though, that the public sector will clo its
part of the job. I think it is striking here that we have the private
sector partners here saying, "Hey, we are not getting enough sup-
port, supervision, et cetera." I gather that is what you are suing
in terms of the RIF's which are having a deliterious impact onir
ability to perform our part of the bargain, that is, the Federal Gov-
ernment's part.

Mr. ANDROLEWICZ. We feel very strongly that over the last 20
years the success of Job Corps has been truly a team success attrib-
utable to all involved parties, including the corps members, the pri-
vate sector center operators, the Federal Government employees
that have the union trades, and the National Association of Home-
builders.

What we have developed over the years has come as a result of
working together. I went through the cycle from working in a Job
Corps center to being a center director to now being responsible for
10 Job Corps centers throughout the country. I learned a great deal
from my counterparts in the Federal Governmentthe project
managers, the regional administrators, the national people who
came in and did reviews.
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The reviews are treated more like a management tool than they
are an "I gotcha." In other words, someone comes in and takes an
independent look. We have never had a review of one of our Job
Corps centers that did not help ut t ve that center's oper-
ation. That is how we look at itcis ahothe anagement tool.

Mr. FRANK. I have to say here that I am afraid that I see coming
on a self-fulfilling prophecy on the part of some, whereby the staff-
ing level that is nrOed at the Federal level to help this program in
the area you just talked about is not being provided. These funds
are needed to keep the program, one, physically in shape, and, two,
having the educational tools that are needed. Obviously, we don't
train these kids for obsolete job but if we don't do a minimal
amount, you could then wind up eating, whereby undercutting the
success of the program.

So, it is possible that by underfunding a program, you can make
it sufficiently unsuccessful. I don't suggest that is in danger right
now, but if we were to project certain trends, it would be.

Let me ask my final question to all three of you. Mr. An-
drolewicz, you had four points here: no reductions in force in the
national or regional offices, which have already been substantially
reduced, restoring the staffing to points where they could not take
offer what you are doing but be cooperative with you: having stabil-
ity in recruitment; and havingI think recruitment is important
because the hardest people to reach are precisely those whom the
program really ought to be reaching. If this program is going to
work wall and again, I admire what you are saying here because
when you are talking about recruitment, the easiest way out would
be to do what they call "creaming" in the .manpower field. You
could just take the people who walk in off me streets, and that
would be fine. Recruitment is really the way to reach those who
are in most need of this kind of situation:\

All those are things you want done.
Now, the House version of this budget, as I understand it, is the

administration's figure of $600 million for the Job Corps, which
passed on a continuing resolution yesterday, along with a total re-
vision of the criminal code and 400 or T00 water projects and a
couple of other essential budgetary items to keep the Federal Gov-
ernment going.

The Senate appropriation had ated $634 million. The $34
million that the Senate budgeted over e House, I assume would
be helpful in accomplishing some of th ghals that you have out-
lined in these four points?

Let us have each of you take a shot at that.
Mr. Gaines?
Mr. r;AINFS. Are you saying there is a difference between the

Senate and the House moneys?
Mr. FRANK. Yes, there is a $34 million differencethe Senate

has voted $34 million more than the House for this. I did not see
what the Senate did on the continuing resolution. I know the
Senate figure had consistently been $634 million, assuming that
they picked it up in the continuing resolution yesterday.

Would that be helpful in reaching these four goals that you said
you agreed upon?

Mr. GAINES. Yes, I would say very definitely.
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. When I started my initial testimony, I indicated that I agreed
primarily with the four points that 'Mr. Androlewicz had men-
tioned.

I think that the $600 million figureand I believe that in previ-
ous comments and testimony from ETA, which is part of the
DOLthey indicated that the $600 million number would be ex-
tremely difficult to opel.ate within, even including their existing
RIF's. In other words, what I am saying is that it is my under-
standing that in previous conversations and testimony by DOL that
the $600 million figure was extremely tight.

Mr. FRANK. So, in other words the $600 million would exacerbate
tile current situation and even at $634--

Mr. WATKINS. Absdlutely. Let me see if I can give some specifici-
ty to it, Mr. Chairma

It is my understa ing that the $600 million administration
budget involves stringent cost reductions, which include the bid-
ding out of the conservation Centers, increasing ratios, which would
mean less staff, and a number of other cost-cutting measures.

In reality, without taking these measures which would further
exacerbate the situation, you are at a figure of $634 million.

May I comment just briefly on your previous question?
Mr. FRANK. Certainly.
Mr. WATKINS. Jub CorpsI like to think that we operate our Job

Corps centers and don't need over-the-shoulder supervision. I am
pretty proud of the the fact that the private sector can go in and do
that job, and you don't have to sit there and tell us day to day how
to do it.

On the other hand, the program is a complex program. It in-
wolves elements that are not at the center levelrecruitment,

Ap I ace men t , the whole coordination and judicious use of money.
The only wat that this is really addressed is the exchange that

takes between project managers and center staff. It takes
place wHh knowledgeable skilled project managers.

Mr. FRANK. In other words, part of what we can get with the
proper degree of Federal staffing is an exchange of information
from different projects so that the learning process doesn't have to
be duplicated every single place. I think that is a very good point.
We are dealing with the sort,of situation where you can share that
burden.

Mr. Androlewicz?
Mr. ANDROLEWICZ. Mr. Chairman, I would like to add to Mr.

Watkins' words. The $600 million budget would necessarily reduce
the services to corps umbers. Further, to achieve all the savings
that would be necessaMn order to operate within that budget, it
would be necessary to consider closing a center or t
would mean serving fewer corps members.

Mr. FRANK. They say they don't want any s until reach
the point where if you Bre going to fund it at ch a level,
trying to pretend that you can service everybod you w have
means that everything will be inadequate, and eve y will be
inadequately serViced.

Mr..ANnamswicz. Yes.
Mr. FRANC" appreciate that. This is pending today. Based on

what I have heard and I previou y learned, my intention would be
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to write to the cqnferees on both sides and urge them to appropri-
ate the higiler Rure. Any of my colleagues that want to join in
can do that. We will send that off this afternoon.

[The letter follows:]

0

4
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Comirtmul of the United 013UTI-
11 oust of ittproutation

tmowowea AND HOUSING SUBCOMADITIE
a la

COMMITTEE ON GOVIENIVPACAT OPIUM'S
wrsuak Kowa mai swam. 00M 11a

WASMOIG10110. C 7051$

October 1, 1984

The Honorable William N. Watcher
Chairman. Subcommittee on labor,
Health and Human Services, and
Education Appropriations

2358 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

When the conferees meet on the Fiscal Year 1985 Labor-
HMS-Education appropiiations bill, we respectfully urge the
House conferees to iccept the Senate level of $634 million
for the Job Corps pilogram.

a

As a result of an oversight hearing on the administration
of the Job Corps program held bp the Manpower and Housing
Subcommittee on September 28, 1894, we are convinced that the
$600 million level of.funding contained in the House-passed
bill is' inadequate to mikintain necessary management and
personnel levels. Aswas.testified to at the hearing by
companies such as RCA, Teledyne end Singer, contractors who
operate Job Corps centers, a level of funding of at least
$634 is necessary just to maintain the current level of
operations and staffing. The $34 million lower figure in the
House-passed bill would require further cuts. in personnel in
the Job Corps program and would only add to the problems
posed by deteriorating facilities and equipment.

4
The Job Corps program which recently celebrated its

twentieth anniversary has had an outstanding record of
achievement. However. its continued success hinges on adequate
funding and accordingly we stroniiirecommend that the House
conferees accept the Senate level of $634 million for the Job
Corps program for Fiscal Year 1985.

. Your favorable consideration of this recommendation will
be most appreSAated.

.

Barney rank
Chairman

Manpower and housing
Subcommittbe

ohm M. pratt
Member
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Mr. FRANK. Mr. McKernan?
Mr. MCKERNAN. Thank ou, Mr. Chairman.
If you add in the su emental appropriation for 1984, in fact,

the *600 million emu'. a less than Job. Co received for 1985
than they received in 1984, which is about million, I think.
That further demonstrates that theme is no way to perform the
same services unless` there are sighificant savings envisioned by
somebody in order to implement the

We talked a little bit abcmt the Pgsr.aImwonder if each of you
could just comment on your experience as to whether or not any
particular regions have been hit harder than others by this reduc-
tion. I' gather that in the region for New England that, in fact,
there has been an increase of a couple of people in the regional
office. I wonder what the impact has been in other parts of the
country.

Mr. ANDROLEWICZ. As I understand it, the Boston office started
at such a low level that getting additional help was an essential
step. As to the regions in which we operate, I have seen a reduction
in force, in which people who held responsible Job Corps positions
were bumped and now are doinq something else. We lost valuable
Job Corps experience. But I don t think that this has been unique
to any one region, or that any one region lost more than another.

We have observed that, in order for a region impeded by a RIF to
function, it must revise its priorities. As a result, action on low pri-
ority items takes longer, and to that extent our centers perceive
the services performed by the regional office as/less efficient than
they were before the RIF s.

Mr. WATKINS. I would have to say that you have to evaluate the
effect. The effect has been uneven in regions, and it has been a
combination of reduction of staff and the exchange of experience
for inexperience. Some regions have been hit harder, in other
words, than others. Accordingly, that has been a difficult problem
for them to address.

The numbers are a very difficult figure to come to. lh this day of
huge deficits and everything else, I recognize the need for reduc-
tions. I think what we are trying to do is to say that the regions
are in a sublevel positionall of them .uniformly. Some are having
difficulty in being able to keep up with their workload as it cur-
rently is addressed.

It would not take a complete restoration, but it would take a par-
tial restoration, I think, to keep them at a state in which they can
maintain the quality of the _ram.

Mr. MCKERNAN. Mtft-: any I y want to add to that?
Mr. GAINES. I don't think I have anything to add. I think they

both have pretty much covered it. I have been listening to what
they had to say and sort of thinking about it a little bit. There is
not doubt that the reductions have been heavy. Everyone is aware
qf.that in all of the regions.

I do feel that ETA had done a heck of a job in regard to minimiz-
ing the impact of this throughout this system. I feel very strongly
about that. I realize that it has been a heavy problem to dome to
grips with. I think they have streamlined the system and taken
some actions that, in my personal opinion, have helped the system
a great deal, and I believe they have lived under this burden and
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with this burden much better than I, frankly, anticipated that they
would. I personally have been involved with these programs since
the outset back in 0E0 in 1964, so I have watched it go through
every conceivable phase. I have been impressed with their ability
to cope with this God-awful thing called RIF.

Mr. MCKERNAN. I have one more question.
You all talked about the benefit of reviews from those adminis-

tering the programs and the interaction being helpful to your pro-
grams.

Can you give me an idea of any changes in the review process,
the number of reviews, or however that process was implemented
before the RIF's and what has happened since the RIF's?

Mr. ANDROLEWICE. First, the number of personnel on the individ-
ual review teams hat been reduced. Instead of having, perhaps, six
specialists, you might have four or three. Second, some staff mem-
bers assigned to review may have less experience in Job Corps. As
a result, reviews are not as comprehensive or as helpful as they
were in the past.

I think the quality has suffered: with fewer people and less work
days, review cannot get into the program as well as was once possi-
ble.

Mr. WATxmis. In fairness I want to say that the conduct of the
reviews, procedurally, and the guides that the review teams use
represent a lot of thought and good professional management.

The difficulty is that you have gotas Al has statedpeople not
familiar with Job Corps in every respect, inexperienced not able to
make the adjustment necessary that in 107 centers you have differ-
ent physical facilities. You often have a ifferent makeup of the
corps member population. You have
where judgment of the team comes into
many respects, and that is whht has hu

Mr. MCKERNAN. Mr. Gaines, do yo
that?

Mr. GAINS. No, sir.
Mr. MCKERNAN. Let me followup on that. I said that was going

to be my last question, but I don't understand why these people are
less experienced. If you are talking about RIF's, I don't understand,
why- -

Mr. ANDROLEWICZ. While I am not fully familiar with civil serv-
ice practice, my understanding is this: A RIF in some area of ETA
could result in a person with more seniority than a person in Job
Corps, so they bump into the lattet's job, and the person from Job
Corps is either bumped out or bumps someplace else in the ETA.
Either way, w lose the experienced person in Job Corps.

I have often wondered over the last couple of years why Job
Corps staff could not be excepted from this practice, inasmuch as
their program was not reduced, as were other programs in ETA. I
mug Ifitsume that civil service rules require that all the ETA staff
be treated as one.

I know there. were other programs in ETA that were reduced,
but I guess the civil service rules require that all the ETA staff be
treated as one.

But that is how we would get people from other programs.

ifferent factors. That is
ffect. We have lost that in

in the technical reviews.
want to add anything to
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Mr. 1VicKsaNAN: So, what is happening under Ole way the RIF is
conducted is that you are havi people who aff in ETA but have
no particular expertise in Job who end up in the Job Corps
evaluation process? .

Mr. GAINES. That's right.
Mr. ANDROLICWICE. Yes, sir.
Mr. Mci (Karmic That's a heck of a situation.
Mr. FIUME. I am teuig to turn this over to Mr. Spratt. As I do

that, I am going to absent myself. I will ask Mr. Spratt to preside. I
hope to be able to rejoin the hearing.

I want to say at this point that I am particularly appreciative of
you three gentlemen coming here and sharing your experience. I
think it has been very helpful. We will at least be able to send a
letter about the appropriation, and I think we are also itoing to
look into this question of the next phase of the Mathematica eval-
uation. I think we may be getting over evaulated and underun as
far as things are concerned here.

So, I will ask Mr. Spratt to take over at this point..
Mr. Smarr [presiding]. Mr. Chairman, I will just keep my seat

here and then I will come around when we have the next pare!.
First of all, let me thank the three of you because I don't know if

you understand the extent to which candor is a premium in this
institution and in this city. You have come here and given us some-
thing that we sorely need and that is very candid, very honest,
very straightforward testimony. It has been extremely helpful.

I want to simply clarify a few things for the record because Mr.
McKernan arid Mr. Frank have, for the most part, asked the ques-
tions that I would have asked.

First of all, do I understand you to be basically in consensus? For
example, Mr. Androlewicz led off and he gave four adverse or nega-
tive trends.

Is there anyone among the three of you or the two of you who
did not make that testimony who disagree with those negative
trends, those negative developments?

Mr. GAINES. I don't believe so.
What was your first one, Al?
Mr. ANDROLEWICE. The RIF's.
Mr. GAINES. I have chatted with !lily colleagues in the past on

this subject. I think that possibly I feel a little strongerA men-
tioned this in prpvious testimony. I feel a little stronger than they
do that the steps that ETA has taken in regard to streamlining the
system have had its effect on helping out the undesirable effects of,
the RIF's. I guess I am essentially szin that I am not so sure I
agree as strongly.as they do in that

Mr. SPHATr. It is a matter of degree, then?
GAINES. Yes, it is a matter of degree, but certainly the prob-

lem is there.
Mr. &num. You would agree that there are fewerxpert mem-

bers of the review teams?
Mr. GAINES. Absolutely, absolutely.
Mr. SPRATT. Would you agree that the level and quality of tech-

inical assistance has diminished with the RIF's that imve occurred?
Mr. GAINES. I think it has diminished 'because there havev been

less people to provide the assistance, and I think that those people

40-068
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who are there to provide it, as we just previously discussed, have
been moved around from another position in ETA and do not have
the expertise that some of these other folks who have been RIF'd
out had.

In other words, you can have a situation where somebody is in
Job Corps and they put 20 years in but maybe they started when
they were 20, so they end up at age 40 and for one reason or an-
other they weren't in the service, you know, and the way the
system works anybody can bump them right out even though they
did have 20 years service with Job Corps.

Mr. Seitivrr. Would you agree, would the three of you agree that
there has been a diminution in the quality of recruitment and
screening? Is there basic agreement about that, then?

Mr. WATKINS. Yes. That is certainly one point that I didn't ad-
dress that Al did. I kind of wish I had said it.

There definitely has been. I think that is an example of what
happens when you disturb a network. You are going to get that
dip, and we are experiencing it now, and it is hurting.

rreYou can translate that from the recrui nt activity to the same
thing that is happening at the region offices. We tended to zero
in on technical reviews, but I would point out there are a lot of
other things that are affected which seem purely administrative
the handling of paperwork, the transmission of communication.
These are lagging. This is all involved in the experience of process-
ing. One of the other contractors indicated to me that it has affect-
ed their payment schedule. That is of serious concern to the con-
tractors because they put the monenoup-front and the repayment
on costs is very crucial. That has been reduced.

Another problem is the inability to get approvals in a timely
fashion because the people handling this paperwork are new and it
is new to them.

There are crucial issues such as repairing the roof because it is
leking. These get unduly delayed, and that is critical.

So. these are problems that are occurring, and they have largely
occurred because of less people to handle it and inexperienced
people dealing with it.

Mr. GAINES. I think, Herb, you hit it on the head when you said
the network has been disturbed. I think that is a key point. I cer-
tainly have to agree with that. I had not really thought about
thatthe network was disturbed as an overall result of this RIF.
You can't necessarily point at an individual thing. One of the
major disturbances in my mind is this recruitment. Something has
gotten slightly out of whack in that degree. In some areas we have
no problems with recruitment, and in others we are experiencing
problems. I am not quite sure what the cause of it is, but I think it
could use certainly some looking into. I am not prepared to address
why, but it needs some strengthening.

Would you two agree with that?
Mr. ANDROLEWICZ. Most definitely.
Mr. SesArr. As I understand what you are saying to these prob-

lems, it is more than just episodic changes. You see something sys-
temic here that affects. in the words of Mr. Watkins, the ongoing
program's effectiveness or, as Mr. Androlewicz said, the continued
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succec3 of the program by the next birthday of the program, wheth-
er or not we have a happy celebration.

Let me ask you this. I have read the Mathematica study, and it
seems to me not only to come out positively but to develop a good
methodology for trying to assess the costs and benefits of the Job
Corps Program.

Your own personal anecdotal experiences, your own empirical ob-
servations--do they bear out the findings of the study by Mathema-
tical? Do you see the benefits as being substantially measurably
greater than the burdens or the costs in this program?

Mr. ANDROLEWICE. Without question, sir.
We have many years of dealing with these youths, and we've

seen the success. We know what the placement numbers ake and
the types of jobs they have been able to get. And we've enjoyed the
direct feedback when, you know, some of the youths have come
back and let us know what has happened to them over the years.
Without question; I think the investment is well worth it, and the
corps members pay it back with interest.

Mr. GAINES. In my empassioned speech earlier on, I think you
certainly got the thoughts of myself and he Teledyne Corp. in
regard to that specific, buti think being even more direct than the
way I put it in my opening remarks, it would appear that the
youngster pays back the amount of money that is spent to train
hirn in taxes back to the Government in a period of, say. 3 to 5
years.

For the rest of his life, that is going to be a plus to the Govern-
ment, so I like to look at it as a loan to that youngster in an indi-
rect fashion to get him started in life and break this darned pover-
ty chain that goes on endless. And these kids are third, sometimes
fourth, generation poverty types right from the poverty dole. That
is what we mean when we say break the poverty chain. That is
what it is all about. i believe very strongly in that, so if you figure
3 to 5 years the cos: .4 paid back by the youngster being out there
and ,Ding. productive and then, God only knows, he can instill
within his kids as the generations go on the kind of things he has
learned through a program like this, and you have a situation that
goes on and on and on. That is breaking the poverty chain. When it
starts exponentially to go out this way, Lord only knows, what the
real savings arasexi

Mr. Seamtr. point.
Mr. WATRINS. I have been told that Job Corps graduates return a

$1.45 on every dollar invested --s c taxable income. I think that is
pretty

Mr. PRATT. In taxable income alone?
Mr. WATKINS. Yes. That is my understanding. I can check my fig-

ures, but that is my understanding $1.45 for every dollar invested.
One other thing. Tonight there is going to be the 20th anniversa-

ry dinner for the 20th year of Job Corps. A hall-of-famer Job Corps
member will be designated tonight by Mr. Rell. If you just hear
what is said about these hall of famers, youit would really blow
your mind. We have one from our centers who is now Dr. Rhodes
atW started at the center with less than a high school education.
fie was in trouble with the law. What a tremendous change in that
one instance.
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Those are the extremes. Mathematica addresses, I think, what
happens to the bulk of them, and that is much more important.

Mr. Smarr. thank you very much for your testimony.
I don't have any further questions.
Our next witness is Mr. Michael Urquhart, president of Ameri-

can Federation of Government Employees, Local 12.
Mr. Urquhart, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL URQUHART, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
FEDERATION OF GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES. LOCAL 12, AC-
COMPANIED BY FRANK COLE, CHIEF STEWARD. EMPLONTMENT
AND TRAINING ADMINISTRATION

Mr. UltQVHART. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I have accom-

panying me today, Frank Cole, who is the union's chief steward in
the Employment and Training Administration.

As you know, I am the president of American Federation of Gov-
ernment Employees, Local 12, which represents employees in the
national office of the Department of Labor and the OSHA Review
Commission.

It is on behalf of those employees that I am testifying today.
The AFGE welcomes the opportunity to reaffirm our strong sup-

port for the Job Corps Program. In a general sense, we are well
pleased with the progressive path of the Job Corps Program in
recent years under the direction of Mr. Peter Refl. During 1983 the
Office of Job Corps achieved noteworthy successes in the areas of
fiscal control and procurement management. The scope of responsi-
bilities in this area is both broad and complex. The Office of Job
'Corps implements its program through the development and issu-
ance of contracts and similar types of agreements with private
firms and organizations and with agencies of Federal, State, and
local government.

Each year the Office of Job Corps finances and administers
nearly 600 such contracts and nta. This is &me both at the
national office level and throug the 10 Job Corps regional offices.
The capabilities of the Office of Job Corps to administer these far-
reaching operations has been greatly increased owing to the Dis-
proved design and application of Job Corps management systems.

These accomplishments can be attributed directly to the capabili-
ties of past and current staff. For the most part, these- staff mem-
bers have a unique combination of technical capabilities coupled
with Job Corps Program knowledge that has been developed over a
considerable period of time and enhanced by on-the-job experience.
Continued successful implementation of these systems for fund ac-
countability will hinge, very heavily on continued accessibility to
this pool of knowledge.

If the persons who are knowledgeable of .tiese unique systems
are displaced, the systems are seriously . To some
extent this did occur after the 1984 reduction-in-force, downgrading
and reorganization process.

The impact of the RIF/reorgtinization on the Job Corps is greater
than the reduction in employment levels indicate due to the fact
that the loss of experienced staffers has been much greater. While
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the employment ceiling for the national office was reduced 10 pmi-
tion, there 'was an actual loss of 20 expedenced employees. 10" the
total of 44 employees on board as of Seftember 1984, 8 are new
transfers with no previous experience in Job Corps. Furthermore,
there are currently two vacancies which are not filled while experi-
enced employees, formerly in the Job Corps,. are assigned to other
offices in the Employment and Training Administration and man-
agement refuses to reassign them to those vacant positions.

Tice Department of Labor's own regulations state that such
transfers of new employees into the Job Corps can only be made if
the new employees can reach a satisfactory performance level in 90
days. This has not been the case.

It is our estimate that it can take as much as a year to develop
the knowledge and skills to do tshjilfob properly.

The serious displacement of in the area of program review
does weaken this activity, at least until such time as the new staff
has developed the program knowledge needed to do that job.

The situation is even more severe in, the regional offices, which is
of major concern to AFGE, Local 12. Presently Job Corps regional
offices have an average of one and a half staff per center to con-
tract for and administer the operation of Job Corps centers. This is
compared to 4.1 staff in 1977. This encompasses a broad range of
technical and managerial responsibilities, including the conduct of
procurements, monitoring and evaluation of centers, administra-
tive processing, find control of invoices, property, et cetera.

In addition, Federal regional staff must review applications and
determine assignments of specific applicants to particular centers,
as well as arranging for'the transportation of the enrollees from
their 'home communities to the Job Corps centers.

It is not reasonable to expect one and a half staff per center to
accomplish all of these responsibilities, plus provide clerical sup-
port. In fact, it cannot be done.

It is only through the personal dedication and contribution of
personal time outside of work hours that services to corps members
have been maintained in recent periods.

It is important to note that the present nature of the work to be
performed has changed drastically because Job Corps is now imple-
menting several new policies, including policies of full competition
versus sole-source procurement for centers; of full competition for
outreach, screening, placement, and support coptracts; of closer
controls of the management of disturbances and- incidents on Job
Corps centers, of increased audit coverage; of changing vocational
offiritlgs in Job Corps centers, of establishing new facility stand-
ards and improving the process of renovating deteriorating facili-
ties; of revising all guidelines and requirements.

While all of these policies and initiatives are well directed, they
clegrly represent substantial workload increases. Why then, has
the staff been reduced from 4.1 regional staff per center to 1.5 staff
currently?

The fact remains that the staff reductions:especially those in the
regions, make it difficult, if not impossible, to handle the workload
increases related to policy changes being implemented or planned.

AFGE is concerned that without an increase in the staff levels of
the Job Corps Program in the regions and in all components of the
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national Aim but especially in the program review area, there
will be a substantial loss in the quantity and quality of services
provided to disadvantaged youth the program is mandated to serve.

We ask that at least a temporary increase in ceiling to provide
'additional staff for Job Corps be mandated by the Congress. An in-
crease of only one-half staff per center represents approximately 54
positions and would be a beginning to ensuring that services to
corps members do not deteriorate.

After a period of 2 years. an assessment should be conducted to
determine if further restoration of staff levels is needed to main-
tain quality services. This is the 20th anniversary of a highly suc-
cessful program addressing this Nbition's most severely disadvan-
taged youth. It is important that the successful operation of this
program not be endangered by overzealous wielding of the budget-
cutting ax.

The Job Corps Program has also been adversely affected. by the
procedures for conducting a RIF combined with a reorganization,
and the haste with which it was carried out. The workforce in the
Employment and Training Administration, many of whom have
worked for the agency 15 years of longer, has been severely demor-
alized by the complete lack of regard shown by management for
their interests during the recent RIF. Rather than cooperate with
the American Federation of Government Employees, Local 12, to
explore ways to reduce the adverse impact, management rushed
ahead with its actions without adequate preparation, and without
completing consultations and negotiations:

Conducting a reorganization at the same time as a RIF generated
enormous confusion and made it next to impossible to monitor the
movement of employees from one position to another. The appear-
ance of favoritism in the treatment of some employees, if not the
reality, has totally undermined any semblance of employee respect
for the Government's personnel practices. Such shabby treatment
of its workforce must inevitably have a negative impact on the pro-
ductivity of the programs.

Further evidence of the lack of adequate planning on the part of
management is the absence of any analysis of work load require-
ments for the positions established in the reorganization. Without
such an analysis, the allocation of positions among the various pro-
grams in the Employment and Training Administration was arbi-
trary at best. The fact that preceding in such a manner violated
management's own regulations only reinforces Local 12's misgiv-
ings about the entire process.

In addition, the reorganization has resulted in the widespread re-
location of employees in the Patrick Henry Building. The Job
Corps is now spread out in three different locations inside the
building, having been previously concentrated on one corridor. Sev-
eral employees) were moved to new offices without phones, and
with the dispersal of the offices some phones are being answered by
secretaries not in the Job Corps. All of this has had an adverse
impact on the ability of employees and clients to communicate with
each other.
The AFGE firmly believes that changes are necessary in the RIF

regulations if the negative consequences of such reductions in force
and reorganizations are to be minimized. Specifically, we recom-
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mend passage of legislation to mandate the exhaustion of alterna-
tives prior to any RIF. And, second, that there be a freeze on all
personnel actions, including reorganizations, for a minimum of 90
days before or after the date of the RIF.

Again. I would like to thank the committee for allowing us to
testify today. I hope our testimony and the other material we have
supplied to you will prove h'elpful to you in your deliberations.

Mr. SPRATr. Thank you.
Without objection, your entire written statements along with the

attachments, will be inserted into the record at this point.
[Mr. Urquhart's prepared statement f9llows:1
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American Federation of Government Employees, Local 12

Testimony for the

Job Corps Oversight Hearings

Title IV - Federally Administered Programs, Part B of Public Law 93-

300 of October 13, 1982 provides for a Job Corps program within the

Department of Labor.

Specially, at Part B Job Corps' "Statement of Purpose" Section

0

421 provides for the maintenance of "a Job Corps for economically

disadvantaged young men and women which shall operate exclusively as a

distinct national program, sets forth standards and procedures for

selecting individuals as enrollees in the Job Corps, authorizes the

establishment, of residential and nonresidential centers in which

enrollees will participate in intensive programs of education,

vocational training, work experience, counseling and other activities,

and prescribes various other powers, duties, and responsibilities

incident to the operation and continuing development of the Job Corps.

The purpose of this part is to assist young individuals who need and

can benefit from an unusually intensive program, operated in a group

setting, to become more responsible, employable, and productive

citizens, .1A to do so in a way that contribute,. where feasible, to

the development of national, State and community resources, and to the

development and dissemination of technioues for working with the

disadvantage t.:at can be widely utilized by public and private

institutions and agencies."

In a general sense, AFGE,Local 12 is well pleased with the

progressive path of the Job Corps Program in recent years under the

.direction of Mr. Peter E. Ran.
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During 1983, the Office of'Job Corps achieved noteworthy successes

in the areas of Fiscal Control'and Procurement Management. There

successes stem Ahe development and implementation of substantial

, improvements the interrelated systems that are used to; (1) plan

and schedul jor procurement actions; (2) plan the allocation of

appropriated resources; (3) and track the implementation of these plans

once they are set in motion.

The scope of the responsibilities in this area is both broad and

complex. The Office of Job Corps implements its program through the

development and issuance of contracts and similar types of agreements

with private firms and organizations and with agencies of Federal,

State and Local Government. Each year, the Office of Job Corps

finances and administers nearly 600 such contracts and agreements.

This is done both at the National Office level and through the ten Job

Corps Regional Offices. The capabilities of the Office of Job Corps to

administer these far reaching operations has been greatly increased

owing to the improved design and application of three Job Corps

managment systems: (1) The system for developing and maintaining the
annual advance procurement plan/financial operating plan: (2) the Job

Corps financial management system; and (3) the Job Corps cost reporting

system.

The above accomplishments can be attributed directly to the

capabilities of past and current staff of the Division of Program

Management and Review. For the most part, these staff members have a

unique combination of technical capabilities coupled with Job Corps

program knowledge that has been developed over a considerable period of

time and enhanced by on-the-job experience. bontinued successful

implementation of these .systems for fund accountability will hinge very
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heavily on continued accessibility to this pool of knowledge. If the

persons who are knowledgable of these unique systems - and they: :are

unisue to Job Corps - are displaced, the systems are seriously

jeopardized. To some extent this did occur after the 1984 Reduction-In-

Force, Downgrading and Reorganization process.

The impact of the RIF/Reorganization on the Job Corps is greater

than the reduction in employment levels would indicate due to the fact

that the loss of experienced staffers has been much greater. While the

employment ceiling for the National Office %cis reduced 10 positions,

from 56 o 46, there was an actual loss of 20 experienced employees. Of

the twirl of 44 employees on board as of September 1984, 8 are ney

tran fers with no previous experience in Job Corps. While the

Department of Labor's own regulations state that such transfers can

only be made if the new employees can reach a satisfactory performance

level in 90 days, this has not been the case in Job Corps. In addition,

the following downgrades occurred: GS-14 to GS-12; GS-13 to GS-09; GS-

13 to GS-09; and G5-13 to G5-11.

In the area of program review, it would be reasonable to assume

that the revieOof program operations can more effectively be done by

persons with a knowledge of the program itself. That may sound

simplistiii_but the "catch" is that the Job Corps program differs

considerably from other ETA/JTPA _programs and knowledge,gatned working

on other programs is not readily transferable to the Job Corps. A

serious displacement of staff on this function does weaken this

activity, at least until such time that new staff have developed the

program knowledge needed to do the job.

National Office staff in the program review and fiscal areas are
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actively involved in retrenching after the RIF. Unfortunatly the

Regional Offices have not been able to adjust as well without

substantially more staffing. This issue is of major concern to

AFGE,Local 12.

Presently Job Corps Regional Offices have en average of one and a

half staff per center to contract for and administer the operation of

Job Corps centers. This encompasses a broad range of technical and

n'anagerial responsibilities including the conduct of procurements,

monitoring and evaluation of centers, administrative processing and

control of invoices, property, etc. In addition, Federal regional

staff must review applications and determine assignments of specific

applicants to particular centers as well as arranging for the

transportation of the enrollees from their home communities to the Job

Corps centers. It is not reasonable to expect 1.5 staff per center to

accomplish all of these responsibiliti.-, plus provide clerical support.

foort,vit cannot be done. It is only through the personal dedication

m(14.01Mir77;7772mn of personal time outside of work hours that services
\ .0

-to corpsmembers have been maintained in recent periods.

The immensity of this task in relation to the staff resources

provided is even more readily apparent when trends in staffing levels

are examined. In 1977, there were 4.1 regional office staff per

center. Today there is only 1.5 staff per center.

In addition to the actual staff/center or workload relationship, it

is germane and noteworthy that the present nature of the work to be

performed has changed drastically because Job Corps is now implementing

a policy:

of full competition versus sole source procurement for centers

(competitive procurements give rise to a much greater worklos. as
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procedures.are very time conseMing and resultant protest and lawsuits

require additional time and effort);

of full r_ompetition for outreach/screening, placement an

support contracts;

of closer caftrols over the management of di,iturbances and

incidents on Jab Corps centers including detailed reviews at the

regional and mmt.i..ral let,e1;

of increased audit coverage calling for a heavy workload on the

part of program staff to supplment and respond to the work of OIG

auditors;

* of changing vocational offerings in Job Corps centers;

of, establishing new facility standards and improving the

process of renovating deteriorating facilities;

* of revising all guidelines and requirements.

While all of these policies and initiatives are well directed, they

clearly represent substantial workload increases. Why then, has staff

been reduced from 4.1 regional staff per center to 1.5 staff currently?

Recent efforts to achieve off-setting efficiencies including

decentralization of some functions to centers (e.g. recordkeeping and

records retention) and automation of some regional functions represent

some work reduction. However, the fag? remains that the staff

reductions, especially those in the regions, make it difficult, if not

impossible, to handle workload increases related to policy changes

being implemented or planned.

AFGE is concerned that without an increase in the staff levels of

the Job Corps program in the Regions and in all components of the

National Office. but especially in the Program Review area, there will
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be a substantial loss in the quantity and quality of services provided

to the disadvantaged youth the program is mandated to serve.

AFGE ask that at least a temporary increase in ceilingLto provide

additional staff for Job Corps be mandated by the Congress. An

increase of only one-half staff per cente represents approximately 54

positions and wpuld be a be innin in ensurin: that services to

corpsmembers do not deteriorate. After a period of two years, an

assessment should be conducted to determine if further restoration of

staff levels is needed to maintain quality services. This is the

twentieth anniversary of a highly successful program addressing this

Nation's most severely disadvantaged _youth. It is important that the

successful operation of this program not be endangered by overzealous

wielding of the budget cutting ax,,

The Job Corps program has also been adversely affected by the

procedures for conducting a RIF combined with a reorganization, and the

haste with which it waS carried out. The workforce in the Employment

and Training Administration, many of whom tilve worked for the agency

15 years or longer, has been severely demoralized by the complete lack

of regard shown by management for their interests during the recent

RIF. Rather than cooperate with AFGE, Local 12 to explore ways to

reduce the adverse impact, management rushed ahead with its actions

without adequate preparation, and without completing consultations and

negotiations. Conducting a rear ization at the same time as a RIF

generated enormous confusion, and it next to impossible to monitor

the movement of employees from one position to another. The appearance

of favoritism in the treatment of some employees, if not the reality,

has totally undermined any semblance of employee respect for the

government's personnel practices. Such shabby treatment of its
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"Further evidence of the lack of adequate planning on the part of

r 414 . 114

I

management is the absence 'of any analysis of workload requirements for

the positions established in the reorganization, ithout such an

analysis, the allocation of positions among the various programs in the

Employment and Training Administration was arbitrary at best. The fact

that iiroceding in such a manner vio ted managements own regulations

only reinfc4ces Local I2's misgivi s about the entire process.

In addition, the reorganization has resulted in the widespread

relocation of employees in the Patrick Henry Building. The Job Corps is

now spread out in three different locations inside the building, having

previously been concentrated on one corridor. Several employees were

moved to new offices without phenes,'and with the dispersal of the

offices some phones are being answered by secretaries not in the Job

Corps. All of this has had an adverse impact on the ability of

employees and clients to communicate with each other.

The AFCE firmly believes that changes are necessary in the RiF

regulations if the negative consequences of such reductions in force

and reorganizations are to be minimized. Specifically we recommend

passage of legislation to mandate the exhaustion of. alternatives prior

to any RIF. And secondly, that there be a freeze on all personnel

scrions, ineludimreorganizirtions, for a minimun of 90 days before or

after the dare of the RIF.

Attachments

ro
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Attachment

ptaffin2 history of Job Corps Regional and National Officie

staff levels is as follows:

Staffing Level Cantors Slots

1
rf

RO NO

FY 77 253 73 61 -4t225
78 239 78 66 25,021

79 205 77 90 33,997

80 228 66 99 36,672

81 222 55 106 42,414

82 161 59 106 40,675-

83 161 54 107 40,544

84 151 46 107.
N

40,544

Aitachnent

FY 19,3-84 JOB CORPS STAFFING

SMEARY

FY' 83
UN-TOXIU

LEVELS

FYLp6
ONWARD

National Office BOY CEILING SEPT. '14

SFS 1 1 1

GS-15 6 4 4

GS -14 9 4 4

GS-13 20 9 9

GS-12 11 10

GS-11 1( 5 4

GS-7-10 4 4 4

GS-5-6 7 7 7

GS-1-4 1 1

TOTAL 54 46 '44
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Mr. Smarr. I want to thank you especially for the materials youhave supplied our staff and us. The have been extremely usefuland helpful in getting ready for this hearing.I recognize Mr. McKernan, first, for any questions he may have.Mr. MCKERNAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have just a coupleof questions.
You mentioned in your testimony one of the concerns that I ex-pressed to the last panel about people with little knowledge of JobCorps activities being the one conducting these reviews. The lastpanel referred to this as being so important to th it interaction be-tween the people running the variws Job Corps programs andthose charged under the act with the administration of the pro-gram.
Could you explain a little bit about how the RIF worked and howthat did result in people being involved in the Job Corps Programwho did not have the expertise that many di the people running/..\ the programs thought was necessary?
Mr. URQUHART. Well, I think it is important to understand fromthe beginning that we did not just have a RIF irithe Employmentand Training Administration to reduce employment to new ceil-ings. We also had a reorganization of the entire agency at the sametime, which totally changed the number and character of positionsthroughout the agency.
So, the situation we had was not simply that of the ceiling beingreduced and employees were bumping down, but they were bump-ing into new organizational structures, and, therefore, the numberof positions you had in the Job Corps was not the same as thenumber of positions previously or the character of those positions.Futhezmore, management unilaterally made determinations thatcertain positions would be kept vacant during the RIF, that is, em-ployees could not remain in those positions or bump into them.There are currently two vacancies in the Job Corps. So, what youhad was a situation where, besides the RIF procedures, the playingfield on which you were playing was dramatically changed at thesame time. That, I think, increased the impact of the RIF on theJob Corps, which resulted in 20 former employees of the %b Corpsbeing transferred to other offices in the Employment and TrainingAdminiatiation or leaving the agency and 8 employees from otherparts off the Employment and Training Administration being trans-'erred in there.

Not all of it was the result of the RIF. I don't have the figureshere. At the same time, there were numerous, what they call, di-rected reassignments of people to positions, and I don't have thedocumentation here to determine out of those eight how manywere directed reassignments as opposed to retreating and bumpingin the RIF.
Mr. McKgaNAN. How many employeee, all told, are in the JobCorps Program? Do you know that'?
Mr. URQUHART. In the previous fiscal year there were 56 in thenational office. That was reduced to 46. There are currently 44 em-ployees there with 2 vacapcies.
Mr. MCKERNAN. You are saying that out of the 56, 20 of them,after all the changes took place, were no longer involved in theprogram?
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Mr. URQUHART. That is correct. There were 36 employees left,
and then there were $ new transfers in to bring it up to a total of
44.

Mr. SiCKERNAN. Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions. But
I would like to have the opportunity to file some written questions.
both to ETA as well as to Mr. Urquhart Wiry to get some specific
details after people have a chance to review their records.

Mr. Smarr. Thank you, Mr,. McKernan. I think that would, be
helpful.

One of the questions I was ;ting to ask wqs, is it possible for you
to submit a chart or do you h e one with you today showing how,
No. 1, the national office regional offices were reorganized and,
two, showing specifically, by job function, who was bumped out and
who was introduced into slots, particularly those where new mem-
bers were introduced without any expertise at all in the Job Corps?

Mr. URQUHART. 1 would love to be able to present that 'nforma-
tion to you. We have requested it of management at the Depart-
ment of Labor. They supplied us with the retention registers, and if
you have ever tried to follow retention registers, you know the dif-
ficulties in trying to follow MI the personnel actions involved.

As I say. it is a tremendously difficult process because you are
working with two different organizational structures at the same
time.

We will provide you with what we can, but we have been unable
to trace all the personnel actions involved.

Mr. SeaArr. Then without objection, the record will remain open
to receive whatever material you can supply fbr our record along
those lines. as well as any written responses to any written ques-
tions Mr. McKernan might submit to you.

1The material followsd
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Mr. Sex Arr. You mentioned a regulation of the Department of
Labor or maybe it is of the ETA which requires that any employee
who makes a lateral transfer or a transfer into a slot where some-
one is bumped must be able to measure up within 90 days.

Could you cite that particular regulation?
Mr. URQUHART. It is the Department of Labor supplement, sub-

chapter 2 to FPM 3M, section B-7-A.
Mr. Sett Arr. Do you have the text of it there? could you briefly

read it?
Mr. URQUHART. I do not have the actual wording of the text here.

I can supply that for you.
Mr. Sex Arr. The essence of it, however, is that anyone who

bumps into a position must be able to meet the requirements of
that position within 90 days?

Mr. URQUHART. Right. Must be able to reach a level of satisfac-
tory performance within 90 days.

Mr. SPRATi. OK. The record, without objection, will remain open
to receive the' exact wording of that regulation.

[The material follows:]
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DLS Subch. 2, FPM 351

508CHAFTER 2 - RETENTION FACTORS

(6) Difference2n work schedules among other than
full-time employees who wduld otherwise be assigned to the
same competitive level do not constitute a basis for estab-
lishing sepazate competitive levels.

(7) Exceptions

(a) re than one competitive jevel may be
established fur pa itions having the same class title when
such positions ha special or additional qualification re-
quirements (experience. training, skills and uterl-Tries as
approved by DPM) which are essential in order for a new in-
cumbent to be able to reach a level of satisfactory perform-
ance within a relatively short period (e.g., 90 days or
less) after entering the position.

(b) In rare instances, positions classified
with different class titles may constitute a competitive level
when tht jobs; are so similiar in all important respects that
the incumbents thereof are interchangeable without significant
training and without unduly interrupting the work program.
However, when positions with different class titles appear
to belong in the same competitive level, this may be an indi-
cation that some of the positions are incorrectly classi-
fied and that unnecessary titles are being used. If this
proves to be so, then some or all of the positions determined
to be in the same competitive level must be reclassified so
that all have the same claSs title.

On the other hand, if separate class titles are justified and
the positions are Mill /determined to belong in the same
competitive level, an explanation of the reasons should he
maintained for the record and be available for review by
anyone who requests it.

c. Competitive Lee1 Coding System

(1) The ple1,>ribed uniform system defined below
is applicable Lepartment-wide for the coding of competitive
levels.
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Mr. SPRATT. Yes, Mr. Urquhart?
Mr. URQUHART. That is also included in the performance apprais-

al standardsthat you can be appraised within 90 days after a 90-
daai period in the A.

Mr. SPRATT. Thank you very much for your testimony and for
coming and for your submissions for the record and for your assist-
ance prior to the hearing.

Mr. URQUHART. Thank you.
We will be happy to answer any further questions you put to us.
Mr. SPRATT. Thank you. You may have some.
The next witnesses then are Mr. Frank Casillas, Assistant Secre-

tary for Employment and Training of the U.S. Department of
Labor, and Mr. Peter Rell, Director of the Job Corps.

Mr. Casillas, you may proceed with your testimony in any
manner you choose. We will accept, without objection, your print-
ed, prepared testimony for the record. You can summarize it; you
can embellish it; you can do anything you please in order to
present your remarks.

STATEMENT OF FRANK CASILLAS. ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR.
ACCOMPANIED BY PETER REM.. DIRECTOR, JOB CORPS
Mr. CASHAAS. Mr. Chairman, I think if it is all right with you I

would like to read the testimony.
Mr. Sex Arr. That is completely agreeable.
Mr. CASHAAS. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee,

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today to review
the Department of Labor's administration of the Job Corps Pro-
gram and the measures we are taking to improve it.

I would like to begin with a brief overview of the Job Corps Pro-
gram, then discuss recent developments in the program, focusing
on actions we have taken to address problems wA have found, and
conclude by responding to specific questions that were raised in
your letter of invitation.

Mr. Chairman, like all training and employment programs, the
Job Corp; is committed to increasing the employment and earnings
of those it serves. However, the Job Corps is unique in several key
ways:

First. the Job Corps targets the most severely disadvantaged
youth.

Second. the Job Corps provides a comprehensive array of services
to all enrollees, including: vocational training, remedial education,
health care, counseling, and other services.

Third, the Job Corps is, with only limited exception, a residential
program.

Through 107 Job Corps centers, the program provides 40,544
training service years annually. The typical Job Corps enrollee is
an economically disadvantaged 18-year-old who is a high school
dropout and reads at the sixth grade level. He or she comes from
an environment characterized by cultural deprivation, a disruptive
home life, or other disorienting conditions impairing the youth's
ability to successfully participate in . other types of education or
training programs. Sixty-three percent of Job Corps enrollees are
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male, 71 percent are minority, and 75 percent have never been em-
ployed full time. In the current fiscal year, reports indicate that
approximately 75 percent of the corps members leaving the pio-
gram are achieving positive outcomes, with 59 percent of the ter-
minees entering unsubsidized emtloyment.

Obviously, given the nature and intensity of its services, the Job
Corps is an expensive program. We estimate that, for program year
1984, the average cast per service year will be $14,648; this com-
pares with an estimated $13,723 for fiscal year 1983.

For. program year 1985, we have proposed $600 million for the
Job Corps. This funding, coupled with several cost-saving initiatives
designed to yield $34 million in savings, will be adequate to main-
tain current service levels.

In the late 1970's, the Job Corps undertook a major expansion,
nearly doubling in size. The administrative and oversight capacities
of the program do not appear to have kept pace with this expan-
sion and problems developed on several fronts. From the outset of
this administration, therefore, we have devoted substantial atten-
tion to rectifying the ieficiencies in the overall administration and
accountability of the Job Corps. Although these efforts are not yet
complete, substantial progress has been made.

One of our first initiatives was to overhaul completely the Job
Corps procurement system to provide a set of checks and balances
that minimize the potential for abuse. We established standardized
procede: es for all procurement actions and clearly defined staff re-
sponsibilities in the procurement process. Major emphasis was
placed on utilizing the competitive process in procurements.

Let me briefly summarize several other steps that we have
taken:

To improve financial management systems, we established a uni-
fied budgetary structure for planning and tracking Job Corps costs.
We strengthened accountability through the development of auto-
mated systems, revision of reporting requirements, and utilization
of the unified budget system in planning, internal control, and cost
reporting.

A comprehensive audit program was implemented to eliminate a
backlog of unaudited Job Corps contracts. The Department is now
providing audit coverageincluding audit resolution and debt col-
lection activitiesfor all major functional areas.

We have developed performance standards for the Job Corps. Ini-
tial standards were put in place in June and are being incorporat-
ed into the procurement process for contract centers.

During the last year, new procedures were implemented govern-
ing center operators' prevention, reporting, and resolution of signif-
icant incidents.

We completed a comprehensive review of all vocational training
programs to determine their effectiveness and to identify high
growth occupations which will offer increased placement potential.
We are now in the process of implementing vocational changes on
a center-by-center basis.

Finally. we are developing improvements in our system for iden-
tifying and addressing facilities' needs.
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During the citing it we will continue to improve our fiscal
control and manakemerit liystems, including revising all adminis-
trative publications ajd ism! finces.

The changes that wg,,, have implemented have enabled us to re-
strain the growth of operational snit costs; in real terms, we have
reduced them.

Rising program costarcoatire be of major concern, wever.
As noted ear 'erg co54per service Oar is projected to rise to 4,648
in the 1984 program year. In addition to..expenditures for oper-
ations, there are significant funding requirements for capital ex-
penditures to maintain and assure the safety and health of the
corps members.

Mr. Chairman, at this time I would like.° respond to specific
questions raised in your letter of invitation. First, you asked
whether the budget and staffing levels for the Job Corps are suffi-
cient. May answer to both is yes. As I mentioned earlier, our fiscal
year 1.9S4 budget will maintain the enrollee' capacity at the level of
40,544 service-years. To accomplish this in the face of rising costs,
some cost saving measures will be necessary. Specific measures we
have proposed include: reducing/the costs of operating civilian con-
servation centers, limiting capital expenditures for facility con-
struction and rehabilitation,_ and increasing overall productivity
through more efficient use of center resources. Even with these ef-
ficiencies, however, ft!" cost per service year will continue to in-
crease a id Job Corps will remain one of the most expensive train-
ing programs in the country.

With regard to stafQig levels, iv... have provided the subcommit-
tee detailed information on national and regional office Job Corps
staffing in recent years. Currently, the Job Corps is authorized
positions in the 10 regional offices and 46 positions in the national
office. The actual number of staff on board is slightly below these
levels. We are, however, actively recruiting to fill these vacancies.

We are confident that there staffing levels are sufficient to carry
out effectively all of our responsibilities in administering the pro-
gram. It should be kept in mind that other offices of the Employ-
ment and Training Administration and the Department of Labor
provide additional support in administering the program, and that
these staff are not reflected in the figures I have provided you. For
example, ETA's Office of Program and Fiscal Integrity handles in-
vestigations and audit closeouts relating to the program. Our
Comptroller's office provides fiscal control support to the program,
and our Office of Acquisitions and Assistance reviews regional pro-
curements and handles national office procurements for the Job
Corps.

Outside of ETA, other Department of Labor agencies perform im-
portant functions relating to the program. The Office of the Assist-
ant .Secretary for Administration and Management is responsible
for safety and health reviews of Job Corps centers. The Office of
the Inspector General conducts audits and investigations of the Job
Corps.

In your letter you asked about regional office and Job Corps
center reviews. The national office conducts an operational review
of each regional office once every 2 years; these regional office re-
views involve .e or six staff members. Regional offices conduct an
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onsite review of each Job Corps center once a year. Typically, five
to eight staff members are sent on these onsite reviews. These
-numbers have remained the same over the past 5 years.

Finally, you asked that 'I describe Job Corps application review
procedures. Each Job Corps applicant is individually interviewed
by a screening agency to determine the applicant's eligibility and
capacity and motivation to participate in the progrram. The screen-
ing agencies include State job service offices and private contrac-
tors with expertise in dealing with youth. Job Corps provides
screeners with detailed instructions regarding verification of the
enrollees qualifications. This may involve contacting local schools,
neighbors, juvenile authorities, health facilities, court records, and
parole and probation, authorities. Applications of potential enroll-
ees that are questionable because of health or past behavioral prob-
lems must be submitted to the Job Corps regional office for review
and approval. The Job Corps regional office has access to profes-
sional health and mental health staff who are utilized in reviewing
these applications, when appropriate, and a determination is made
by the regional director whether or not to accept applicants.

The major criteria used in screening applicants fo Ty into the
Job Corps are age, family income, past behavio , motivation,
health, and parental consent, if the applicant is a minor.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my pre red statement. At this
time my colleague and I would be ple to answer any questions
that you and other members of the subcommittee may have.

Mr. Seitarr. Thank you very much.
Mr. McKernan?
Mr. MCKERNAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to hear your explanation of some of the concerns

that were expressed here earlier about the RIF and accompabied
by a reorganization which resulted in a number of people being in
a position at the Job Corps where they did not have the expertise
that people had had before all of this reorganization and RIF.
Would you like to comment on that?

Mr. CASILLAS. Mr. McKernan, I came on board in May, so for all
practical purposes the RIF had been completed. However, I did
look into it immediately and determined that the RIFing, in the
case of Job Corps, was not as extensive as in the remainder of the
agency that I run. There was It situation where people were
brought in, and some would like to state that they were inexperi-
enced. However, I remind you that the regulations for RIFIng re-
quire somebody coming into a specific job to at least. be qmlified
for thqt job. So, the overall qualifications were there for the people
coming in.

It is true that they were not as experienced 8S-one would like,
but I would like to state that Job Corps has in place and has had in
place for some time an excellent training program. It is an ongoing
program. As I understand it, it has even been beefed up more re-
cently to enable those people to quickly come on board and get up
to speed. 0

So, getting back to your question, I see no problem except for a
slight bump, of affecting immediate service, since these people will
eventually be qualified through training.

Mr. MCKERNAN. Are there any more RIF's planned?
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Mr. CASILLAS. The answer is negative.
Mr. McKEtuvast. As we were preparing for this hearing. we real-

ized that'through some of our conversations with people in your op-
eration, as well as in your testimony, that 63 percent of the people
in the Job Corps Program are male.

Has there been any effort to it cease the number of females in
the program?

Mr. CASILLAS. Mr: McKernan, sine being on board in May and
following my style' of management, I immersed myself completely
by going out where the action is. I have probably hit 30 States so
far in reviewing,JTPA and the Job Corps. I have met with the Gov-
ernors and the State liaison people, and I have visited four Job
Corps centers.0 *visited the one in Sacremento. I visited the one in
Miami. I visited the one in Los Angeles and one in Laredo. TX.

I assure you that the programs are excellent programs, and I
am very impressed with Job Corps as an overall program.

In terms of issues that I asked to be briefed on. one of the prob-
lems is, as you have indicated, the ratio of males to females being
higher than we would like. We have instituted some programs
through Mr. Re ll's office to try to alleviate this problem. We are
making a special effort to increase the ratio of female enrollees.

Mr. MCKERNAN. Finally, if you could just talk aboutsince one
of the reasons for the Job Training Partnership Act wits to get
more interaction between not only the Federal Government 'and
the private sector but the State governments and local govern-
ments as wellwhether or not you have noticed any of the States
or communities picking up the Job Corps model-type program as
Ih !.t of the JTPA.

Mr. CASILLAS. Mr. MiiKernan, as you are aware, title II-A of
JTPA provides for training, which includes youth. As a matter of
fact, the requirements are that at least 40 percent of the funding
be used for youth training. We find that there is kind of an overlap
between serving the youth in the Job Corps Program and that of
'title II-A.

In my travels and in talking` to many in the last few months
SDA's and-State peopleI find that there has not been a whole lot
of coordination between the title II-A SDA people and the Job
Corps.

I personally would like to seeand I think there is a vehicle
there whereby there could becross fertilization between the SDA.
perhaps doing outreach, and intake into the J151) Corps. We do
have, as you aware, fixtid assets involved in Job Corps$t ;00 mil-
lion is the funding. They have excellent programs. We think that
because a the fixed nature that there are some aspects that could
be taken advantage of by title II-A youth.

I am going to propose. and encourage, some cross fertilization
and coordination between the SDA, title II-A, and the Job Co .

That is what I am going to be doing.
Mr. McKERNAN. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Smarr. Thank you, Mr. McKernan.
Mr. Casillas, thank you for your testimony.
You have expressed admiration for the Job Corps Program. Is it

your opinion, baiting studied it thus far, that it does demonstrate a
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payback, that 11w Government dues have a positive return from its
investment in this program?

Mr. CASILLAS. Yes, sir, Mr. Spratt. As I have said, I visited four
of them. I have met and talked with people running the programs.
I have talked to a lot of the participants, the enrollees, the corps
members; and I am impressed with the kind of programs that are
installed at the Job Corps. The combination of remtkdial training,
vocational training, working at one's own pace, rep t.rnts a cliff. r-
ent approach from the regular school system and is impre'Ai. e.
These are youth that I am convinced will succeed only through
that kind of,is program. I am very proud that we have the Job
Corps in place today for these kinds of youth.

Mr. SesArr. In preparation for this hearing I read some studies
and histories of the Job Corps, some of them journalistic. It seems
to tell a story of a program that began idealistically in which those
running the program learned a lot of things the hard way, and the
expertise was gathered sometimes at great cost to the Government,
and there were starts and misstarts.

But it seems that we have achieved a level of understanding of
the problem and that the program is working now and that it has
bottomed out and we have developed the human technology and ex-
pertise to run the program.

Is that your assessment also?
Mr. CASILLAS. Yes, sir, Mr. Spratt, that is my assessment.
Mr. SesArr. What is your prior experience? Have you had any

previous experience with Job Corps or with work training. pro-
grams?

Mr. CASILLAS. I would like to spend a couple of minutes and give
you my background.

Mr. SPRATT. Sure.
Mr. CASILLAS. I was born in Mexico, but I came to the country

quite young. I got an engineering degree from Purdue University.
Following Purdue, I went to work for large corporations, for the
most partStandard Oil of Indiana, as an engineer; General Elec-
tric in the computer field; and recently the Allied Corp.; and in the
last couple of years I have had my own consulting firm in micro-
processors and computers in general.

I consider myself extensively qualified in management tech-
niques, but I have also, in the area of my career, taught a couple of
years at Purdue University in mathematics. I have been involved
in a number of organizations relating to youth. I am a inefriber of
the Council for Minority Scholarships sponsored by the President's
Council for Minority Engineering Scholarships.

So, I think I have got the qualifications, and basically I want to
bring them to your attention to tell you where I am coming from.

Mr. Seitivrr. I think that is very helpful.
One of the things that concerns me is the stateme.,t made by Mr.

Watkins that the network has been disturbed.
Mr. CASILLAS. I am not familiar with Mr. Watkins.
Mr. SPRATT. The gentleman who testified earlier, Mr. Herb Wat-

kins. I wonder if you were in the room when he testified.
Mr. CASILLAS. No, I wasn't.
Mr. SPRATT. I beg your pardon. I thought you were.
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What he effectively saidsumming up a number of !Marks that
the three of them on that panel had madewas that the network
has been disturbed, that there has been an ethos expertise created
here that has been learned over a period of time, summed up, I
suppose, in the word called judgment that is not an easily transfer-
able skill. It is not an acquired thing; it is something that we just
can't pick up in 90 to 120 days. This network of experience and ex-
pertise has been broken, has been disturbed by the Mrs; it has not
just been a rearrangement; it has been a change not just in
number but in quality.

That is our concern. That is what we are probing today. That is
the purpose of an oversight hearing.

You snare that because you have been in management before,
and you don't want to cut muscle; you want to cut fat.

Mr. CASILLAS. Absolutely.
Mr. SeuArr. On page 2 of your prepared testimony you say:

The Job Corps in the late 1970's undertook major expansion, nearly doubling in
size The administrative and oversight capacities of the program do not appear to
have kept pace with this expansion and problems developed on several fronts. From
the outset of this Administration, therefore, we have devoted substantial attention
to rectifying the deficiencies in the overall administration and accountability of the
Job Corps.

Do you have records, or do you know, there to indicate what size
of administrative staff there was in Job Corps in 1978, the late
1970's period that you were speaking of?

Mr. CASILLAS. Mr. Spratt, I have numbers going back only to
1980 in front of mewhen we had a total staffing of 294 in Job
Corps. As I indicated in my statement, currently we are staffing for
197 total for 1P84. So, I only go back to 1980.

Mr. SFRA'rr. The only reason I was pursuing that time period was
that you had mentioned that time periodthe late 1970's.

My numbers indicate 317 in the regional offices and in the na-
tional office-239 in the regional offices in 1978 and 78 in the na-
tional office.

Do you know what your administrative staff is today? I presume
you do. It is 151 in the regions and 44, with an allotment of 6, in
the national office.

Mr. CASILLAS. Correct.
Mr. SPitArr. flow many Job Corps centers did you have in 1978?

Do you know?
Mr. CASILLAS. I don't know.
I would like to submit that for the record.
Mr. Sesarr. Does 66, Mr. Rell, sound right to you? I have a

record that we can submit for the record, and you can verify
whether or not it is accurate because I think for the purposes

Mr. CASILLAS. That will be fine. We will take that number and
will submit the actual number for the record.

Mr. Smarr. I think it would be helpful to have you validate this
particular chart, anyway. This one has been clipped off by the
Xerox machine.

This is a Job Corps by fiscal year, and it begins with the begin-
ning,of the program and runs out through 1982. It is an extremely
helpTul summary. I will confess I don't know where it came from.
That is the nature of Xerox machines today.
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Mr. CASILLAS. 1 only have the last numbers.
Mr. Seaaver. Oh, I am informed that it is CRS that provided that

for us. So. this is something that CRS has .developed in their stud-
ies for Congress of the Job Corps Program.

Well, then, without objection, the record will remain open at this
point to receive your validation of the figures we just mentioned.

]The material follows]
The information presented is correct. Current staffing levels are 151 fOr the 10

Job Corps Regional Offices. and lb for the National Office. At the end of Fiscal Year
197s. there were tit; Job Corps centers in operation, with a Federal staffing level of
317 Sevnty-eight of these positions were in the national office. and 239 in the re-gional offices

Mr. SPKATT. Mr. Rell. hc.,e you had a chance to see this? Are you
familiar with h*this particular chart?

Mr. R.. Yes. Mr. Spratt. 1 believe those numbers are correct.
Mr. SPliAlT. OK. Thank you very much.
We will have it incorporated it as part of the record so that will

he helpful. If you will take it with you and if you see any mistakes.
then that will be helpful to us in simply establishing what the his-
tory of the program has been.

Mr. CAsti.i.As. We will do that, Mr. Spratt.
Mr. Sri Arr. The record will remain open to receive your re-

sponse regarding the chart. Without objection, so ordered.
]Thee material follows:I
!Lewd on all information available to us. we agree that the chart represents an

accurate sumniar of Job Corps activity level by Fiscal Year

Mr. Sea Arr. In 197S I believe you had 66 centers: is that correct?
Mr. CASILLAS. That is correct.
Mr. SPRATT. And today you have 107 centers?
Mr. CAsn.i.As. That is correct.
Mr. Sett Ar. So you have had an increase in centers from 66 to

107.
In 197s how many service years we Job Corps putting in?
Mr. tlasit.i.As. 44.921.
Excuse me. those are enrollees. The service years art.--
Mr. Sett Arr. The second column from the left, 22,900.
Mr. CAsimAs. Yes, 22,900.

- Mr. SPR4TT. And how many service' years are being rendered
today?

Mr. CASII.I.AS. .10.000.
Mr. Sea Arr. So, we have about 45 percent more centers since

1975. I am using that figure, that period because that is the period
where you said they were deficient, there were deficiencies and
problems that developed that were perceived by the administration
when it came. to office.

Mr. CAsn.LAs. Yes, Sir.
Mr. SPRATT. Since that period (If the late 1970's, we have aug-

mented the centers by more than 4(1 percent. We have added $;
percent more service years and yet we have one. less, that is, one-
third less administrative staff.

I don't quite understand the nature of your testimony. I am not
really picking at you. I3ut what you say is that the problem is an
administrative and oversight capacity problem dealing with,the ex-
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pension of the program, and the program has expanded substan-
tially. But at the same time the administrative and oversight ca-
pacity has measurably, significantly declined.

I don't understand that statement. It seems to be at odds with
the facts.

Mr. CAstuAs. I guess we are talking about, perhaps, two parts to
your question. There is the fact that we brought in some less expe-
rienced people because °kite RIF. The other one is the RIF itself.

As I came in from private industry, you know, I shared your con-
cern and I asked the same question you are asking me now. Why
did we do the RIF the way we did it? I was concerned that we do it
by regulation. We followed the rules; we followed the procedure; we
followed the methodology inhereat to Government service, I guess.
That calls for experience and military service, and th.at is the way
the RIF works. That is what 1 was told. That is the way it went.

So. we had to let some people go. In the private sector where I
come from, we would have done it differently. We would have kept
the more experienced people regardless of service or service records
or anything else.

That is one thing that I had to abide with. It was done by regula-
tions.

I would like to say that as I got into it, I can assure you that key
management of Job Corps was maintained. The key management
people were not RIF'd. They are in place. The percentage of new
people coming in, I think, was relatively low. I don't think it was
that significant, and I think the key here, as I have been told, is
that the training took place immediately. This was accelerated
training for new staff, even though we had trainingin place at that
time.

I am convinced that we are going to train those people quickly.
As I said earlier, outside of a slight slump in efficiency, they will-
be back on stream very, very quickly. t have been out to the Job
Corps centers and I have been talking to our staffs at the regions,
as well as here. at the national office with Peter. I am convinced
that today for what we are producing in terms of quality and serv-
ice, we are adequately staffed.

Mr. Sexm-r. Still pursuing the qAtion, though, you said that
there was a perceived deficiency in oversight and administrative
capability but there has been a decline by nearly 40 percent in the
administrative and oversight capability of the Job Corps overhead.
If I am wrong, please correct me.

Mr. CAstmAs. No, that is a correct statement. It is in my state-
ment.

Mr. SPRATF. OK.
Mr. Rem. Mr. Spratt, it is correct that the numbers of staff have

declined over the period that you indicate. However, I don't think
it is commensurate to say that the quality or the ability to exercise
those oversight functions has declined. The problems that we found
and recognized were an absence of adequate systems and adequate
coordination with other areas of the- Department, which also pro-
vide services and oversight to the Job Corps.

We believeand I think the pi-evious testimony has indicated
that substantial improvements have been made in streamlining the
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program, in the methods and procedures and systems that are used
to carry out oversight activities.

As a result, I think it would behoove us to look not only at the
sheer numbers of staff that are involved but also the tools, auto-
mated systems, and things of that nature that they have to work
with.

Mr. SPRATT. I would be delighted to do that. I think that is what
we need to do. I don't want to look just at numbers.

Let me ask you a question about your types of review. You men-
tion on page 6 of your testimony that there are two types of review
performed by the national and the regional offices.'irst of all,
there is an operational review of each regional office every 2 years.
This is page 6 of your testimony.

Mr. CASILIAS. That is correct.
Mr. SPRATT. I know you are just on the job, but have you ever

read section 044.134(c) of your own regulations? And are you aware
of the fact that those regulations read as follows: "The national
office shall conduct an operational review of each regional office at
least once per fiscal year "? So, what you are saying is that you are
only performing there at 50 percent of your own stated level of
review. Your own reps; call for one review per year, and you are
only able to do it every other year.

That implies to me an inadequate staff. I am going to give you
the benefit of the doubt and assume that you are not lazy, that you
are not doing it simply because nobody wants to'go out and do it.
You don't have the staff to do it.

Mr. CASILLAS. Well, as I said, we do it once every 2 years. I don't
think that necessarily implies--

Mr. SPRAT'''. But you set the standard for yourself, and you are
not even keeping your own standard.

Mr. CAsIti.As. I must assume that is simply the procedure that
we have instituted, that we are doing it every 2 years. I don't think
you are correct in saying that, therefore, or ergo, we don't have
enough staff.

Mr. SPRATT. Well. I read the rule, that is, the regulation as a
rule, and somebody decided it would be prudent- -

Mr. CASILLAS. But you are making a conclusion after that state-
ment--

Mr. SPRATT. Oh, but it is a conclusion.
Mr. CASILLAS. We do it every 2 years. The conclusion is that we

don't have enough staffing. That is not correct.
Mr. SPRATT. OK. What is the answer then? That's fine. That

why don't you do it more frequently?
Mr. HELL. Mr. Sprott, the statement in the testimony refer.- to

comprehensive onsite reviews that are conducted every 2 years. It
is a fact that we review our regional offices more often than that
through monitoring visits from the national office. There are vari-
ous ways. Mr. Sprint. that reviews can be conducted. They can be
conducted through assembling a team of staff at one time and com-
prehensively examining a regional office over a period of 5 days.
That is the usual thing.

Another way of doing it is to review specific functions of the re-
gional offices through monitoring visits from the national office,
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utilizing specialized starf in their areas of expertise. That is ongo-
e ing

I think on an overall basis the intent of the regulation is satis-
fied by a combination of different methods of review,

Mr. Sell Alt Do you have under consideration a revision of your
regulations so they will conform with your own procedures, then?

Mr. RELL. Yes, sir. We are in the process of, as the testimony in-
dicates, revising all publications and administrative issuances af-
fecting- the Job Corps. At the conclusion of that process, we' will go
forth with a set of technical amendments to the regulations which
will incorporate not only the minor adjustments Ir. the phrasing in
that area'but a number of others.

Mr. Sea Arr. This regulation which doesn't say "onsite" and I
didn't say "onsite," says "operational." It also says: "Such reviews
shall include at least evaluations of some centers selected at the
discretion of the Job Corps Director." Isn't it a fact that you
haven't been able' because of staffing deficiencies to conduct a re-
gional review ,which also involved a Job Corps center review in sew
e' 1 years?

NI rAsILLAs. I don't think that is the case, but go ahead, Peter.
'.,! That is not correct, Mr. Spratt.

.eitATT. Can you provide for the record those cases where
you have provided regional *revi,..z,vs, when, you actually sent a
team out to see the Job Corps centers and that team was from the
national?

Mr. 11P.1.1.. I would be pleased to submit that for the record. I can
immediately recall the last several months when I sent a national
office review team to the Old Dominion Job Corps Center, r ex-
ample, to conduct a comprehensive review, of that center hich re-
sujted in some major changes in the program.

Mr. SPRAIT. Wifhout objection, the recordwill re-a open to re-
ceive that submission of regional reviews.

!The material follows:I

COPY
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REGIONAL OFFICE. REVIEWS

Job Corps regulations at 20 CFR 684.134(c) call for an

operational review of each regional office once per fiscal year.

In our testimony, we indicated that each Regional Office was

reviewed nue,: every two years. This was in response to the

Committee's specific inquiry regarding the number of staff

involved in on-site reviews and the frequency of such reviews.

We would like to expand upon our statements regarding

regional °Wee reviews. We conduct comprehensive, on-site

reviews of each Job Corps regional office approximately once

every two years. All regions were reviawed at least once during

Fiscal Years 1953-1984. The reviews are conducted by teams

' composed of 5-5 National Office Job Corps staff, and are generally

supplemented with a staff person from the Office of the Assistant

Secretary for Administration and Management who has expertise in

procurement regulations and procedcres. The purpose of using an

"outside" staff person is to ensure an independent, third-party

review of this critical area.

Follo,:ng a Regional. Office review, a report is issued and

corrective action plan must be submitted by the Region to

address any problem areas identified. Regional Office progress

on their corrective action plan is moni red through telephonic

communicatiens and reports or followed up on -site if required.
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If there is an indication that problems remain, an on-site

followup review is conducted 6-12 months later.

Regional office operations are reviewed during the "off-

year" when they do not receive a comprehensive on-site review

through visits by functional specialists to review their

specialized areas and/or provide technical assistance, through

tracking the regior, ; progress against annual work plans and

scheduled procurement actions, and through merit, pay appraisals of

the Regional Directors since their standards include very specific

operational- oriented criteria. In addition, Regional Office

operations are assessed through an ongoing analysi' of center

performance and placement outcomes of terminees. If a problem

area surfaces through the,(: types of assessments, an on-site

review of that specific portion of Regional operations may be

done and/or on-site technical assistance provided as appropriate.

Fi ::al Year 1983, special review/technical assistance

efforts concentrated on operational areas such as placement and

fiscal reporting, procurement actions, and health services. In

addition, training was provided to Regional Office staff in

specific functional areas including procurements, contract.

administsation, and property management.
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The tact that comprehensive regional offices reviews are

done every other year is not due to any staff limitations; rather,

we have found through experience that this intei.sive type of

review of Regional operations is required on an annual basis.

We dn plan to change the langua e contained in the Job Corps

pot

.

regulations regarding'the conduct of Regional Office reviews when

we initiate technical revisions to the regulations in accordance

with the results of out directives and issaet revision project.

You also asked about National office evaluations of Job Corps

centers. Outing Fiscal Year 1983, National Office staff from

Job Corps and/or the Office of Prograrrand Fiscal Integrity

review "d operations at the South Bronx, Woodstock, Old Dominion,

and Miami Job Corps Centers. A National Office teview of the

Los Angeles Job Corps Center is being conducted during October, 1984.

National office,: staff also participate in Regional Office

reviews ' center operations when problems are known or anticipated

in divot, lequiring very specific types of program expertise. In

addition, all .lob Corps centers have undergone financial and

compli a audits within the last 12-14 months, and the audit

repo ere reviewed by both national and regional uffice Job

Corps staff to deterrine whether there were any problems requiring

immediate or special attention. We are in the process of con-

ducting follow-up activities relating to the audit findings.

0
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Mr. SeaArt. Well, that review you were just mentioning was an
ad hoc review; was it not? It was requested by Congressman Olin
because of reported problems there at Old Dominion. That was not
a regular or periodic review.

Mr. HELL. That was a contributing factor. The national office re-
views are not conducted on a scheduled, regular basis throughout
the year. We like to prioritize our efforts and address those centers
where national office attention would be better spent.

Mr. SPKATT. But in that particular case you weren't looking at
the regional office. You were simply going out to look at Old Do-
minion as a particular case with particular problems that had
arisen from complaints there.

Mr. HELL. We had reviewed the regional office operations at that
time and had reviewed a report from the regional office on it's
review of the centerthat is, a center review that the regional
office had conducted at Old Dominion. We were dissatisfied with
the results of that review.

At the same time there was some negative publicity at that
center. and Congressman Olin also expressed a concern.

Those were a confluence of factors, Mr. Spratt. We were aware of
the situation and had planned national office attention. It wasn't
simply in response to a congressional request.

Mr. Sek Arr. Your regulations also call for the regional offices to
conduct an onsite review each year of each Job Corps within their
region. Are you current with regard to these reviews?

Mr. Casni,As. We have a statement that we would be happy to
submit which indicates that we have done 90. The remainder of the
107 have vet to he done, but we have reasons that we will share
with you as to why these will be taken care of at a later date.

Mr. SPRATT. OK.
Mr. CAsit.i.As We were able to get them done in 19$4. We have

done 99,
Mr. SPRAT'''. SO. without objection. the record will remain open to

receive that material.
[The material t011ows.;
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CENTER REVIEWS

Job Corps regulations call for Regional Offices to review each

center annually. Job Corps Centers are reviewed on an ongoing basis

through desk reviews of center reports, on-site monitoring visits,

and comprehensive reviews of center operations by teams of Regional

Office staff. During FY 1984, 93$ of all Job Corps centers (or 99

of 101) received comprehensive on-site reviews. The remaining eight

reviews were not completed due to extenuating circumstances. These

centers, by Region, and the reasons they were not reviewed, are as

follows:

Region .,IV (Atlanta): Jacobs Creek Civilian Conservation

Center

Great Onyx Civilian Conservation

Cegter

These center reviews were rescheduled for October 1984 due to

higher priority workloads in the Region, including extra re-

views ref two centers in response to allegations of mismanagement.

Region, V (Chicago): Blackwell Civilian Conservation

Center

Dayton Job Corps Center

Joliet Job Corps Center

The center reviews were postponed due to internal staffing

problems, inclu. ,pg the long-term illness of a project

manager and difficu;ties in filling a vacant contract

specialist position.
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Region X (Seattle): Angell Civilian Conservation

Center

Ft. gismo Civilian Conservation

Center

Tisbarlake Civilian Conservation

enter

The reviews of these centers were postpJned until after

October 1, 1984, due to a temporary shortage of staff.

Seattle is one of the smaller Job Corps Regional Offices,

and several of the staff were injured in an automobile

accident while on their way to another center review,

with a substantial amoun ot work ime lost as a result.

Review of all eight of these centers will be done in early

Fiscal Year 1985.

Mr. Sea Arr. Have y u cut the size of your review teams?
Mr. CA811.1AS. As I dicated

n
in my testimony, the number of ap-

proximately five le is a normal number that goes out for the
review, and this has been in placethe same numberfor the past
3 or 4 years.

Mr. SPRAT:. How about prior to that time? Weren't there at one
time teams as large as eight and didn't they once all come from the
regional staffs? -

Mr. CASHIAS. I am not sure, but I will che'k and let you know.
Mr. SPHArr.. Without objection, the record will remain open to ,re-

ceive that material.
[The. material follows:1
Review teams vary-in size depending on the type and size of Job Corps center, but

typically include 5-1.1 staff. This number has remained constant over the last several
years. Review teams are generally composed entirely of Regional Office staff; howev-
er. when special expertise is required because of a specific ,Flem or unique situa-
tion. National Office staff or staff from another Regional Office participate center
reviews. Federal staff from civilian conservation centers operated by the Depait-
ments of Agriculture and Interior are occasionally used as review team members, as
are contract center staff These instances are relativelt eltruent, and since they
are an exception rather than the norm, we do not there has been any
"drain" on cliter operators. These few instances have. in fact. provided an opportu-
nity for sharing and cross-fertilization of ideas between experienced center staff.

Mr. Selmer. It has also been said that what you are doing to put
together a team is borrowing froin other Job Corps centers so that,
one, you kind of canabalize the staff of these other job centers and,
two, you bring in people who don't have the oversight ability or the
management alAity of your -.-agional office people.
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Mr. CASILLAS. It is my understanding that we attempt to put the
best type of people together for the reviews, people with special
skills. I know of no cases like what you have indicated. Maybe
Peter can speak to this.

Mr. RELL. On occasion, Mr. Spratt, we utilize Federal staff from
the Departme$ts of Agriculture and Inteeior to supplement our
review teams 116 herever we are able to use such staff with special-
ized expertise in order to enhance our resources and provide the
kind of expertise that is necessary in particular situations, depend-
ing on the centers.

Those review teams will vary in size, ;Mr. Spratt, and always
have, depending on the size of the center, the complexity of the op-
eration, the types of enrollees, and the kinds of vocational training
offered at the center. They have generally varied between five and
eight staff, and I don't believe there has been any change in that.

Mr. CASILLAS. However, I think your question related to other
people from other Job Corps centers. I don't think that is the case.
I think we are talking about the specialist that

Mr. SeaArr. That was the testimony of the three witnesses from
the Job Corps centers who

Mr. CASIL1AS "continuing]. I think theI am not aware of that,
but I will say that, perhaps, there was a misunderstanding. We do
bring in other experts from other agencies and departments.

Mr. Smarr. Would you agnEw that with just 1.5 regional office
staffer per center that they are stretched rather thin in their man-
agement responsibilities?

Mr. CASILLAS. No, sir. As I indicated in my testimony and as I
have said here today, I have sat down we staff here at headquar-
ters and at the regions. I have visited eight ow, of the ten regions
so far. I met individually with them. I talked to every individual in
those regions. I gave them the op unity to bring up issues, any
.issues they have. Not on one single occasion have I been broached
with an issue that has to do with shortage of staffing.

Mr. SPaArr. You are not aware of any internal memoranda from
responsible officials of the Job Corps--

Mr. CASILLAS. That is absolutely correct. I am not aware of any
memorandum, but I will say that I have talked to these people one
on are and have given them a complete opportunity to surface any
issues in 8 out of 10 regions, plus all of the national ofTwe staff
people here at Job Corps. Not qne time was the issue of

Mr. SPRAyr. Do you know Mr. Frank Jones in your organization?
Mr. CASILLAS. Who?
Mr. SeaArr. Frank Jones.
Mr. CAsimas. I do not know Frank Jones.
Mr. SPRArr. He is the Administrator, Office of Job Training Pro-

grams.
I beg your pardonRobert T. Jones. My mistake.
Mr. CASILLAS. Bob Jones, I do know.

-Mr. SPaArr. You do know him?
Mr. CASILLAS. I do know Bob Jones.
Mr. SexArr. Are you aware of any recommendations he has

made about the insufficiency of management staffing for the re-
gional staffs?
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Mr. CAsul.As. I meet almost on a regular basis with Bob Jones.
Bob Jones has not indicated to me any situation concerning the
question that you are addressin on staffing.

Mr. SPRATr. He has never toldd you that he has inadequate staff
to do the job?'

Mr. CASILLAS. Bob Jones has never told me that he has inad-
equate staffing for Job Corte'.

Mr. Smarr. When did ydu come to work?
Mr. CASILLAS. In May. ..

Mr. SPRArr. You are not aware of a memorandum then that he
wrote Mr. O'Keefe saying that more people were needed in the re-
gions?

Mr. CASILLAS. I am not aware of any memorandum-
Mr. SPRArr. Specifically that some 27 positions ought to be added

to the regions?
Mr. CASILLAS. No, sir.
But that doesn't surprise me. I have not seen it; I am not aware

of it. But that doesn't surprise me.
Mr. Sex Arr. You haven't seen it, but you say you meet with him

everyday and- -
Mr. CAsimAs. I didn't say everyday, sir.
Mr. Sem Arr. OKfrequently. ,

Mr. CAstmAs. I have been on the road 90 percent of my time
since I came on board in May.

Mr. SPRATT. But there has heen, to your knowledge. no internal
recomm.indations?

Mr. CASILLAS. That is correct.
Mr. SereArr. Going on with this question about the rearrange-

ment within Job Corps, the American Federation of Government
Employee's makes a critical point. It seemeti critical to me. anyway.
They said that we should not just look at the numPirs, just as you
were saying. They say: "While the employment 4iling for the na-
tional office was reduced by 10 positions. from 6 to .16, there was
an actual loss of 2 experienced employees.-

I have run a small business before myself. several of t:iem. and I
would be very much hampered. I think, if I lost 3:, percent of my
experienced personnel. top management personnel.

At.; I understand it. out of 46 people who were there. ".6 people
then on board. 2(1 of them now are inexperienced iople as a result
of this rearrangement.

IS that a correct number?
Mr. CASILLAS. Eighteen.
Mr. SeteAr. Is this not creating. problems in the operation of the

agency?
Mr. CAsn.t.As. Let me go back to your experience in a small com-

pany. which I am familiar with as well.
If I lost in my financial department the kind of people we' are

talking about and the kind of numbers we are talking about- and
if I replaced those people. which we have done in the reorganiza-
tio n. with people who came in qualifiedC.P.AfsI would have. as
I indicated earlier. a spike in performance. But they are financial
people They are qualified C.P.A.'s.

By definition in the iovernment when we RIF and we pot a .iiili.
those people coming 1 to the jobs must he qualified. Lt.- 1-01,
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that in mind. They are not familiar with the methodology and the
contracting procedures and other policies within Job Corps, but we
do have a training program. Let me tell you that that spike is only
temporary. Those people can be qualified quickly.

Mr. Swum. 9t days?
Mr. CAsuA.As. 90 days, yes.
Mr. Sri( Arr. They can learn what the Job Corps took 15 years to

learn in 94) days?
Mr. CAsit.t.As. Let me say between 3 and 0 months, if I ma.k Mr.

Sprint.
Mr. SPRATT. Well, let me ask you some specific questions.
There were orginally some center coordinating units and trouble-

shooters. as I understand it, some people who handled ad hoc prob-
lems. The regional centers, the Job Corps. centers would call in on
the' phone. and there were seven or eight people there who could
answer questions, take action, do something for these people.

Pa you know what happened to those people? I understand they
have been replaced with desk officers. Could you tell me how many
of those troubleshooters, those ad hoc personnel who handle the
problems have had any experience doing it before, any experience
in the Job Corps at all?

Mr. C.Asn.i.As. No Air: but I would like to submit that.
Mr. SPRAT'''. Without objection, the record will remain open to re-

ceive that material.
iThe material follows:l
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I would like to respond to the issue regarding

"troubleshooters."

Immediately prior to the Fy '84 reorganization, Job Corps

had four full-time "desk officers" and one assistant desk

officer in the Center Program Coordination and Administration

Unit. These positions were established in the late 1970's

when efforts were underway to double the size of the Job Corps

program. The positions were created to provide overall

coordination for site search efforts, utilization studies of

facilities, and tracking facility coAstruction/rehabilitation

progress, and to respond to in4uiries regarding these activities

due to the extremely large volume of work associated with the

expansion of the Job Corps program.

As the expansion neared completion, efforts related to the

identification and establishment of new centeriN4ere concluded,

and the function of the desk officers.changed. Over a period of

time, staff in these positions devoted more and more time to

following up on Regional Office assignments and requests for

information and providing assistance to regional staff in

progressing paperwork.

Prior to the recent reorganization, we reassessed the

functions of the Job Corps National Office to determine how

the program could be administered most efficiently. As a
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repult of this assessment, we determined that full-time desk

officer positions were supeZfluous: the type of expertise

required for work which was ongoing at the time the positions

were established was simply no longer required. The national

Office was reorganized along functional lines, with staff

assigned responsibility for specific programmatic areas in

place of the "generalist" type duties the desk cfficers

had been performing.

Job Corps National Office staff in the newly established

Division of Program Planning and Development are assigned

responsiblity for specific functional areas such as outreach

and screening, placement, national training programs,
%

construction/rehabilitation, innovative programs, civilian

conservation centers, basic education, vocational tre.ning,

world of work, and residential living. Four of the senior

specialists in the Division weri assigned additionar part-

time desk officer duties so that the Regional Offices would

have a contact point for problems or issues which cross-cut

programmatic areas. Two of these individuals have been with

Job Otte-pa for an extended period of time; the other two

part-time desk officers have extensive direct program

experience in other components of the Office of Job Training

Programs and have been participating in training sessions

designed specifically for Job Corps staff.
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Mr. CAsn.i.ss. I will answer that for the record. Again, I haVe
just gotten into what the quality of the centers is today in terms of
facilities. There are incidents that occur at the various centss. I
can assure you that those incidents are being takeNcare of, they
satisfaction. as quickly as possible. Any incidents with regard to
the facilities or.equipment are being taken care of. So, I am satis-
fied that the centers are adequately being taken care of either in
terms of incidents or in terms of facilities.

Mr. SPHATT. May I put that question to Mr. Hell?
Mr. CAsn.Las. I would like to submit for the record the answer to

your question about the numbers that you asked for.
Mr. Smarr. There are only 44 people in the office.
I understand there were seven to eight people originally in the

center coordination units and today there are six or seven left who
handle similar functions. Six or seven of those who are left have

no previous experience in Job Corps. And yet they are han-
dling troubleshooting and ad hoc problems that come in on the
telephope.

Mr. RE1.1.. There must be some confusion, Mr. Spratt. I don't rec-
ognize any of those numbers. There has not been a center coordina-
tion unit. What we have had is what has been referred to as desk
officers who have acted as points of contact for regional offices in
order to coordinate activities of the national office, that is, resolve
a problem that might take input from more than one function area
within the national office.

Those' positions still exist in the sense that, those duties have
been assigned ,to staff in one of my divisions, and each regional
office in the countgry has the specific name Of a staff member, as
they have in the past. whom they can call and who can provide

' that kind of service.
Mr. SeitArr. Are you familiar.. Mr. Rell, with recommendations

that Mr. Jones has made regarding augmenting the staffs of the re-
gional offices?

Mr. HELL Yes, sir.
Mr. SeaArr. Do you specifically recall if he asked,ftir at least 2ti

more pewh in the regional offices?
Mr. Riga.1..1 don't recall the numbers. Mr. Sprott.
Mr. SPH Cuing back to your point that oversight has been de-

ficient. I rstAnd that you now have a Division of Program
Monitoring .. . Review. That is one of the two divisions in the Job
Co_rini. Is that correct?

Mr. CASILLAN. That is correct.
Mr. SPHATT. In that particular office how many of the people who
e responsible for monitoring operations have had previous Job

Corps experience?
Mr. CAsitiAs. In terms of what? Experience in what?
Mr. SpaArr. Experience. period.
Have been in the Job Corps 'oefore.
Mr. CAsni.As. Before?
Mr. SPKATT. Yes.
Mr. Rri.t.. I don't know.
Mr. CASILLAS. We will submit that for the record.
Mr. Seitivri, Without object km. the record will remain. open to re-

ceive that answer.
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(The material follows:I
'Ilit- Division of Program Matilstement and Review has a ceiling of 19 positions.

with IS stall on hoard. We' are 0Wely recruiting to till the one Vannley. which is a
Computer Systems Analyst.

Of the 15 staff on board, t; individuals ifive professional and one secretaryl .ere
.

new to Job Corps. Two of the -new- staff are assigned to the Program Review Unit,
which has responsibility 'Or monitoring program performance and conducting Re-
gional Office and ivnter reviews.

All ni the staff who were assigned to the Division ofTrogram anagement and
Review as a result of the RIF have extensive experience in other iponents of the
ETA national office. and their skills and hockground fully qtlalif),,them for the poi
*ions they now (wimpy Each of them has participated in Job Corps specific training
and is also receivng onthjob training through ottservation and participation in
un-site Regional Office and c'e'nter reviews.

Mr. Serum Just .11 people in the office. Can you think quickly
about who your people are monitoring?

Mr. Ria.L. I am trying, to remember which ones are in which divi-
sion. Mr. Spratt.

Mr. SPRATT. Oh. I am sorry. OK.
Were you here for any of the testimony of the three gentleMen

who came from RCA, Teledyne, and Singer.'
Mr. CAsui.As. Negative.
Mr. SPRATT. IsSeC. _/./.

. I think it wodld be good. if you had an opportunity. to respond to
what they said, since you didn't get to hear what they said. I would
like to read it off quickly because it bothers me. It runs at odds
with what you are saying.

Basically the bottom line of what they are saying is that here' is
a successful program, but two of the three witnWsses said its ongo-
ing effectiveness is impaired by RIF's that have been pennywise
and pound foolish.

Mr CASILIPS. It is kind of surprising because. a.s I indicated.
even though the four centers I have visited is a small segment of
the total 107. I have also talked to the contractors. I have talked to
the Singer people, who run the Sacramento center. Again. I will
wait until y3u give me what they said, but it is surprising. I would
have thought. from what they told me.. that they we're very. pleased
with the ongoing' operatibn and the results,

Mr. SIIKATT. It is surprising. too, as Chairman. Frank saki. be-
cause here are some contractors who come' in. first of all, and. they
have' to get along with you and I understand that. I used to work in
DOD in procurement. I understand the risks they take. [Laughter.]

Second. they sty thai they want the Government' to 'participate.
They want the Government to hold up their end of the' partnership
a little hit better than they are doing right now, .

I think it is constructive criticism. 1"think everything they said
was in the hest spirit possible of seeing the program work. They
don't want to be associated with it if it doesn't work.

Mr. CAS11.1.AS. And coming from private industry. it is my intent
to improve wherever I can.

Mr. SPRATT, I understand. that .

Mr. ('Asit.i.As. I want to hear commeras, particularly from corpo-
rations such as t hest' ..,,
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Mr. SPRATT. Well. this was from Mr. Andrelewiez. If I mispro-
nounced your name. I apologize for that. We are doing the best we
can.

MP. CASILLAS. Jut It remember the two I's are Spanish.
1r. SPRAT'''. -Each center we operate is reviewed annually. The

review teams use comprehensive review guides and conduct follow-
up reviews. However, over the past few years the staffs of the re-
gional offices have been depleted 1,v a series of reductions in force.
As a' result. fewer members of wit.w teams have Job Corps ex-
perience necessary to conduct .flective review. Assistance in
corrs2cting deficiencies is often not available, and in some instances
staff members from one center are 'alien away from their training
duties to assiot review at another .raining center. ('enter staff
memiksrs are now required to perform administrative dutiis that
used to be performed by regional offices such as arranging initial.
assignments and transportation and maintaining records and dis-
closure and so forth."

That was the question I wag getting at in asking you the same
question. These are people down here at the working level. I think
one charavteristic of. private sector businessmen is that they re-
spect what peeple at the working leveltell you.

Mr. CA611LAS. Absolutely. And, I would like to take your sugges-
tion and respond to those comments, if I could. either to you or
through you or to them directly. I go back to looking at the num-
bers. Being from business, I look at the bottom line. I am seeing
the placement rate, the progress of it; the corps.membership. and I
think the program it 4 sing well. I would say excellent, super excel-
lent, as a matter of fact.

So, I would like to respond specifically to those and see if per-
haps we can improve theVrogram. but overall I hink the program
is em target.

Mr. SPRAvr. Without objection, the record wi I remain open to re-
ceive that material.

[To material follows:I

4n-068 0 - R4 - 7
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I
Mr. Androlewicz expwased concern that there were fewer

Job Corps staff with less experience to provide technical

assistance and perform center review activities.° He also

stated that center staff were used to review other centers in

some instances, and that center staff were required to perform

administrative duties that used to be done by Regional Offices,

including initial assignments and transportations maintenance

of terminated corpemember records, and disclosure of information

on corpsmemb rs.
k,

It is true that there are fewer staff in Job Corps regional

offices, and that some of t1 staff who were assigned to these

offices clueing the RIF do not have extensive Job Corp.; experience.

We do not believe, howeNier, that this will cause any negative

impact on the operation of the .7:/b Corps program. Staff who

were reassigned to Job Corps have experience ir. the administration

of other employment and training programs or in ETA administrative

functions. Their experience and backgrounds clearly qualify them

under thlversonnel regulations fog the positions they assumed.

we are providing Job Corps specific training tq these individuals

in areas such as proposal review, business management proposal

analysis, contract administration, and property management to

augment their prior skills and knowlejge. Through formal

training and workirfq on a daily basis with experienced Job Corps

staff, these individuals will quickly be iu a position to perform

the duties assigned to them in an effective manner.

98
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In reference to M. Androlewicz' concerns 4ith

admin4strative'ddties, 23:oe the 107 Job Corps centers have

been assigned responsi ty for a portion of thb center's

recruitment, and most centers are now handling initial

transportation of corpsmembers. It is important to'note the

centers which are performing these functions were.providedr

additional staff and funding under their contracts to cover

the extalded scope of work. These requirements are incorporated

into center Requests fOr Proposals (RFPs) so that all offerors

are fully aware of the work requirements prior to submission of

proposals.

Assignment at these duties to centers was not a direct

result of Regional office staff -eductions; rathir, they are a

part o our effort to test various approaches to improve, the

efficiency and cost effectiveness of services provided. We are
;

currently pilot testing an approach An Region TV whereby a

company which is subsidized by Trailways and Greyhound is

handling all initial corpsmember travel thropgh an automated

system, at no cost to the' Government. If this pilot proves

effective, we will expand it to other reglions. *s ure trying

aral different approaches in the area of recruitment anIi .

assignment of corpsmembers to improve iccountabilitynnd reduce

the amount of time between screening and actual assignment of

youth to Job Corps centers. Raving Jek Corps centers handle

(local recruitment,, at selected centers is one approadhs increasing

the number of competitively awardedcontracts for recruitment and

screening is another. We are also planning to continue the pilot

uue
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projects in two Regional Offices during FY 1985 to test

e effectiveness of automated selection and assignment.

, intenance of terminated corpsmember records is another

duty t t is now generally the responsibility of Job Corps

centers. Shifting this function from Regional Offices to

centers =0 done after a successful pilot project demonstrated

that wa= a more cost effective approach due to reduced postage

costs a a reduction in the number of staff (both contractor

and Fed al) involved in tracking, handling and storing records.

This ge in responsibility was incorporated in revisions to

-the Job Coips regulations which were published October 20,, 1983.

These regulatory revisions also addressed disclosuie of
,

information. Job Corps centers have always been responsible

for responding to all requests for information or records

during a corpsmember's enrollment. In accordance with the

revised regulations, they must also respond to inquiries regarding

terminated corpsmenters if they have been assigned responsibility

focapaintenance of terminated corp member records. There were

t
mcf:strong objections to this approach from center operators when

the revised regulations were publiihed for comment prior to

implementation, and we do not believe this shift in, responsibility

has placed an unreasonable workload on Job Corps center staff.

As indicated previously, Job Corps contract center staff

have been involved in reviewing the operations of other centers

infrequently, and we do not believe this has caused a "drain"

on any center operator. Only four of the ten Regional Offices

use center staff (contract or Federal) at all on Regional reviews

of centers, andthen they are only used for specialised areas.

I Q 0
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Mr. SesAr I appreciate your fesponding toithat.
Also. Olen I was in D0b, I used to write these responses. so I

am guilty of the same crime that every bureaucrat in this city com-
mits and this is being totally unresponsive. If you would be respon-
sive, we really would appreciate it. 1 am serious. The art'of answer-
ing thewthings is much maligned in this town. If you could give
us candid responses in the spirit of making this thing work, we
would appreciate it.

One of the criticisms voiced by all three panelists who testified
earlier was that screening has definitely been impaired. That' re-
lates to the deficient staffing levels at the regional level. .

Do you disagree with that, Mr. Bell?
Mr. RELL. Absolutely.
Mr. CASILIAS. I not only disagree, but I haven't heard of it. It has

not arisen as an issue with me, so I disagree on that basis. But per-
haps Peter can respond from a different aspect.

Mr! Rm../ disagree, Mr. Spratt,-What we have done is that we
have looks (or alternative ways to conduct screening mori effi-
ciently so that corpsmemberstlo not wait on waiting lists as long as
they have in the past. We have had backlogs of from 6 to 12.:
months for males and 1 to 3 months for females. What we have
done is experimented with various alternatives, trying to cut Out as
much paperwork and procedure as possible. We have three or four
experiments-going on in different

One of tifose is to retain the full activity in the regional office .

but to automate the selection, and assignment process, and we have
an automated system operating presently in Kansas Cityjand rn
Atlanta. We have other experiments .whereby those folds where-
the screeners find no question as to the eligibility or suitability of
the enrollee, they are referred directly to the center so that they
don't have to travel through the regional offices and these young
people have to wait less time in order to be assigned to the centers.

It is quite true that we are experimenting in w4loyeitirila improve the
selection and assignment process. I have hot and am not
aware, of any deficiencies and, in any case, those experiments have
nothing to doiwith any regional office staffing levels.

Mr. SeitATT7liou saw the testimony. Mr. Androlewicie said: "Ai a
result df these changes, many of our centers are operating signifi-
cantly below capacity and the changes that have been made have -
disrupted the network."

Mr. C LLAs.*Th fact that we are talking abdiii 107 operations
and cen ers means ere miglit be such situationsI always look
at something as tom not able to'achieve complete perfection.
I would like to look re in detail into flat specific issue and, per-
haps, see what the in ents were and get back to you and respond
for the record.

Mr. SPRATT. Fine. W hout objection, the record will remain open
to receive that

[The materiaNf I :1

We du not share Mr. Androlewices view that there has been a significant decline
in center enrollment due tg deficient regional office staffing levels. There have
always been slight seasonal fluctuation in enrollment levels. Fm example there, is
generally a slight dip in enrollment levels over the summer maths. During the
early summer, we are, in essence. competing with the Summer Youth Employment

wed.
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Vrogfram. which oilers immediate enapkiyment (with no training involved i and
wages: there are More outdomr/omstructionlmdadmi jobs for unskilled workers; other
yiiiing people are out of school, and youth are more reluctant to leave home, etc. In
addition, ilurOg periods When the economy is on the upswing and unemployment
drops. the "pipeline of Job Corps applicants dwindles. Fluctuations in enrollment
levels are always temporary phenomena

Them is an established itment nd screening network; it is not affected by
Federal staffing levels. A innately two - thirds of,Job Corps recruitment is cur-
rently done by State Emplo nt Security Agencies which have been performing

fer many, years. To control costs and improve services, we have begun

to competitively awarsl, all other recruitment and placerhent contracts instead of
awarding them on a sOle source basis. We have, at the same time, instituted proce-
dUres to make recruitment. contractors more accountable in terms of documenting
the .eligihility of applicants anti determining which youth are most in need of the
intensive type of services offered by Job Corps. We previously mentioned initiatives
we have underway in autoriated selection and assignment bf youtis, and direct re-
ferrals and assignments by sceniqg agencies for youth whose applications indicate
them are rte problems which -would hinder their participation in the prograin. We
believe, that these initiatives will improve, not disrupt. the recruitment process. and
reduce the amount of time between recruitment and assignment of applicants to Job
('in-ma centers.

Mr. SmArr. Mr. Watkins said;
he contractor's job has been made more difficult in light of the lack of regional

°Me knowledge and continuity for evaluating proposals. selecting contractors. con-

ducting center reviews. and acting on rot uemas for approval. Such a situation obvi-
ously lessens the amount and quality of managemeht and support performed by the
(;overnment.

again I have got to respond the sameMr. CASIway.

4t could be an i lated case, which I have got to suspect it is,
LLAS. I thiV there

. and V woulil like xto get back to you on that situation. Overall I
would say that it ts not corre&.

Mr. SPaterr. Without objection, the record will remain open to re-
ceive that response.

.

[The material folIgws:]
I do not agree with-iMr. Watiii*--. statement. As I pileviou..ly indicated. we may .

experience a termpoi'Sry dip in productivity due to staff changes; we do not expect
this to last long because newer staff have compatible skills, and we are provid-
ing specific Jab Corps or' training in areas such as proposal analysie and con-
tract administration. In ion, Regional Offites use established. written guide-
lines and criteria in reviewingJob Corps1enters, and the staff recently assigned to
Job Corps are participating as review team members under the direction of experi- .
enced Job Corps staff. Similarly. approval levels for center agtivities gpd requests
are established so that responsibilities and authority of variousVaff levels are clear-
ly understood.

I do net believe that there vs-ill be any lessening of thr amount or qualitg of man -
agement and support provided-by the bovernmegt.

Mr:. Seitivrr. Mr. Aqdrolewicz makes five recommendations or
four recommendations, and we would like your responsesto those. I
think all of the three earlier witnesses concurred with themno
more reductions in force in the national and regional offices, restO-
ration of staffing La the national and regional offices to levels
of

. CAMILA& What is the second one, again?
SPaArr. It is written down. We will give you copies of it.

--**.;----'`second is restoration of staffing in the national and regional
ocotillos'''.' Mr. Coml./to:Right. I f , ,)

.:. P.ot ,
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Mr. SPRATr. The third is necessary steps to maintain stability in
the recruitment network and, fourth, providing the program with
sufficient moneys for capital improvements. .

All three witnesses mentioned the problem of.capitil improve-
ments, and one of the things that concerns me is that recognizing
your budget bind, you have said that one way you intend to live
within your budget is to cut back on capital improvements.

Mr. CASILLAS. Mr. Spratt, I would like to address that about the
capital improvements.

Mr. Seitivrr. I would like for you to.
Mr. CASILLAS. I came in and sat down immediately with our

budget and financtal people in the agency, and I was kind of taken
aback that we didn't have a separate line item for capital expendi-
tures, along with the normal depreciation schedules and that soft
of thing.

So, I say that we have got to do that. I am currently asking that
we start to prepare that kind of a procedure in the budgeting pros- )
ess for Job Corps.

If I may, I would like to submit for the record what .we are doing
at this stage, tryiitt to gets pvtfia3 and line items for capital- ex-
penditures with depreciation kW-. ules, so that we can really be,
sure of ourselves, not for a yearly basis but for a 5-year and longer
term basis as to what the capital requirements are going to be.
Then can start to implemint and perhaps get a more stabilized ap-
proach to the question of buildings and capital.

I would like to do that, Mr. Spratt, if Imay.
Mr. SPRATr. OK.
Without objection, the record will remain 'pen. to receive that

material.
[The material followsl
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Ms. Androlewics rate four specific recommendations

regarding the, management and operation of the Job Corps
a

program, and we will address each area separeply.

Recoftmendation 81; Apply no more RIPS to

the national or regional offices.
fig

AS indicated previously,:e do not contemplate any RIFS

in the Employment and Training Aamini.atration in'Fiecal Yam, 1985.

RecommendatiOn_112: Restore the staffing of `both

Ale national and.regional offices to
.

leVels that will allow them to perarm

without depending on center operating

staff.

We believe that the current staffing levels for the Job,
,..

Corps national o8f.ice and regional offices are adequate for

oversight and administration of the Job Corps program. Job

Corps Federal staffing levels peaked in the late 1970's when

,larger number of positions were required to carry out the large

expansion f the Job Corps program. Both the National and

t'Regional 0 fices had duties ass4ated with identification and

acquisition of sties, rehabilitation of facilities, selection ox

vocational offerings for new centers, and numerous activities

,relating to readiness and opening of new' ors and the need for

:1increasing numbers of applicants. These were over and

5,

4
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above those associatd with maintenance of the ongoing program

at existing centers. Once the expansion was completed and the

program reached a relatively "stfiady stdte of operations, the

number of staff needed for oversight and administraion of the

program decreased.

We have initiated action to automate routinwspetitive

functions and strgamrine the multitude of approval and paperwork

requirements. OSSed on our assessment of remej.ning critical

functions,we believe the current staffing levels are appropriate

for all Federal management, review, monitoring, procurement

and oversight responsibilities. We will, of course, examine

staffing levels and needs in Job Corps as in all other programs,

on an annual basis as part of our annuli budgeting process.

secemmendation.S3: Take steps to maintain

the quality of the recruitment

network.

As we have indicated, we believe that the actions we

have initiated to strengthen the recruitment and screening process

\

and increase the abcountability of recruitment contractors will

not only maintain, but improve, the quality of the recruitment

network.

Recommendation 14: Provide sufficient funds for

capital improvement and rehabilitation.

a
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We agree that it is essential to provide Sufficient

funding levels for maintenance of JO Corps facilities. Onder

the original 21-month appropriatton for the 1984 transition'

period and program year, $77.9 million was budgeted fox

construction and rehabilitation of'Job Corps facilities, Of

this amount, $50.1 million.iiidevoted to remedying deficiencies

which pole threat to the safety and health of corpsmembers.

The remaining $27.8 million is for facility acquisition and

center relocation expenses, and ether prforitfim. Tbis level

represents a sharp increase over prior year obligations for

construction, ip illustrated below:

Period

FY 1982

FY 1983

FY 1984

Construction Obligations(in million)

$21.0

$26.7

$77.9

(21 month appropriation)

1

We budgeted an additional $15.6 million for capital

equipment and $24.9 million for vocational skills training

tc
materials and supplies under the Fiscal Year 1984 appro iation.

Of this amount, $7 million has been set aside for the pu hase

of new vocational equipment when changes of vocational offerings

are implemented as a result of our recently completed review.

In addition to the amounts already budgeted, thedFY 1984

supplemental appropriation of $21.7 million will be utilized

for other priority facility and equipment needs.

4

l
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We believe that the over $100 million which will be utilized

in FY 1984 for construction and equipment needs is sufficient to

correct t he backlog of center deficiencies and will bring all

_

centers up to AIR acetiftable condition.' since all major defi-

ciencies and needed repairs will be addressed in01984, we atitici-

pate that less capital funds, will be required to maintain Jab

Corps facilitiee4at an acceptable level In 1985.

We are planning to develop future Job Corps budget requests

as two separate'line items--ono for proiram operations, and one

for capital. The basis of a separate capital budget request will

be a new capital planning system which, is currently under deivelcn-:*

me. The key to this system is the formulation of architectural

and engineering standards for existing stuctures, as well as for

new 'construction. These standards will provide a uni.fore base for

identifying and assessing facility deficiencies through biennual

facility surveys of each Job Corps center. The facility surveys

will characterize deficiencies against the standhrds in terse of

predefined categories (such as those posing danger to the safety

and health of eorpsmembers), pralgitize funding needs accordingly,

and continually update de5.-year facility plan and bfidget fOr each

center. ,"This procedure w ill take into account 'normal depreciation

of facilities. Decisions as to whether to repair or 'lace

deficient facilities with new construction will be based on life

cycle cost analysis. We expect to have our new capital planning

system' iplace in time to support Fiscal Year 1987 budget

formulation.

UUPY 1D7
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Mr. SPHATT. Art' you familiar with the consulting studies of du.
Joh Corp: that have been made?

Mr. ('Asn.t.As. The Mathemptica study?
Mr. SPRATr. Mathematica and other studies that hart. been made

to 'review the findings made.by Mathematickt?
Mr. CASILLAS. Yes, sir; I am.
Mr. Spit Arr. Do you have any plans for further consulting stud-

ies? Do you have any ongoing at this present time?
Mr. CAstu.As. We have just signed a contract fbr a new one to

&,gin again with Mathematica.
Mr. SPRAT'''. Aren't you spending moreI used to be in the real

estate business, too, and we used to refer to cost* i like this as "soft
costs." Aren't you spending more on soft costs than you art. on
hard costs? Why keep having these studies if they keep telling you
the same thing?

Mr. CAstu,As. Let me tell you. Where I come fromprivate in-
dustry --1 am a great, believer in outside studies, for one reason
only: How to improve what I am doing.

The charge we have given Mathematica is to Come in with their
findings so we can improve Job Corps. I am a great believer in
that, and that is the way I operate. I have used the auditing firms
on the outside and people like ADL, and I am a great believer.
These people come in with source information that I use to im-
prove the system. That is the whole intent of this study: how to
find out and improve.

Mr. SeRATT. Looking at it in terms of tradeoffs, it would seem to
me that you have spent more on these studies than y...0 have saved
by your RIF's, and that looking at the bottom lineoutput--you
would have had more output by forgoing the RIF's and also forgo
ing the studies. -

Mr. CASILLAS. Perhaps, but I don't want to do anything blindly. I
like to do something where I have some good data and a good data
base and' I feel I am going to get a good data base through the
study. I think in.the long run you will find that the net results pay
off. There is no question about

Mr. Slit Arr. I agree with you about outside-- -
Mr. CASILLAS. I am sure you do, coming from the private sector.
Mr. Sint Arr. I thought, as I said-earlier, that the Mathematica

study is money well spent in developing a methodology for looking
at and appraising this program. It gave attention to different bene-
fit streams that probably wouldn't have been perceived had they
not looked at it closely..*,

Mr. CASILLAS. Absolutely.
Mr. Sexavrr. But there comes a point-when you say, "Da we want*

to spend more money like this or,do we want to keep. in tact a staff
that we have built up at great expense, expertise and an ethos
within' our management that we have acquired over a 15-year
period of time?" There is a tradeoff there and-*----

Mr. CA/IILLAR. Absolutely..
And,' by the way, I am looking at that. I mentioned earlier when ,

Mr. McKernan asked the questionthat I see other avepues and I
am trying to tie into the title II-A program of JTPA. I am looking
at that kind of approach. We have got fixed assets, you know, we
have vqriables that we can take advantage of. We bevel() years of
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experience in Job Corps. Why not foster that and implement some
of those techniques using some of the title JI-A requirements and
opportunities?

Those are the kinds of things I am looking at. And I amusing
the Mathematica study as a data base. These are the people who
are going to give me the input. I think in relationship to the total
numbers of dollars-41600 millionthat I am in charge of for the
year of 19S5 in Job Corps, I don't think the amount we are spend-
ing for Mathematica for software, or soft costs, as you indicate, is a
great deal. I don't think it takes away from what I am trying to do.

Again, I would like to say this. Job Corps is an excellent pro-
gram. I am going to do everything I can, drawing from my experi-
ence in private industry, td improve it.

Mr. &wit Arr. I would make the same argument to you with/ re-
spect to your staff. I don't think the amount of money you have
saved from ydur RI's is a great deal of money, as a percentage of
$.11 million annual operating costs. You have to ask yourself

ether the marginal costs is exceeded by the marginal benefits
that are gained.

I really thinly we should ask that question as a matter of man-
ditte.

Could you give us for the record what has been saved in dollars
to the Job Corps by the management .RIF's that have been made
from 56 dowt to 44 in the regions?

Mr. CASILLAS. I will be happy to.
Mr. SPRArr. And P!et a statement ¢f what has been spent 'for

consulting studies?
Mr. CASIU.AS. Abso: " ..iy, Mr. Spoittt I will do that.
Mr. SPa4rr. Without objection, rd will remain operf to

)
re-

1
ceive that material. ---.........

[The material font:ifs:1
The staffing changes andiOductions ETA undertook during 1984. through efforts

to accelerate,voluntary attrition as well as the management RIF, were not made

4
our on-board staff into line with our current assessment ofmade to bri

with theeim of 1984 operating costs, nor.were they projected to do so.
They were
Federal "orkload and number of staff required to accomplish that workload.'
This impacts on our future operating costs, of course. Our 198.5 submission indicated
that our request would haie been $12.2 million higher, ETA wide, had we not re-
duced our staffing levels during 1984. Approximately $0.5 million of this would
relate to the Job Corps staffing reductions in the National Office and the Regions. I
would like to note, however, that the Job Corps reductions were accomplished

i through attrition and reassignment.( The major "Con
Policy lii of Princeton, New Jersey between August 1976 andResearch, I i Pti

CorpbStudy" of the Job Corp was conducted by Mathematics

April 1982 at a total fast of $2.998,467. Mathematics produced a series of reports
evaluating different of the Job Corps program. The current, ongoing evalua-
tion study being acted by Mathematics is entitled "Job Corps Component

(Impact Evaluation and Process Analysis" and is being funded at 0592,673.
In addition, in 1982 another contractor, Educational Testing Service of Prince-

ton, New Jersey, developed a vocational ed tion program and benchmark job corn-
petencies for the Job Cc' irps. This project cost 10.5.9311.

Mr. &num There was a referen last year in testimony before
oq,e of the appropriationssubcomm ttees, Mr. Natcher's appropria-

subcomntittee,.to a managament study made ithin ETA In
err t, in the course of crsidering the Labor, HliS, u ap-
propriations bill, the questiqn of,RIF's and managem e s, per- i --
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sonnet levels within the Employment and 'training Administration,
came up.

The witness was Mr. Agrisani, and he testified to the effect that
an internal management study had been done looking at ETA out
over 10 years into the future. And he said that that study had rec-
ommended a management level of 2,NO personnel and that they
had cut internally From 2,300 members down to 2,000 in accordance
with 'this management study.

First of all, is there such a study? Are there memoranda 4t
embody the study? If so, could you submit those for the record so
that we could understand the methods and purposes of the study?

Mr. CASIGLAS. No. 1, I will find out if there is such a study and,
No. 2, if such a study exists, I will Submit it.

Mr. Sim Arr. Without objection, the record will remain. open to re-
ceive that response.

[The material follows:j
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The "management study" referenced by Mr. Angrisani before

the Rouse Appropriations Subcommittee was actually a series of

informal reviews conducted by several Internal ETA work groups.

The purpose of these reviews was to assess the impact of the

Job Training Partnership Act and the new Wagner- Peyser.

Amendments on workloads and associated staffing needs. The

work groups' informal recommendations were made prior to the

development of the governing rederalRegulations.
A. V

Alter the regulations were completed and put in place, it

was clear that the Federal Role envisioned by the work groups

was dimiAehed and further reductiono`in staffing levels would
L!

be appropriate to align staffing with expected workload. It

was also clear that a restructuring, of ETA to'reflect We reduced

Federal Role and to achieve management economies and

efficiencies was required. As identified in the 1985 budget

'eubmission, the current assessment is that staffing requirements

for ETA as a whole will decrease to t,732 by the end of FY 1985.

T

Attached is a paper which Deputy Assistant Secretary \

O'Keefe provided to the Senate Appropriations Subcommittee

at the apporiations hearings in March 1984. The-paper

explains where Changes were =O m, what functions are being

retained and the basis for the changes.

A

Ma.
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INTRoDUCTIoN

The Employment and Training Administration (ETA) plass to conduct

an agency reorgani tion and reduction during Fiscal Year (FY)

1984. While the eney's appropriation for FY 1984 anticipated''

reinction, the currently planned reduction -in -force will be

somo,dhat larger than projected in the submission to Congress early

in 19'0. It t, the purpose of this paper to outline the proposed

reorganization and redUction so that those concerned with ETA's

accomplishment ',f its mission can be assured that this will be

done effectively, while avoiding unnecessary costs associated with

earees staffing - -it is important to recognise that, on averse,

rich staff position in ETA costs 880,000 per year in salary,

fringe benefits, space and other support costs.

BACKGROUND

As noted above, in its FY 1984 budget request, ETA pllinned a

reorganialtion and redaction. In reviewing the experience of the

year since that budget was formulated, taking further account of
111'

the significant shifts in the Federal role as a result of

legislative actions and in assessing administrative and management

rffIcienries, it ass recognise.'. that additional streamlining would

be possible, while assuring that the agency's resources were

adequate to meet its basic mission and assuring that the programs
.

within its purview are conducted in c,-nformity with Federal

requirements and are responsive to the goals and objectives that

have been established for them.

112
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Among the changes that place ETA in the posture of having more

staff than is necessary toits basic mission are:

o The enactment of the Job Training Partners p Alt (JTFA) to

replace CETA. The new program expands aign !costly the role

of the States in the administration and oversight of training

and employment services; it also create., Ar the local level,

a public/privatepaltnership with Onilderable responsibility

for
10assessing the adequacy of programs.

;

The enactment and implementation of JTPA:
4,4

Reduced fhe number fit ETA grantees (from agent 475 to 57);

Reduced. detailed Federal requirements (0.i1.1 regel.tions

were cut by more tWan,75I) as the States assumed an expanded

leadership role 'and administrative rve0oasibilities;

Redefined the Torii role to emphasize the accountability

of the system.

All of these changes reduce the need ter Federal level stiff. I

The 1982 Smendme ts to the Wagner-Feyeer Act, passed as Title
1,

V of JTPA. al trod the planning nd admini9rration of

federally supported labor exchange activities. These

amendments:

Imposed a statutorily defined formula for allotting
ti

rt)ouri'as among the, States, shifting away from a caries,
ea

administrative formula,that required considerable data

collection, analysteend manipulation;

40-0158 0 -44 - 8
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ite.vised the passing process to give the local service"

delivery areas role ip planning, mitt% the State"agency, 4,

the types of labor exchange ervice to.be delivered; sad

expanding th hie-State review of the State age%cy plans

and consideration alternatives to it; .

Setting aside 101 of the State's allotment forcers. by the
C I

Governors in improving performance, meeting special needs

and testing different-approaches;

sting a new authority forlfunding. through reimbursable

agreements,. those needed activities that are not basic

labor exchange services.'

These statutory chinges and the implementation of them frther

reduce the agency's staff need'.

o Legislative changes to 1981 suLborixed alternative approaches

4 to tbe adminisiratton of the Work Incentivq (VIN)fprogram.

one of then' activities, the NIX Demonetratigna," involves

approximately 2a States and 'reduces the ETA role in the

program in thane States. These change., coupled with

administrative streamlining in reporting and eljeuhere,

have reduced staftilig needs to this.area.

o SedutIons in the Federal role generally and reductions in

the emounts of nationally administered research, special

national program and similar fends translate directly into

reduced staff needs in the cceponents responsible for those
S

functions.

) 1 4 13E87
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o Management initiatives have further reduced stoats* seeds.

My removing unnecessary layer', of ea in through the

more efficient use of guy ,rt st:it, through the consolidation

of administrative fonctions, stiffing requirements have been

lessened thrlugh increased efficiency.

o Therell/is also been a shift in functions to et er components

of the Department (e.g., increasing the role of SLS in labor

marketiinfo4xtion, the expansion of the responsibility co&

the Office of the Assistant Seceetsry-for Veterans' Employment

and Training) and the expansion of the capacity of Othersr
4e.g., the 01G) has further reduced some of the demand: placed

on ETA.

It is in thts context that ETA reconsidered ice staffing needs and

proposes reductions beyeWd those apicipeted late in 1942, when

04 VT 1986 budget request was formulated.

19,

t

49
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'' APPROACH

Over the pent decade, with one exception, OVA has been in a

posture of reducing its staffing levels. For most of this

period, the problem was addressed throtigh hiring freeze, pnd

similar restrictions. As result, Imbalances occurred in. the
1

staffiqg pattern. By schievIng a sustainable, stable level of

employment in FT 19816 thesgency will return toPa more normal'

personnel policy forl'thq,\1ong term.

To limit, to the MAIK/KUM extent possible, the consequence of

the reduction on ETA's employees, several actidhs have been

taken, including:

a A freeze on all hiring from outdid. DOL and a requirement

that other DOL agencies hire ETA employees for jobs for

*Mich they qualify:

o An extensive out-placement effort has been initiated;

o Authority for early retirements has been requestedl

o A progoram of retraining and relocation is in place.

To minimize the disruption to agency operations and to permit

the orginization to attain stability as soon as possible, it

was decided to accomplish the reorganization and the reduction

in one action. It is planned that, in It. nay 1984, the

reorgadixation and separation of employsesrWill occur.

.te
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In combining the reorganization and full reduction into one

action, ETA will achieVe stability rapidly. Any alternatives

to this approach would mean retaining staff abovtlimels

justified by workloadial conducting mom than one separation

action in a brief span of time; and eztenditig the morale pro-

.,

blems (and conseguerit productivity effects) essociatid with

any staff reduction.

Included in this dockrnt is a brief discussion of the agency's

oversight plala for training and employment services. The
.

agency's quality control efforts in unemployment insurance are

reviewed also.

lb

J
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FEDeRAL OVERSIGHT OF JTPA

U.S. Department of tabor
Deployment and Training Administrationt

February, 1984,

Dackground

The Job Training Partnership Act: signed by the President on

October 13:1982,, is rigidly approeching.tte gnd.of its initial

period of implementation and State and local planning hasiaready

begun for Program Year 1984.
.t

During . -I first t1.4ne mon s of 1983, the employment and training

sistem nationwil\focused completing and cl;sing out activities

under CE,TA, the establishment of Service Delivery Areas (SBA's)

and appointment of Private Industry Councils (PLC's) at the local

level, the formation of new administrative structures at the State

level, the appointment of State Jab Training Coordinating

Councils, and the initiation of joint planning at the local level

between State Employment Security Agencies and local elected

officials and PIC's.

Once the new entities authorised by JTPA were established, the

startup date of October 1, 1983 Tquired a 'telescoped planning

process for initial operations through June 30, 1984. This Transi-
t;

tion Period Asa served as a shake - down period for the State*,

allowing them to implement and modify State administrative sys-

tems, and it has provided opportunity for State end local institu-

:items to work our new relationships and partnerships by planning

and operating progiaes.

By Program Year 1914, commencing for twelve months starting

Jul!, 1, 1984, the structural aspects of the new system should be

118
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largely established. end progrih delivery should take place is a

more stable institutional environment.

As State and local partners move through implementation issues to

management of on-going activities, the exercise of oversight.

responsibilities at the local, State,.and Federal levels will

assess how'the naillsystem is performing and the extent to which it

conforms to the statute.

Multiple Levels of Oversighi

ws

a

JTPA provides for concurrent oversight activities initiated by

local, State and Federal entities in the job training system. T4p

following is a brief review of tria JTPA oversight process as set

forth in various provisions of the Act.

Local

Sectiqp 103 provides for Private Industry Councils to exatise

oversight of SDA administration and operations, in partnership

yith units of local government. .Section 103 defines oversight to

include review, monitoring, and evaluation. Also, Title V JTPA

Amendments to Section 8 of the Wagner-Peyser Act establish a

planning oversight role for local elected officials and P1C's with

respect to local State Employment Service operations..

11
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MI
'nut State has overall Leminsibility for management and adminMitra-

tion of the job training systems within the State, including over-

sight. State-level responsibilities for oversight are assigned to

the Governor and State Job Training Coordinating Council,. In many

State?, the legislature is taking an active oversight role.

Section 122 gives the State Council broad authority to review

operations in each SDA and to review State services, making recom-

mendations of ways to improve program e?fectiveness to appropriate

officials and to the general public. Also; Section 5(a) of the
ry

Wagner - geyser Act, as amended by JTPA, podvides the State Council

with authority to review and certify the Sate plan developed for

the State Employment Security Agency.

Section 105 translates the Governor's responsibility for review

and approval of S1 plans into oversight of local planning and

performance goal, setting, and oversight of compliance and adequacy

of SDA-level management systems. Section 105 also provides for

review of, and cosiment on, State plans by State legislatures.

Section los extends the Governor's oversight role into measurement

of SDA program outcomes against performance standards, and review

of local implementation of state - required corrections for

inadequate performance. Section 164 directs the State to

establish financial controls, and independent financial and

program compliance audits with its subrecipients, and to take

120
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action to eAsure correction of identified deficiencies and

violations, including, if 'eery, revoking authority to

operate.

rederak

Under Section 163 of the Act, the Secretary is authorized to

monitor JTPA programs to determine their compliance with the Act.

The Secretary of Libor is directed under Section 165 to conduct

investigations of the use of funds received by States and otner

recipients each fiscal year !fn order to evaluate compliance with

provisions of the Act.

SectioN 164 contains special authority for Federal oversight of

. anti. - discrimination under.Deparkment -wide

regulations, the Secretary of Labor has delegated to the VOL

Office of Civil Rights (OCR). Section 164 also recognises the

independent function of the COL Office cf the Inspector General

010) under the Inspector General Act,, in conducting invOstige-

tions to prevent fraud and misuse of funds. Finally, both Section

164 and 165 discuss oversight.by the Office of the Comptrollnr

General to evaluate expenditures to assure consistency with the
ft

requirements of 3TPA.

Section 454 requires the Secretary totsluing the effeclOveness

of al% JITA programs on a ciptinuing basis. Evaluations are to

BEST Can IV
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assess statutory goals, Performance impact and service delivery

of programs.

Oversight Policy

The Employment and Training Administration (ETA) intends to carry

out its oversight responsibilities in recognition of the multi-
.

level oversight environment provided for inethe Act.

The ETA is committed to insuring that 'programs under .ITPR. includ-

ing Title V, are conducted consistent with !Warta law and regula-

tion. In effecting its oversight responsibilities, the ETA will

monitor recipients with particular attention to those areas where

the Secretary has a direct kale, for example, ensuring program

ibtegrity, equal access, and assessing performance. The ETR's

policy recognises the significant responsibility of the St.;...s,

and of the PIDs and local elected officials in monitoring ..1TPA,

and consequently dots not intend for itie oversight system to

supPlmnt or duplicate State or local systemX. It is the policy of

the ETA tS anduct oversight thit verifies the development, utili-

sation,.and effectiveness of State oversight and follow-up

processes.

. ETA's oversight system will include review of State level activi-

ties as well as local level programs in a sample of SDA's to

122. BEST COPY
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verify and validate that State systems are operating accurately

and appropriately. Verification'will confirm whether State

systems conform in operation to design, and to statutory and

regulatOry requirements,. Validation will confirm accuracy of I

State systems by corroborating with the system designs the data

bases generated in operation.

ETA will coordinate its oversight activities with those of the OIG

and the OCR within the Department, and will consult with the

Office of the Comptroller General in the exercise of its responsi-

bilities.

Initial Oversight Activities

S
O

Oversight was initiated before program operations began, when ETA

staff joined field review teams with OIG staff and private CFA

firms to complete pre-award surveys in all 57 States and territor-

ies serving-as grantees for Title II and III JTPA programs.

This first phase was completed in September, 1983, and resulted in

the identification of those States having satisfactory in

place to bring JTPA on line as of October 1, 1983, and those

States needing adOtional development in order to establish

systems meeting statutory ieguirements. Findings of these pre -

award surveys were shared with Governors and State officials

BEST COPY
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promptly following field review, so that the States could begin to

address system readiness problems.

11,

During the second phase of ETA's oversight activity. ETA staff

were dispatched in a nationally directed effort to follow-up

with each State to determine actions taken to address any problem

findings from the pre-award surveys, and to assess whether steps*"

had yet been effective in meeting deficiencies. Oversight work

was linked with the offer of technical assistance from Federal

resources and from organisations under contract with ETA to help

4,ta4n JTPA implementation. Meld work for the follow-up surveys took

place in January and February,144. Formal final report. of

findings will be available to the States in March.

0-

The ETA also moved ahead with plans to begin selective oversight

during the remainder of 06 October 1983-June 1984 Transition

Period, covering initially three priority areas: Cash Management

practices at the State and subrecipient levels; discretionary

Title III Displaced Worker Programs, and State operations under

cost reimbursable agreements for specialisied Wagner -Peyser Act

programs. These three program areas will be the focus of ETA's

on -site review activities during March-June 1984.

Planning and developmental work for the next phase of oversight --

to begin early in Program Year 1984 -- is now underway. This

4
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requires formulation of the overall oversight design, selection of

elements for the total system, and, preparation and field testing

of review instruments for the elements identified.

Two major evaluations that are currently being nducted by the

ETA under Section 454 are the Job Training Long it nal Survey
0

(.171.S) and the JTPA Process Evaluation. The JTLS collects data

from a sample of'189 SDA's and from periodic surveys of partici-

pants. The JTPA process evaluation includes periodic studies of

implementation in 20 States and 40 SDA's. A process evaluation

will be'started shortly to assess implementation of JTPA Title V

Amendments to the Wagner-Peyser Act.

The Emerging Oversight Design

While oversight may develop across a broad spectrum of activities,
-

`or example, surveys on selected program areas and evaluations

conducted under Section 454, ETA's present oversight focus is on

Federally conducted on-site reviews. The long-term design for

an -site reviews is being developed around three oars systems:

. Integrity Systems

. Employment and Training Systems

. Labor Exchange Systems

BEST COPY 125
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Each core System.will be the subject of focused field wore by LTA

staff teams during pre-scheduled State reviews in PT 1984.

Each of these three core, systems encompass the following elements;

Integrity Systems Financial Management I

Cash Management

State Audit

Management Information Systems

Cost Classification

Procurement Management

Grievance Procedures

Employment and performance Standards

Training 4ystems Eligibility Determination

State Monitoring

Services to Target Groups

State Job Training Coordinating council

Certification of Local PIC'sz Local Plan Approval

Program Limitations

Other Statewide .7111A Programs

Summer Tooth Activities

Title III Dislocated Worker Activities

Labor Excham Wagner-Peyser Grant Plan and Compliance

Systems Reimbursable Grants

3
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The Review Process

ETA has eerblished the following sequence for Federally-conducted

on-site reviews:

(1) The States provided advance notice of ETA's schedule for

on -sight review visits, and ant intonational copies of the -

review instruments.

..-44.(2) Advan notice will also be provided to those SDA'sto be

reviewed on a sample basis.

0/

(3) Tie State is offered a briefing in advance of actual visits an

the scope of an -site work, reviewers date/information needs,

and the approximate, length of time needed to complete the

oversight segment. -

ip

brief

l
on findings.

(4) At se of the review, the State is offered an informal

(5) A written report of findings and teconwoodations, as appropri-

ate, will be transmitted to the State.

(6) Periodic follow-up reviews will be conducted.

BEST COPY
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Phasing-In the 046rsight Deiggn

Plans cell for phasing-in fie review work for the balante of 04

oversight system starting i July 1984.

Core systems will be raviewed'in Inch State at least once per

year, but frequendi and depth will vary depending upon the

elements ,to be reviewed. For rumple, the importance of Cash

Management will require, initially, monthly review of State

balances and some sampling at the SDA level. Wegner-Peyser Cost

Reimbursable Grants are being scheduled-for quarterly review. The

review ofState Job Xraining Coordinating Councils, howeirer, may

be conducted on an as-needed basis following the initial oversight

year.

The ETA will complete initial reviews in each core system by the

end of Program Year 1984. Follow-up reviews will take place in

Program Year 1984 and continue into Program Year 1985, during

which continuing cycle of core systems ,reviews will be

scheduled. overall epproach to spa/taring and the specific

reviews cond in each core area will be assessed on a .

continuing basis to assure that they respond to the agency's

responsibilities qpe needs.

The following matrix summarises the frequency ind.depth targets

around which on-site review activities are being developed for

Program Year 1904. It is estimated that about 70 to SS percent of

staff resgurces0aikable for JIM oversight in Program Year 1984

would oe utilized to carry out plans described above.

128 'BEST COPY
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puplimovmanT INWANCit

No 'osier changes are anticipated in.tbe administration of

the Unemployment Insurance (VI) program Ascii ilmolveal

- leadership and 'policy guidance to State agencies in the

operation of the federal-State UT program;

- providing direction in the bdainistration of other

wage -lose and adjuetment seeittence p mgramm-such as

Trade Adjustment, Disaster Ditmealoyment Assiatance,

unemployment Winona to en-servicemen and federal

civilian workers;

- assessment of interpretation and application of federal

requirements for State confornity and compliance; and.

- needing and oversight of the adeiniatration of State and

federal programs.

However, with empanded staff resources in both the Rational and

Regional Offices. ETA plans to eptlertake a major new initiative,

beginning developmental work this year.

This initiative is called the SI Quality Control program

which is a new venture to improve prows, quality 46d reduce

errors by the States in the payment of unemployment coepenoation

benefit* and in the collections of tan retreneee ander the

federal Uneepleyeent Tan Act. The program is an outgrowth of

the OI Random Audit program and other program integrity

Initiatives impleminted by ETA. The Quality Control program

represents an enhancement of the Rendes system to bring

the UT niftier into the ranks of *thee rederal locos* maintenance

programs which have introduced quality control programs over the

pest 20 years.
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WTA is corrently examining the many design Issues which a
as

qualsity control effort praseate, mad starlets to halm as

isp1Smontation plan available Sops.

The fallowts; table jdeetiftes 'the r urces re anticipate

arde octal to the quality control effort i 1954 -mnsi 11$5 based as

our comet plass. . 1

-LIM
.

I/11
1..W

Federil Staff 0
f.

57 92

041ams $10,609,000 $95,352,400

National Activities ( 3.6094000) ( 6,652',400)

State Admiaistratlea (13,600,000) (16,700;000)

.11

p
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REOROANIEAT1011 MIMES

o with the reduction is ETA's ceiling - ETA has consoli-
dated its components so that there are sow S2 fossil
organisational units, a reduction of 19 from the
current structure. (This is the net change, taking
account of the addition of 3 units in VI for Quality
Control and 4 in Office of Dreams and fiscal Integrity
for their expanded roles.)

o Vith the elimination %f the Office of the Associate
Assistant Secretary, six major components will report
directly to the Assistant Secretary, which includes the
Deputy Assistant Secretory.

o 1:1212miallemliniurance Service (0111)

- Increased emphasis en program accountability led to a
Quality Control tattling, for which a new office and
2 divisions were established. This new group will be
responsible for the design and leplementation of Ul
quality control systpm for which 32 positions ware
added to VI.

- Other offices and divisions is 01 remain the saws.

o Unitedglistes Esploynent !orrice (USES)

The USES has reduced its 4 offices and 10 divisions
to 4 divisionsito operate more effectively. This
will eliminate duplicative administrative and support
petitions. It also reflects the reduced
rpspossibilities of this office ,(e.g. in the
development of formula allotments, in the formulation
of detailed planning instructions, etc.). The
functions retained are those essential to operating
the Public' Employment Service system, with greater
relative eephasis is areas, such as the Dictionary of
Occupational Titles, in which the Secretary has
specific responsibility.

o Office of Trade Adimeteent Assistance

The basic organisational structure of 2 divisions and
reportsltsff will reesifIvhe sine.

o oftistELANALvaLlummuell

Funetfons and structure remote the same with
responsibility for the 10 ETA Regions.
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o OCET retitled Office of Job Prairies - OJTF)

METP: With the phaseout of CETA and reduced Federal
role for JTPA. major reduction is staff was taken
in the Office of Eaploysent and Training Programs
which now has been reduced fres an office with A
divisions to an office with 2 divisions.

- OSTP: The Office of Special Targeted Peograns,
however, will continue at approximately the saus
level with the semi °venni:tattiest structure for
its p ass:

o Indians and Native Americans
o Older Workers
o Foruworktro

- Job Corps: A program for severely disadvantaged
youth, this organisation combines its 3 divisions into
2 to achieve some winagemint efficiencies, while retaining
basic functions.

- SATs SAT firs combined its 2 fordal divisions is the
fiTional Office and will operate directly with the
SAT Regional Offices. In the field the SAT redactions
will be achieved by sore efficient utilisation of
administrative and support staff. Only one currently
staffed area office will be closed and that in State
Apprenticeship Comuittse (SAC) State.

Office of Pcogran and Fiscal into:m1AI (OPTI)

Saflacting the continuing emphasis on proersm
accouitability, orri has greatly expanded
risponsibilitier. The previous Spacial Counselor
Staff is combined with the Audit sod Cloosout
function:$((44 staff transferred from OFCNS) into
the new OM which is established with A divisions.

Office ortrinemslAsnmeiEdBAINumemt 'Timms
. 4

- This office rimming essentially the same iscipt'for
the transfer of the Audit and Closeout =unction to OPPI.
Financial policy remains in the Comptroller's office.

- In the Office of Monogamist Isforeition Systeme, 3

divisions were reduced to 2 divisions with lb.
surging of systems design with reporting operations.

mulee of strategic PI:Inning and Palter

- Public affairs and corrispoudince functions (ETACS)
were added to this office from other areas if STA.

OSPPO will continue to carry out its primary
responsibilities with fewer staff. The
responsibilities of this office have boon reduced
significantly. With tbs reduction to the agency's
policy formulation responsibilities and the reduced
funding for research end lemoustratiou activities,
there is lessened diaserfor stuff is this area.
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Mr. Spa Arr. We are interested in the derivation of the number
2,000.

Mr. CABILIAS. Yes, I understand.
Mr. SPRATT. OK.
We would also like to have,any accompanying organizational

charts that would allow us to understand the method, titereasomx
the underlying rationale.

Mr. CASIUAS. You mean our current charts?
Mr. SPRAirr. For gout' current charts, right.
Mr. CASILLA81 I will 40 so.
Mr. SPaArr. Withoutwobjection, the record will remain open to re-

ceive that.
[The material fallow.]
Organization charti fU ETA prior to the May 19144 reorganization and RIF, and

after the reorganization, are attached.
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ntj Mr. Serixrr. Of course, this begs the question. You were at 2,000
Wm. That was indicated to be tkie norm, to he the recommended

I. And since that testimony, ETA has cut back to 1,839, I be-
I am talking off the top of my head.

W Mr. CASILIAB. That is correct.
Mr. &RAM How do you justify cutting below the norm by that

4ignificatit an extent?
,>" Mr. CAtnwis. f can't respoid to the study since I am not familiar
lirith it or that I have not even seen the study. I will check on the
Study.:

In terms of the number of 1,800, this is what was submitted in
-the Presidential budr.t request. We came before the hearing. I was

here, but the hearing covered staffing. I think it was pretty

reconcile

covered as to that.
Mr. SPRATr. I would like your response from ETA as to how you

reconcile personnel actions cutting from 2,000 down to 1,839 with
the language contained in House Report 98-357 and Senate Report
98-247, which appear to me to limit ETA cuts to a level of 2000
and less without further congressional approval or at least commit-
tee concurrence.

And if you could provide' for the record also just an explanation
ofwe have had two phenomena here. One is a quantity and the
other is a quality phenomenon in the reorganization. If you could
give us an organizational chart of your 44 members now and also
your regionals and show us where these people came from who
don't have any other experience who now are filling essential Job
Corps positions, it would be interesting for us to see that. Maybe it
bears on RIF policy. Maybe it bears on further legislation about
RIF policies.

Without objection, the record will remain open to receive that re-
sponse.

[The material follows:j
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FT 1984 Appropriations Committee reports (Rourke Report 98-322

and Senate Report 98-247) approved 2,009 positions for ETA. Row

do you reconcile the RIF with or language in these reports?

The FY 1984 appropriation request was prepared and discussed

with the Congress shortly after JTPA was enacted, while implemen-

tattoo regulations were being written, and before operations began.

This 1984 request invisiohed a RIF of 147 staff. After the Federal

Regjations were pat in placelt was clear that a further reduction

in staffing levels would be needed align staffing with expected

workloads. It was also clear that a restructuring of ETA was

required to reflect the reduced Federal role and to achieve

management economies and efficiencies.

Reorganisations and reductions-in-force are by their nature

disruptive events. To minimise the disruption to ETA staff and

to allow ETA to begin functioning in a stablised fashion, a

decision was made to effect a single management action in
a

1984, rather than have two RIFe, one in 1984 and one in 1985.

The RIF action put into plact a comprehensive reorganisation of

ETA staff and achieved the desired staffittg levels, which could

not be achieved through normal attrition.

. I would also like to stress that in no way is the Department

changing its programs, as approved the 1984 appropriation.

Our plans, as we indicated to the appropriations"committees.

mould Still Utilise all funds.provided in the 1984 appropriation.
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Attachment "A" includes organization charts for the Job Corps
national and regional offices reflecting staffing as of October 15,

Staff who bumped in as a mien of the May 1984 reduction-
n- orce are designated as Status "20, vacancies are noted as

Status "3"; the remaining staff were in Jab (Wove prior to the
RIF.

It should be noted that the vast majority .of staff who bumped into
the Job Corps national office during the RIF have extensive experi-
ence with other nationally administered programs (such as Migrant
and Seasonal Farmeorkers and the Older Worker Program) or the
Employment Service, thus their skills and background are very
similar to that of Job Corps staff. Staff who bumped into the
regional offices in May 1984 generally reflect the same types of
background and experience. Although an additional 17 staff bumped
into Job Corps regional offices during the October 198J reorgani-
zation, we do not consider them to be "new' to the program since
they have been in their current positions for one full year and
are totally familiar with Job Corps procedures and requirements.

we are providing the newer national and regional office staff
with Job Corps-specific training, and there has not been any
significant diminution in the quantity or quality of assistance
provided to Regions and center operators nor any negative impact
on the overall administration of the Job Corps program.

We are actively recruiting to fill the two vacancies noted in
the National Office. Selections have been made for four of the
nine vacant positions in the Regional Offices, and we are
recruiting to fill the remaining five.

I-
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t
Office of .klb Croxpe

Region II

p
Position Saries/Orte Statue* comientaprevinue Position

Rmgional Director 0at-0142-14 1 -
Deputy Segionel Director (11- 0142 -14 1 Incusbent reeignsti 8/81
Secretary 136-318-06 2 GS-341-06
Contopct Specialist 1351-1102-12 1
Acimintetretivt.2.f fiver CS-341-09 2 O 09S-341-. Main. Services

Secrstery 4 A O5-315-05 3 verrancy Advertised 44

Project PiPager GS-0142-13 1 -
Project Hamer GS-0142-12 1 -
Project tanager Gi-0142-12 1

Project teinsger 05-0142-12 2 GS-0142-12, =PA
Sopa. Oistreact.
Screening, Mama* GS-0142-12 2 GS-0142-12. MA

Promo Assistant G5-303-07 1
Program /Parietal* OS-303-06 1 -
/laid Program Specialist GS-0142-09 1 '

*St;tsmot

le Ima* war in Job Corps prior to RIF

21 Pee.ition filled by itWevidual who novae in from another compreent of MA

It %Want

*aim Deputy is key position. Will be filled through remsaistmant or vepacent4on,
but wet be sommone with strong procusemstiteocertract administration backgromod.
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Office at Jab Gave
Mgice

lemsdiate Mark=
:tuition Seri ae/Grade Status* Ozeorantel Position

Regional Director Q-0142-1S 1
Asst. Regional Director G7-0142-14 1 -
Met. Regicreil Director G1-0142-13 1 -
Serxetary CS-Or S-0111 1
Secretory CE-0114-05 . 1 -
georetary G13-0311.03 1

awitract Specialist GB-1102-12 1
Property hat. Spec. GS-1103-12 1
hdatnistrative Officer

Diva lcceent
GS-0341-07 1-14enpealer

Spec. GS-0142-11 3 Vacancy advertised
Records Clark GS-0303-0S 1
Project Amts ger OS-0142-13 1

Pm** Maar= as-0142-12 1

Project. Reneger M-0142-12 1

Project Monager GS-0142-12 1

Project Reneger GS-0142-12 1
Field Mgr= Speo. M-0142-11 1

Field Program Spec. GS-0142-11 1 -
Field Program Spot. Geo0142-11 3 Vacancy annuclekels =loftier§

has been mode, but employee
has not yet reported

Stow.

Is Dvanbant Wal in Jdb Male prior to May Lwow.

21 Position filled by individual who "bummer in fleas mother cerponent of ETa
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Office of .Prib Coale

Region 11/

Dearliste Previous

St:faiths: Series/Grade Stens* . Coeurts/ Position
44.

so,

Megional Director 010-0142-19 1 .
Deputy Regional Miramar OM-0142-14 1 '

Asst. animal Director 04-0142-13 1 -

Secretary 013-319-06 1

Secretary 0S-319-05 1

Contract Specialist GS-1102-12 - '1 .

COntrect Specialist OS-1102-12 1

PosproAnalyst as-345-I2 1

Propos Specialist GS-0142-11 1

PormenSpecialist GS-0142-11 1

Unit Srpervisor 03-303-07 1

*Comb Clark GS-303-05 1

Records Clare GS-303-05 1

Room% Clerk OS-303-05 1

Secretary 05-319-05 3 Position lasted; 'election

hes been seam: - has
not yet rewrted

Fits Clark as-305-0S 1 -

File Melt GS-305-05 1

Accounting Tech. 0S-525-09 1

Clark Typist 03-32214 i

Project /Saw GS-0142-13 1

Project *mew OS-0142-13 1'

Project PlIneler CE-0142-13 1 MIL

Project Manieger GS-0142-13 1

Project Manager OS-0142-12 1

Project Meneger OS-0142-12 1

ProjecirMenager 01-0142-12 2 GS-0142-12, TypA

Project Manager OS-0142-12 1

Project Manager O9-0142-11 1 -

PCS OS-0142-12 2 GS-0142-12, fliployesnt

Service

Clerk 'typist OS-122-04 3 Position posted; selection

het been moist employee

has not yet reportsi

I'S toss

t was in Job Comp" prior OD Rey 1994 STIP

21 Position filled by individMel sto "bumper in from another amponent of L

3: Vacs:Iry
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office of Job, Omar

anion V

4

Toesiiiits Prowicup

Pceitiro Scrim/Credo Statue* Orremorte/ Positicm

Reglone1 Director 011-0142-15 1

Deputy Negionel Gireoluor 204142-14 1 -

Projectiles:14er G6,0142-13 1

Project Marager 416,4142-13 1

Project Marrier 66-0142-13 1

Project, Nermair G6,0142-12 1 -

Adlidailrieoel Officer 03-0142-12 I.

Pie1d Program Spec. 06,0142-11 1

Field Program Stalc. amd0142-ii 1

as lection4Mmairemet 06,0142-11 1

Program Assistant c$- 303-07 1

Morns psis it G6-303-07 1

smeritarY as-315-07 1

summary 06-311-05 1 -

Secretary 66-318-05 1

: t

4

status;

1: IncuRent was in job ape prier to May 1984 82F

21 POsitImo filial by initividuel who 'terpeW-in friss another coraonent of Ma

3t Vacarcy
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office of Jab Om*
lleginn VI

leodiate feedrais
Position Serisp/Grede Stabs* Ocevantei Native

Regiipal Director CP1-0142-15 N/A Poeiiion ins ailed fallowing
retirement of ice edient

Deputy Regional Director c1 - 0142 -14 1

Asst. Regional Diloctor 04-0142-13 1

Secretary CS-0316-08 1

Secretary G29-031843 1

Secrytary G&-0310-05 1

Centrist Specialist 05-1102-3.2 1

Prop= Analyst G6-0345-12 3 Vacamyedrestieed

I:mistrial Property

Spat. Officer GS-1101-11 2 GB-142-11, Job Service

Records Clerk GB-303-05 1

Project Reneger CS-0142-13 1

Project temager CE-0143-12 1

Project Sinew Wa-0142-12 1

Project Sinew CS-0142-12 1

Project Mawr . CS-0/42-12 1

rtaidwropui Spec. CS-0142-11 1

Field Proms Spec. CS4142-11 1

Field Pingo= Spec. GS-014241
Field Mgr= Spec. M-0143-11 1

Pleasnalt Assistant C5-303-07 1

5e1./Aaabesest Asst. GS-303-07 3 Vacancy artertieed

'Seaton:

1: incuebant wee in Jab Corp, prior w fea 1984 RIF

21 Position filled by individual who "Jameed in from seem coppount of RFA

33 Vacarry

X49
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Office of .101) Corps

lietion VII

Poultice perleeiGnele

Impical Director OW0142614
Deputy iletiens1 Director 01-01421-13
Project Meow 41114147-12
Proysot mismair GS-0142-12m
district Specialist GS410242
Summeary GIS-11806
Elsellme Processing Amt. car - 303.05

Sewn= Ploressirsy Met. GS-303-05
Secretary GW-31114S

Dmrdiate Previous
Statue Oornente/ Poeitire

I

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

4'8tatess

1$ Incusbent wee in Job nuns prior to May 1984 RIF

21 Position Mind by individbal Whoa "bssweir in from another component of £TA

3s Vemeney
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office of Job Corps 
Osgion VIII 

Mete Prmvious 
Position 

EELAT1621:1112 statue 

80gdoneirector 1-14 
Financial l 

D 0-0142 
AdVisor GS,0501-12 1 

Project hatager CE0142-12 1 

Project Meager 

., 

GE-0 12 142- 

Project Menaced GS- 

Secretady 

0142-12 1 

Field 

GE -318-06 1 

Program Sim. -0142-11 
Field Program Sec GE0142-11 

- 

Behalf. Review spec. 

GP 

tE-0142-09 3 
Vacancy Announced: erlectIon. 
has been madr, but employee 
hee not yet reported 

'Statues 

1 Incumbent wan in Jab cent: prim to May 1984 'Ur 

2: Position filled by individual wbu "burped° in from dhOthft component of ETA 

3: vecerey 
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Office of Job Craps

Region IX

Immediate Previous

Nation SariesAlrede Status Cammente/ Position

Regional Direetiar - 0*-0142-15

Deputy Regirnal Director 0*-0142-14 1 -

Seconstary GS-0319-05

Ceotrect Specialist 0S-110242

Mgr= !Jriinie OX-0142-11

PropmeaRensger 060142-43
Program Ximeger GS-0142-13 1

mgr.", parkin= OS-0142-12 2 StOoyee was bumped out of
Job Corps as an serlisx R1F.

and reassigned to Job Corps

in Rey 1904

Field Program Spec. O2-0142-11 1 -

Field Program Spec. G6-0142-11 1

Field Program Spec. G6-0142-11

Selection/Assigmant GS0142-11
Selectionlasaignment haat. G6,303-06

Clerk GS- 322-04 1

Plaoament/Tranap. C2;-0142419 1

Clerk G5-303-04

"Statue:

1: incumbent was in Jab Okapis prior to Mdy 1984 RIF

2: Poeition filled who "hayed- in from another covonent of VTR

3: vacancy
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Office of Job Chaps

Region X

1W

lasediate Previous

Position Series/Grade Statue' Comicntaff

Regional Director GM-0142-14 1

Deputy Regional birector CPI-0142-13 1

Contract Specialist C6-1102-12 1 -

Project Manager . QC-0142-12 2 GS-0142-13, Emploramst

Service

Project Manager GS-0142-12 2 C50142-13. EOployeant
Service

Field Program Spec. GS-0142-11 1 -

SelectiorVhsaimuniti
nu:went CU-0142-11 1

Sem-etary GS-318-06 1

Secretary ("Z- 318005 1

*Stag:

1: mats tent was in Ja Cargo prior to May 1984 RIF

2: Poeition filled by individual uho loscecr in form another mermen of ASR

3; vacancy
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Mr. Sex Arr. Mr. Casillas, in 1968, going way back iq the Job
Corps, Congress directed the Secretary to take steps to achieve an
enrollment of women in the Job Corps at a percentage level of 50-
50.

MT. CASILLAS. Yes, VT.
Mr. SPRArr. Sixteen years have passed. I don't think that goal

has ever been achieved, and I believe today the split is 63-37-37
percent women in the Job Corps.

Why is that and what are you doing to correct it?
Mr. CASILLAS. We have had several meetings with regard to that

particular issue within the national office with Peter and his
people. They have issued notices out to the regions to try to correct
this situation, and all I can say is that an attempt is being made to
get to the 50/50 level. I just think it has been difficult to do that
personally, as I visit the centers themselves.

Mr. SPRATT. When you spy "an attempt," can you detail what
you mean by the attempt?

Mr. CASILLAS. Peter can because he is the one that sent it out.
Peter, do you want to tell them what you did?

RELL. There are two difficulties with increasing the enroll -
me t of women that the staff keep telling me about. It is sort of a

cken-and-egg situation. I am not sure which obtains.
One is the difficulty in recruitment of females. Previous studies

have shown and consultants have told us that it is more difficult to
persuade young females particularly of minority age, to leave their
homes and go reside some distance away at a Job Corps center and
that poses a difficulty in the inflow.

The other train of thought is that the training opportunities that
are present- at the Job Corps centers are not sufficiently mixed to
be attractive to potential female enrollment.

We have done two things. No. 1, we have increased the goals for
female recruitment iri all of our recruitment contracts. We have
put a premium payment on the recruitment of females, recognizing
that it is more difficult to seek them out and to recruit them.

That is to addres% the inflow area.
At the other endrthe vocational area on the centers, we recently

completed a comprehensive vocational review to see which occupa-
tions were faring better or worse and whether or not we are train-
ing for jobs in 1990.

In the process of making changes to remove occupations that do
not appear to be doing well or have a great deal of future potential
and replacing them with new ones, we are paying close attention to
the nature of those occupations to increase the number of vocation-
al offerings at Job Corps centers which %you'd be more attractive to
female applicants.

So, we are attacking both ends of that chicken-and-egg situation,
and I hope that we are successful.

The vocational changes will take some time to implement be-
cause we are now in the process of making those on. a center-by-
center basis, and it rJquires new instructors, new, curricula, new
equipment. I would hope that by the end of program year 1985 that
we will see a substantial increase in the percentage of female en-
rollment.
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We have targeted that quite specifically, and that is one of my
high priority directives to my ronal directors and other staff to
accomplish that. I don't forecast, Mr. Spratt, that we will reach 50-
50 by the end of program year 1985, but I expect to see some im,
provement.

Mr. SPRATT. Thank you very much for that answer.
Yesterday, a continuing resolution, so-called, passed this House

with a number 9f additional provisions. One of them was a provi-
sion concerning the contracting out of the civilian conservations,
centers.

What is your position with regard to the language contained in
fiscal year 1985 appropriations committee report amplified by collo-
quoy between the late Chairman Carl Perkins and appropriations
subcommittee Chairman Natcher that "Congress does nqt intend to
see the total operation of any civilian conservation center turned
over by the Federal Government to private contractors"?

Mr. CASIU.AS. Mr. Chairman, the data I have would indicate that
it is more expensive to run the civilian conservation corps centers
than those run by private contractors. We are talking about a dif-
ference, I think, per corps member of about $2,000. In total for the
30 conservation centers, we are talking about a difference of about
$14 million.

It is my approachagaip, going back to my experience in private. industryto try and see if we can't get a better return on our in-
vestment.

It is my intent, under A-76--and we have been in contact wi
Interior and Agricultureour Undersecretary Mr. Ford has con
tacted their deputy secretary and there is agreement that we ought
to put together a team and then go out looking at what kind of
duties are required, what kind of roles and disciplines are required
to run a center and go out and have private industry contractors
come in and give us a bid and have Ag and Interior also do the
same thing and take a hard look at it.

From where I am coming from, if we can provide the same serv-
ice, the same quality at a lower cost, then I think you would wree,
My. Spratt, that as far as the U.S. Government is concerned we
ought to take a look and see where we can best. prbvide that service
and quality

Mr. SPaArr. But the premise is same service, same quality.
Mr. CASILLAS. Absolutely. Without a doubt I am talking about

service and quality being exactly the same and where can we get
the best return for our investment?

In A-76 all we are suggesting is that we do a feasibility study.
Let's take a look at it. Let's have these people con* in and tell us
what they are going to run it for and have Ag and Interior do the
same thing. That is all we are suggestinga feasibility study in
conjunction with a task,force put together by Interior, Ag, and the
Labor Department.

I find nothing wrong with that approach, coming from privet.. in-dus.
Mr.
try

WEISBERG. I trust that you will abide by the will of Congress.
The continuing resolution passed by Congress has specific lankuage
that prohibits any additional contracting out.
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Mr. CASILIAS. It goes without saying that I always abide by Con-
gress.

Mr. WEISBERG. I am happy to hear that there will be no insubor-
dination. -

Mr. CASILLAS. I would never participate in insubordination.
Mr. WEISBERG. At present there are two vacancies in the nation-

al office and nine vacancies in the regional offices in the Job Corps
Program. You have .-sponded to us that you are actively recruit-
ing to fill those slots.

Can you explain to me why the experienced people who have
worked in the Job Corps previously and who have been RIF 'd or
downgraded and who, are working in other programs, why they
haven't beeif put in those positions? It would seem to make sense.

Mr. CASILLAS. I wish somebody would explain the RIF process to
me and why it is the way it is.

First of all, I was kind of surprised at the way the U.S. Govern-
ment does a RIF.

What we are doing now is actually looking, and we are trying to
find the best people available to fill those slots.
Obviously the only answer to that question is that we didn't have

the right people to put in there. That has got to be the only
answer. We didn't have the qualified people to put in there.

Mr. WEISBERG. Correct me if I am wrong
Mr. CASILLAS. But we are going to put good people in there.
Mr. WEISBERG. Those people are currently working in the ETA,

and why haven't they been selected? I know that the RIF has
taken place, but now you have positions that have not been filled
in the Job Corps Program.

Mr. CASILLAS. You are making an assumption that because they
are there that they have to be the best people. That is an assump-
tion. It is not necessarily correct.

Mr. WEISBERG. But it is based on experience.
Mr. CASILLAS. I am running the show, and I can assure you that I

am going to put the best people in those slots.
It doesn't mean because he is there that he is going to get the

job. That is not the way I work. Those slots are open for obvious
reasons because we are looking for the best people to fill them.
Just because they are there, I am not going to place them.

Mr. WEISBERG. Is experience a factor to be considered?
Mr. CASILLAS. Experience is a factor, it is not the total answer. I

would never hire somebody for a top slot only because he has expe-
rience. If he is the best qualified individual, then there are a lot of
other factorb besides experience. How good is he? Not just because
he has experience. That is what we are going to do. We are going
to fill those slots with the best people who can do the best job for .
the Job Corps.
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Mr. Srsimr. Thank you for your testimony. We have no further
questions.

Mr. CASILLAS. Thank you for inviting me, and I will provide all
the information you requested.

Mr. Srsivrr. Thank you very much.
This concludes the hearing. Thank you all for coming. We thank

all the witnesses who participated. Thiiink,yau very much. .

[Whereupon, at 12:20 p.m. the euhcoimniiiieistilourned, to recon-
vene subject to the call of the Mahe.' , ,
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APPENDIX

MATERIAL SUBMITTED FOR THE HEARING RECORD

rrmomnrim FOR: matirr O. 0"RFVFF
Deputy Assirtenf Secret/ivy of Labor

Fere: 100eEPTS T. OOKEr
Administrstor
Office of Joh Trelnine Procre-r

roPJFCIt Job CorpsySteffirr Levels.'

"lir if a follow -up to nv recent carvers/4*nm yo" roast-dine
Jot Corps Fteffino levels.

The vesper, of thir areorandur ir to ask you to consider
,llocetinc edditionr1 staff resources to Job Corps for increased
moritorina of ,k Corps center contracts anti outresch/ecreenirr
are plecerent ccr.tractr.

7t ir evident
rteff crilien
eteff °gainer
fire- erees, I
allocation of
ronitorino in

that F?P is currently below its FY 84 any FT PS
level. Before suttoritinn the Virinn of additional
eristina ceillni eistributions for the verinus prO-
I.0)ipve y 'me cep. car he eee for ediurting the
our reilino preitione ir favor cf increased
Job Corps.

As you know, wr have inetitutel a ouch more strinnent overstatt
po)try to comelevent the policy or LPeTetee,11 cornets for for Jot
Corps contracts. Intensive follow-up conducted taoYetiree vitt
the hell of Davy villisme staff) on problemr surfaced at
number of certerr (e.e., cee Dovinion, Frestoriburc, Woodetoch,
ccinesville, South Prom,' indicate, that the level of *moire
monitoring and comprehensive center reviews by the regional
offices has root beer adeeuate to identify orations at an early
scree. This aseessent is complemented by DIG audit fiedie014
which consistently recommend increased potitorins of centers as
well as outreachiscreerihn and olacesent contracts. It seems
clear troy 813 indiestione that we are not doing a fully allecupte
!lob of monitorira.

The natural °mention ir whether etvistino resources have been pro-
perly prioritized and allocate' to the remitorine function or
whetter the shortfall is doe to the limitatior or overall
resources. We have careially reviewed thie aspect, by 12) lookiro
at the overall level historically vastinst an resentment of over
all workload and (2) conductive a detailed workload study
identifying discrete functional/tasks, associated workload lector,
and time recuivements.

(155)
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Overall Staffing Leval, and Workload

The history of Job Corps National and National Office staff
levels is as follows:

Stefano Level Centers Slots
OSP

Contracts
AO TO

PT 77 253 73 61 22,225 65
7P 239 7P 66 25,021 65
79 205 77 90 33,997 65
80 226 66 99 36,672 65

81 222 66 106 42,414 65
82 161 59 306 40,675 70
83 161 54 107 40,544 72
P4 151 46 107 40,544 74

It is readily apparent that the staffing, levels and workload
related fieures rove it opposite directions. Since 1977,,staff
reductions of approximately -40t have taken place while the
number of centers has increased (+75$1 as well as slots ( +62%)
and Outeach/Screening/Plecement contracts (+1410.

At this point, Job Corps Peoional Offices have one and half staff
per centenr to conduct procureents, ronitor results, process
invoices, control property, screen and transport corpsrembers,
administer OSP contracts, complete reports. etc. and type and
file all of the above. In 1977, this figure was 4.1 regional
staff per center. In addition to the pure staff/center or work-
load relationships, it is ieportant to realize that substantial
changes in the nature of the work expected and performed have
taken place.

we have implerented e policy of full corpetition versus sole
source procurement for centers

- competitive procure rents represent a much higher work-
load

- this has been aucompanied by a substantial number of
protests and lawsuits (while we've won thee all, the
price hat been additional tire and effort)

- the procurement process itself has becoee more
sophisticated and elaborate

P
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a.

we hsyse increased cOspetitiOn for outresch/screeninco
placement add support contracts

- we plan to fully compete all current sole source con-
tracts with Mills when contract option years *potty
which will ede further to *affable workloads

we have substantially reduced (practically elloRineted) tech-
nice' assistante and training; support contracts which
suPrlemented Federal staff resources

support from other Federal sources is declining CASA!,
has notified us that due to ORSan staff reductions thPy will
no lancer be able to conduct safety and health revieeks of
centers at the present level and that Jed% Corms recto's rust
pick up the slack)

we have deman4e0 and have obtained closer financial ransee-
ent

we hive institutr4 increased scrutiny and raeso,,..ent of
serious incidents

we heap increased ;milt covereoe rubstantially resulting
in edditionel workload for input to audit resolution

we have Al:terry/0y important and workload intensive national
initiatives including substantial chances in vocational
offering's, ooPprehensive revision of all Jo! Corps issuances,
.further refineeente of the procurement process, lnetitutine
a comprehensive facilities policy, strenathenino center
reviews, etc.

These are all leoitieste workload increases. Efforts have been
wade to achieve off - setting efficiencies including decentra-
lisation of MOPe functions to centers (e.g., recordkeepina and
tetention, initial transportation of corpamemhere) and automation
of routine functions in the regions. These, however, have not
been sufficient to offset 40,1 staff reductions during a Pyriod,
of substantial increase in workload and cannot, in reality, be
expected, to Oorpensate.

Detailed Isorklosa Study

We conducted a detailed study of realoral office workloads and
identified SO discrete functions/tasks' associated workload
factors and time requirements. This involved a close examina-
tion of each major revolted function in the reoions (e.q.,
reviewing' eligibility; selection and assianment of applicants to
specific centers; transportation of enrollee*, procurement

40-068 0 - 84 - 11
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panelling, selection, etc., contract a deinistretion (invoiced,
document approval., eodificatioes), monitoring visits and onsite
meter reviewsi report preparation and submission (both internal
and external, e.e., minority business and banking reports), etc.

Every effort was wads to be thorough and avoid w ish list
activates. The study showed that 208 staff are needed in the
reoions to handle current workload reouirerente. In any study of
professional function. there is rope for variation in estiesteci
however, the verlitior cannot be fro,. 20f to 151. Sore sub-
stantial, leoitirste shortfall is clearly indicated.

Seth grope assessments and detailed anelysie indicate that
existinr reeourcer are insufficient. The shortfall is evidncing
itself in the monitoring /review area se indicated earlier. we
don't believe the prettier can be fully resolved through further
prioritisation. Since Job Corps ie a directly federal operated
Proorer, there are no Governor or Mayor management and oversight
staff who can be *Blvd to supplement our efforts. There are
certain 'demand' function. which cannot be pensioned lower
priorities. feoionsi offices rust process applicants, review
elinitility end estaien enrollees to centers to maintain proper
caracity utilisation (99.41 in ry 03). Procurements rust be
conducted in strict corplianee with contrert..... -ocasrec --
short cuts will result in lost protests a%d turnov'r of contract
swards. Close financial manalovrert :oet be molest/Mee to fully
utilise all resources (zero Dm, minTilered dollars lost on
Septevber 30, 1991) and avoid c erruna on contracts. Yet, an
increase in wonitoring and emits 1 review activities is clearly
needed. 50%e of the mall rags -n, so. Boston, Sans*. City,
Denver, and Seattle with a total if 0 eta don't even have
enough professional staff to put . **then .n °nettle review tesr
even if sliest ell other reoional ot. c itivity is clmsed down
for the duration of the review. Strono **don, Mot expec-
tations, and demands for perforrence have can rade am cannot be
s realistic solution.

Before authorising the filling of existing ETA ser-er.cies deisinst
current ceiling distributions, we ask that you consider at least
a temporary (through FT 05) reallocation of ceiline to provide
additional staff for Ooli Corps rovitoring. An increase of 0.25
staff per center represents 27 positions and would represent
sound investrent. All but 3 or 4 of these would be assiened to
rag al offices for increased monitorina. This would supplement
the lefforts of regional office project waneoers who are currently
assigned 3-4 centers each (for all center functions). Fete Pell
and I would be happy to discuss this subject at your convenience.

161 BEST COPY
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4 FY 1910-114 JOS COWS STAFFING LEVELS

SVMKAR9

FY'80 FY'81

ON WARD ON WARD

National Office SOY SOY

8E8 NA 1

GS-15 NA 8

GS-14 NA 12

Gs-13 NA 21

GS-12 NA at
GS-I1 NA 1

GS-7-10 NA 4

GS-5-6 NA 10

GS-1-4 NA 2

TOTAL 66
(1,64

,

fissional offices

GS-15 NA 8

GS-24 NA 14

CS -13 NA 55

G5.12 NA 48

GS-II NA 9

GS-7-10 VA 16

GS-5-6
NA 56

GS-I-4
NA 16

TOTAL 228 222

TOTAL JOB CORPS 294 288

BEST COPY

VY'82 rvo83 ry.e4

ON 934K1
EDV

ON BOARD
IOW 17.1141NG

ON WM,
SE T.'84

1 1 1 I

S 6 4 4

12 9 44. 4

20 20 9 9

5 5 II 10

1 1 5 4

4 4 4 4

10 7 7 7

1 1 I I

59 54 46 44

11 6 6 6

10 10 10 9

42 19 19 19

33 43 43 41

9 27 25 22

13 16 12 12

41 36 32 30

0
2 ,5 4 3

161 162 151 142

220 216 197 186
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FY 1001-04 JOB CORPS STAFFING LEVELS

0

FY'81

REGION I ,- BOSTON

X

.84FY'82

C3N BOAW
BOY

FY'83 n
Ca BIARO

WY
GS DORM

BOY CEILING

ON WARD
BOY

.....----
(g.

GS-IS 0 0 0 0 0

GE-14 1 1 1 1 1

GS -13 2 2 1 1 1

GS-12 3 2 3 3 3

GS-11 0 0 0 1 1

GS -7 -10 0 0 1 1 1

GS-5-6 1 1 1 2 2

GS-I-4 1 .0 0 0 .0

TOTAL 8 6 9 9
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FY 1881-84 .1011 CORPS STAFFING LEVELS

REGION II - NEW YORK

FY'81 11082 FY'83 FY ' S4

Ca WM
WY

Cl MOM
WY

OK BMW
WY CC LIMO

ON BROD
WY

GS-15 1 2 1 1 1

GS-14 2 1 1 1 0

GS-13 3 3 1 1 1

GS-12 3 2 3 5 5

GS-11 0 0 1 0 0

GE-7-10 6 3 3 3 3

GS-5-6 5 3 4 3

GS-1-4
_2 0 0 0

TOTAL 22 14 14 14 12

BEST COPY
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FY 1961-04 SOS CORPS STAFFING LEVELS

REGION III - PHILADELPHIA

GS-15

Frei FY'82
ON DAM ON RAle
HOY __1301(

1 1

FY'83

ON WARD
EOY

1

cpurm

1

Fr94._____

ON BOARD

BOY

1

GS-14 2 1 1 1 1

GS-13 5 3 2 2

GS-12 7 7 7 6 6

GS- , 3 1 4 4 3

GS-7-10 1 1 1 1 1

GS-5-6 9 6 5 4 4

GS-1- 4 0 0 1 0 0

roTAL 31 22 23 19 18
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FY 1901-84 JOB CORPS STAFFING LEVELS

hr G I ON IV - ATLANTA

FY'81

CV BOARD
B3Y

FY182 FY'83 FY*84

ON BOARD

WY
.

CV BOARD

BOY OILING
ON BOARD

WY

GS-I5 1 2 1 I c le

GS -14 2 1 1 1 I

GS-I3 11 7 4 5 5

GS-12 9 5 6 8 8

GS-11 2 2 4 4 3

GS-7-10 1 1 1 1

GS-5-6 11 12 12 8 8

GS-1-4 4 I 1 2

TOTAL 41 31 30 30 28

166
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FY 1901-86 JOB CORPS STAFFING LEVELS

REGION V - CHICAGO

FY101 FY'82 FY'83 FY'84

i HMV CV 80410 CV BOW ON KARI)

RN KW c1.1LING ECP!

GS-15 1 1 1 1 1

GS-It 1 1 . 1 1 1

GS-13 6 5 3 3 3

GS-12 8 5 3 2

GS-11 0 0 4 3 3

GS-2-10 4 3 3 3 3

GS-5-6 6 3 3 2 2

GS -1 -4
0 .0 0 0

TOTAL 26 18 18 15 15
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FY 1981-84 JOS CORPS STAFFING LEVELS

FY.81

REGION

27'82

v I - DALLAS

F7 '84Fy ' 83

ON IMO
SOY

ON MAW
RN

ON WARD
SOY arum

ON IKARD
EOY

GS-15 1 1 1 1 2

GS-14 1 2 1 1 1

GS-13 $ 7 2 2 2

Gs-12 7 4 7 7 5

GS -11 1 0 4 4 4

Gs-7-10 1 2 3 2 2

. 7 3 2 4 3

GS-1-e _s

TOTAL 31 20 21 21 18

BEST COPY 168
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FY 1981-84 JOB CORPS STAFFING LEVELS

REGION VII - KANSAS Cal

FY181

ON BOARD
RDY

FY182 FY183 FY184

OK Ham
NOY

ECARD

EDY CEturn
ON BOMD

FOY

GS -15
1 1 0 0 0

GS-I4 1 1 1 1 1

GS-23 4 2 1 1 1

GS-I2 2 2 3 3

GS -11 0 0 1 0 0

GS-T-10 0 0 0 0 0

GS -S -6 5 4 4 4 4

GS-1-4 0 0 0 0 0

TOTAL 13 . 10 10 9 9
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FY 1981,-84 JOB CORPS STAFFING LEVELS

REGION VIII - DENVER

,
EY'81

ON BOARD
BOY

FY'82 Fr83 FY'B4

CO BOARD

LOY

Gli BOARD
BOY

.. ON BOARD

(=MC ONI

^ GS- 2 5 1 1 0 0 0

GS-14 1 0 1 1 1

GS-13 4 4 0 0 0

CS-12 1 0 4 4 4

GS-11 1 3 2 3 2

CS-7-10 1 1 1 0 0

GS-5-6 2 0 1 1 1

GS-1-4 1 0 0 0 0

TOTAL 12 9 9 9 8

t
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FT 1181^0.4 JOS CORPS STAFFING LEVELS

.- .... .

FY' 81 ST' 82 FY'83

ON BOARS)

SOT

FY'84

ca map ON BOARD
BOY CE4ING

ON scam
EOY

-rMl.
GA.-15 1 1 1 1 1

GS.-14 2 1 i 1 .

GS -13 5 4 3 3 3

GS-12 5 . 3 2 2 2

GS--11 2 3 4 4 4

GS -2 -IC 1 1 I 1 1

GS -S -6 5 5 2 2 2

GS-.141 ". 3

-;--!

2 2 2

TOTAL 24 18 16 16. 16
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FY lool.so JOS CORPS STAFFING LEVELS

REGIGW X SEATTLE

3

1 0

Fr al FX 82 FY' 83 FT '

ON MAW
IVY

ON WAND
WY

GIN BOARD

WY CEILING

ON WARD
WY

GS-15 0 1 0 0 0

GS-14 1 1 1 1 1

G6-13 4 3 1 1 1

GS-12 3 3 5 3 3

GS-11 0 0 3 2 2

GS-7-.10 1 1 2 0 0

GS-5-6 5 4 2 2 2

GS -1 -4
o 0 0

TOTAL 14 13 , 14 9 9

0

4

R
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